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Basis of the Group

Group business model 

BRAIN Biotech AG is a growth company fcoussed on industrial biotechnology with an 

emphasize on business activities in the areas of nutrition, health and the environment. A  

science-based product business forms the core of our growth stragegy.

The BioScience segment consists of our R&D services instead of programs for contract 

research conducted in partnership with industrial companies. These programs aim to make 

previously untapped high-performance enzymes, microbial producer organisms as well as 

natural substances deriving from complex biological systems usable in an industrial context. 

The BioScience segment is also home to our incubator. Here, deploying both our own re-

search funds and working together with partners, we aim for breakthroughs in biotechnolog-

ical solutions that address a number of large societal issues: nature-based food, health and 

environmentally compatible production methods. The BRAIN Biotech AG website presents 

a full overview of these topics. The BioIndustrial segment comprises mainly the industrially 

scalable business with a focus on the production of enzymes, microorganisms and bioactive 

natural substances. By investing in its own fermentation capacities, BRAIN Group has ex-

panded its value chain in this segment.

BRAIN has a comprehensive research and development infrastructure at its location in 

Zwingenberg, as well as at the site of the subsidiary AnalytiCon Discovery GmbH in Potsdam, 

with the latter focusing on natural compounds. Special production expertise and market  

access is o�ered by our subsidiaries in relation to enzyme products, microorganisms and  

bioactive natural compounds: WeissBioTech GmbH, Ascheberg, Germany, Biocatalysts Ltd., 

Cardi�, UK, Biosun Biochemicals Inc., Tampa, USA, as well as Weriol Group B. V., Nieuwkuijk, 

Netherlands, which was newly acquired in the financial year under review (hereinafter referred 

to as Breatec Group). Cosmetic products are manufactured and distributed by L.A. Schmitt 

GmbH, Ludwigstadt, Germany (deconsolidated as of 30 September 2022). Moreover, as part 

of the spin-o� SolasCure Ltd. based in Cardi�, UK, an ingredient for enzymatic wound healing 

is to be approved for marketing.

The major target of the ‘bioecnomy’ is to replace chemical-industrial processes with inno-

vative, resource-conserving bio-based processes, as well as to establish new processes and 

products. BRAIN Group utilizes biotechnological processes in its production. 

Management system

BRAIN’s financial control parameters include revenue and adjusted EBITDA.1 In the com-

pany’s view, revenue appropriately reflects the Group’s overall financial performance during the 

respective reporting period. Adjusted EBITDA better reflects the Group’s underlying earnings 

development than EBITDA, as it excludes exceptional items. Adjusted EBITDA is calculated by 

eliminating expenses from the share-based payments of BRAIN Biotech AG, as well as acqui-

sition and integration costs from BRAIN Group’s expansion. In the previous year, an adjustment 

was also made for other income from a gain on a bargain purchase.

As key non-financial indicator, the company refers to milestones achieved in the context 

of cooperation agreements and option exercises. The number of milestones reached and ex-

clusive options exercised serves as an important measure of the technological targets achieved 

in the strategic industrial partnerships, and consequently of BRAIN’s technology expertise. The 

management metrics underlying the planning and steering are calculated based on Interna-

tional Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).

Research and development

Biotechnology research and the development of biotechnology processes and products 

represent an important expertise, and form the foundation of the Group’s business activities. As 

early as 1999, BRAIN applied proprietary metagenome technologies in order to develop produc-

tion organisms, enzyme products and genetic libraries. Today, BRAIN’s portfolio consists of var-

ious patented special technologies, as reflected in the patent portfolio. This includes genome 

engineering technologies (BEC/BMC), a molecular biology technology developed and patented 

by BRAIN for the targeted and precise modification of DNA. For this purpose, nucleases (special 

enzymes) are utilized as so-called “gene scissors”. BRAIN is also active in the areas of wound 

healing as well as green and urban mining.

Here, BRAIN achieved important milestones together with its partners. In the wound heal-

ing area, we are at the end of Phase 2a clinical trials. For the Gold from Waste Streams project, 

an industrial partnership was arranged for development up to market launch.

BRAIN’s proprietary BioArchive includes around 53,000 comprehensively characterized 

microorganisms, isolated natural substances, chassis microorganism strains to develop pro-

duction organisms, as well as genetic libraries encompassing new enzymes and metabolic 

pathways. The assets of subsidiary AnalytiCon Discovery GmbH, Potsdam, include a unique 

collection of pure natural materials and semisynthetic substances based on natural material 

building blocks. These collections aggregated within the BioArchive are being expanded in 

ongoing projects, enabling the identification of hitherto uncharacterized enzymes and natural 

substances, and new access to microorganisms that have not proved cultivatable to date.

Expenses for research and development amounted to € 4.9 million in the 2021/22 financial 

year, compared with € 5.4 million in the 2020/21 financial year. This corresponds to 10 % of reve-

nue in the 2021/22 financial year, compared with 14 % in the previous financial year. Investments 

in research and development in the 2021/22 financial year mainly include expenses to develop 

various products (such as new sweeteners and processes to extract biological metal from waste 

and side streams, as well as the new BEC genome editing technology) at the sites in Zwingen-

berg and Potsdam. Research and development expenses include € 0.4 million of third-party ser-

vices (previous year: € 0.5 million).

The Group currently employs 195 people in research and development functions (previous 

year: 184).

1 Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation 

and amortization.

   BRAIN strives to achieve breakthrough innovations based on biotechnological process-

es for societal problems in the areas of nutrition, health and the environment, using its 

own research funds and together with partners.

  As a technology pioneer in industrial biotechnology, BRAIN participates over  

       proportionately in the growth potential of the Bioeconomy as well as circular economy.
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1 Macroeconomic and sector-related conditions

In an overall challenging and volatile global economic environment which also entailed 

continuing risks to global economic growth, general conditions for industrial biotechnology re-

mained positive in the 2021/22 financial year. This was reflected by the second-highest level of 

capital raised by biotechnology companies in Germany in 2021. Excluding the extraordinary ef-

fects at vaccine manufacturers in the previous year, it was even a record year. M&A activity has 

also grown continuously over recent years.2

Markets for biotechnology products and processes frequently di�er in their trends from 

those for conventional products within the same application areas. Such markets often exhibit a 

faster growth dynamic.3 Further, the trend towards more sustainable and healthier lifestyles has 

also been increasingly evident in recent years, which is highly relevant for BRAIN’s growth and 

development.

While absolute revenue growth has been the highest in the therapeutic and diagnostic sec-

tor, industrial biotechnology also recorded growth.4 Along with substituting petrochemical-based 

products, our research and development activities focussed on biological solutions for sugar 

and salt substitutes as well as alternative protein sources.

 

 

2 Business progress

TABLE 04. 1 EXTRACT FROM THE STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Revenue 49,509 38,389

Research and development grant revenue 786 833

Changes in inventories 932 23

Other income 1,845 1,486

Total operating performance 53,072 40,731

EBITDA –1,309 –2,533

Adjusted EBITDA –98 –2,089

EBIT –5,648 –6,548

Net financial result –516 2,271

Pretax loss for the reporting period –6,165 –4,276

Net loss for the reporting period –6,341 –4,680

Earnings per share (in €) –0.30 –0.25

BRAIN’s consolidated revenue increased to € 49.5 million in the 2021/22 financial year. 

Compared with the previous year (€ 38.4 million), this represents growth of 29 %. Although this 

growth was partly driven by the acquisition of the Breatec Group, more than half of it is based on 

organic growth. 

Organic growth arose both from a strengthened project business in the BioScience seg-

ment and from an expanding enzymes business in the BioIndustrial segment. 

The focus of revenue was on Germany (c. 16 %, previous year: c. 18 % of total revenue), the 

USA (c. 28 %, previous year: c. 23 %), the Netherlands (c. 13 %, previous year: c. 13 %), the UK  

(c. 7 %, previous year: c. 10 %) as well as France (c. 8 %, previous year: c. 8 %). Revenue in Germa-

ny decreased to € 7.9 million (previous year: € 8.9 million). International revenue grew year-on-

year to reach € 41.6 million (previous year: € 29.3 million).

At € 0.8 million, research and development grant revenue was unchanged compared with 

the previous year.

Changes in inventories (€ 0.9 million) were higher than in the previous year (€ 0.0 million). In 

the BioScience segment, the change in inventories increased from € –0.1 million in the previous 

year to € 0.1 million. The change in inventories in the BioIndustrial segment increased from 

€ 0.1 million in the previous year to € 0.8 million. The higher level of inventories in the BioIndustrial 

segment is mainly due to the revenue growth as well as planned inventory accumulation. Other  

income increased by € 1.5 million year-on-year to € 1.8 million. This figure includes one-o� items, 

such as € 0.7 million in other income from the divestiture of L.A. Schmitt GmbH during the finan-

cial year under review, and € 0.9 million of income from a gain on a bargain purchase in the  

previous year.

At € 53.1 million, the total operating performance deriving from the aforementioned develop-

ments was 30.3 % up on the previous year (€ 40.7 million). In the 2021/22 financial year, a total of 

five milestones were achieved and exclusivity options exercised (previous year: ten). The mile-

stones reached and exclusivity options exercised relate to di�erent cooperation partners.

Economic and business report 

  BRAIN Group revenue increased to  € 49.5 million in the financial year 2021/22

  Significant improvement in EBITDA

FIGURE 04. 1 COMPOSITION OF TOTAL OPERATING PERFORMANCE 

2 EY Biotech Report 2022.

3 Bio Deutschland survey 2021 of 20 April 

2021 “Germany’s biotech sector experiences 

record growth”.

4 Biotechnologie Jahrbuch 2022, Biocom. 
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3 Results of operations

In line with the higher revenue, the cost of materials also increased by 36.5 % from 

€ 16.8 million to € 23.0 million. As a consequence, the ratio of cost of materials to revenue rose 

slightly from 43.9 % to 46.4 %. Third-party services within BRAIN Group decreased by 15.6 % to 

€ 1.3 million. Third-party services were purchased mainly from universities, companies with 

production expertise, and other technology firms.

Compared to the previous year, personnel expenses increased by 11.1 % from € 19.5 million 

to € 21.7 million. This was mainly due to higher wages and salaries, as well as BRAIN Group’s 

share-based compensation. In contrast, the personnel expense ratio decreased from 50.8 % to 

43.8 %. 

At € 9.7 million (previous year: € 6.9 million), other expenses were higher than in the previ-

ous year, reflecting, among other items, the acquisition of the Breatec Group and (mainly as a 

consequence of inflation) higher energy costs and costs for the delivery of goods and logistics 

services.

As a consequence of the aforementioned e�ects, EBITDA improved from € –2.5 million to 

€ –1.3 million.

In the past financial year, adjusted EBITDA also improved to € –0.1 million compared to  

€ –2.1 million in the previpus year.

As in the previous year, EBITDA was influenced by various non-operating e�ects, for which 

adjustments have been made. These include acquisition and integration costs, expenses for 

share-based compensation schemes and other income from the divestiture of L.A. Schmitt 

GmbH. In the previous year, an additional adjustment was made for other income from a gain on  

bargain purchase.

The following table shows the reconciliation of reported EBITDA to adjusted EBITDA,  

excluding the income and expenses described above:

TABLE 04.2  RECONCILIATION OF REPORTED EBITDA TO ADJUSTED EBITDA

€ thousand  2021/22  2020/21

EBITDA, including: –1,309 –2,533

Other income from a gain on bargain purchase 0 858

Personnel expenses from share-based payment components –1,384 –989

Other operating expenses related to M&A transactions and the 

integration of acquired businesses

–476 –313

Other income from the divestiture of L.A. Schmitt GmbH 650 0

Adjusted EBITDA –98 –2,089

The adjustments relate to personnel expenses (share-based payment), other expenses 

(acquisition and integration costs) and other income (in the 2021/22 financial year: divestiture 

of L.A. Schmitt GmbH, and in the 2020/21 financial year: gain on bargain purchase). 

EBIT also improved year-on-year from € –6.5 million to € –5.6 million.

The net financial result decreased from € 2.3 million to € –0.5 million due to subsequent val-

uation e�ects from financial liabilities in connection with put option rights relating to Biocatalysts 

Group, which were negative in the financial year under review compared with a positive e�ect in 

the previous year. In addition, a planned negative result from the equity accounted interest in So-

lasCure Ltd. contributed to a lower net financial result. This is o�set by a gain from share dilution 

relating to the interest in SolasCure Ltd.

As a consequence, the pretax result deteriorated from € –4.3 million to € –6.2 million.

The loss after taxes amounted to € –6.3 million (previous year: € –4.7 million). Of this amount, 

€ –6.6 million is attributable to the shareholders of BRAIN Biotech AG. 

Overall, the revenue and adjusted EBITDA trends were fully in line with our fiscal year  

guidance (see also the detailed forecast report in this Group management report).

The operating segments report the following results:

TABLE 04.3 SEGMENT SHARE OF REVENUE

2021/22 2020/21

BioScience 24 % 27 %

BioIndustrial 76 % 73 %

FIGURE 04.3 SEGMENT SHARE OF REVENUE

 BioScience

 BioIndustrial

FIGURE 04.2 ADJUSTED EBITDA

2021/22

2020/21
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2021/22

Revenue: € 49,509 thousand
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BioScience segment

The BioScience segment mainly includes research and development business with industrial 

partners, and the company’s own research and development.

TABLE 04.4 BIOSCIENCE SEGMENT

€ thousand  2021/22  2020/21

Revenue 12,079 10,313

Research and development grant revenue 632 772

Changes in inventories 108 –114

Other income 727 574

Total operating performance 13,545 11,545

Cost of materials –2,694 –2,431

Personnel expenses –12,752 –12,123

Other expenses –4,226 –3,193

EBITDA –6,126 –6,202

Adjusted EBITDA –4,902 –5,377

Depreciation, amortization and impairment –1,353 –1,287

EBIT –7,479 –7,489

Revenue in the BioScience segment was up by 17.1 %, from € 10.3 million to € 12.1 million, 

reflecting growth in the project business. New cooperation partners were acquired in the  

financial year under review and existing relationships with cooperation partners were expand-

ed. Research and development grant revenue decreased by € 0.2 million from € 0.8 million to 

€ 0.6 million. As a consequence, total operating performance grew by € 2.0 million year-on-year 

from € 11.5 million to € 13.5 million. 

 Segment adjusted EBITDA improved from € –5.4 million to € –4.9 million, mainly due 

to the higher revenue level.

 BioIndustrial segment

The BioIndustrial segment consists mainly of the Group’s industrially scaled product 

business. 

TABLE 04.5 BIOINDUSTRIAL SEGMENT

€ thousand  2021/22  2020/21

Revenue 37,548 28,236

Research and development grant revenue 154 61

Changes in inventories 824 137

Other income 1,284 939

Total operating performance 39,811 29,373

Cost of materials –20,402 –14,565

Personnel expenses –8,929 –7,388

Other expenses –5,562 –3,745

EBITDA 4,918 3,676

Adjusted EBITDA 4,904 3,295

Depreciation, amortization and impairment –2,987 –2,727

EBIT 1,931 948

Revenue in the BioIndustrial segment grew from € 28.2 million to € 37.6 million. This segment’s 

33.0 % growth is mainly driven by revenue generated in the enzymes area, which was supported 

by organic growth as well as by the previous year’s acquisition of the Breatec Group.

The segment’s total operating performance also reported growth of 35.5 %, from € 29.4 million 

in the previous year to € 39.8 million. Other income includes € 0.7 million in income from the dis-

posal of L.A. Schmitt and, in the previous year, € 0.9 million in income from a gain on bargain 

purchase.

The segment’s adjusted EBITDA grew from € 3.3 million to € 4.9 million, underlining the impor-

tance of the industrially scaled segment, which operates profitably.
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4 Net assets and financial position

TABLE 04.6 EXTRACT FROM THE BALANCE SHEET

€ thousand 30.09.2022 30.09.2021

Non-current assets

Intangible assets 16,764 13,531

Property, plant and equipment 28,737 24,291

Other non-current assets 2,106 801

47,608 38,623

Current assets

Other current assets 21,507 14,362

Other financial assets 435 207

Cash and cash equivalents 8,443 24,545

30,384 39,114

ASSETS 77,992 77,737

Equity 34,248 41,828

Non-current liabilities

Non-current financial liabilities 15,435 17,669

Other non-current liabilities 6,920 6,907

22,356 24,575

Current liabilities

Current financial liabilities 8,437 2,649

Other current liabilities 12,951 8,686

21,388 11,335

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 77,992 77,737

The changes in the net asset position and capital structure in the 2021/22 financial year 

mainly reflect operating e�ects, the net loss incurred for the year, as well as subsequent valu-

ation e�ects in relation to financial liabilities.

Non-current assets increased year-on-year from € 38.6 million to € 47.6 million as a con-

sequence of investments in new production capacities in the UK, the acquisition of the Breatec 

Group in February 2022, and participation in a capital increase at SolasCure Ltd.

Current assets decreased from € 39.1 million to € 30.4 million. This was due, in particular, 

to the reduction in cash and cash equivalents from € 24.5 million to € 8.4 million. This was o�set 

by an increase in inventories from € 7.0 million to € 9.7 million, an increase in trade receivables 

from € 6.7 million to € 8.0 million, and an increase in other current assets from € 0.6 million to 

€ 3.8 million (including € 3.0 million in receivables from the divestiture of L.A. Schmitt GmbH). 

Equity decreased from € 41.8 million to € 34.2 million due to the negative result at the level of 

comprehensive income and the reduction in the capital reserve (by € 3.2 million to € 92.7 million) 

due to put option agreements with non-controlling shareholders of the Breatec group.

As at the 30 September 2022 balance sheet date, the company reports authorized capital 

of € 4,369,499 and conditional capital of € 1,986,136 (conditional capital to satisfy warrant and 

conversion rights when issuing bonds with warrants and/or convertible bonds), as well as an 

amount of € 1,805,578 (conditional capital to satisfy option rights from issuing stock options).

Non-current liabilities decreased from € 24.6 million in the previous year to € 22.4 million 

in the year under review. This is mainly due to these two e�ects. Within non-current liabilities, 

non-current financial liabilities increased; firstly, as a consequence of put option liabilities for 

the acquisition of non-controlling interests in the Breatec Group. Secondly, due to the passage 

of time, put option liabilities for the acquisition of non-controlling interests in  

Biocatalysts were reclassified from non-current to current financial liabilities.

Current liabilities, in contrast, increased by € 10.1 million from € 11.3 million to € 21.4 million, 

reflecting the aforementioned e�ect as well as a higher level of trade payables.

Financial management at BRAIN mainly entails securing the necessary liquidity to 

achieve the company’s objectives and to meet payment obligations at all times. Such financial 

management includes deploying various financing instruments such as loans and leasing. 

The financial liabilities are predominantly denominated in euros and pounds sterling. In 

addition to silent partnerships, the interest-bearing financial liabilities mainly consist of loans 

from financial institutions with a fixed nominal interest rate of between 1.15 % and 6.10 %, as well 

as liabilities for the potential acquisition of company shares from the exercise of put options. Of 

the interest-bearing loans, € 1.4 million have a remaining term up to one year and € 2.6 million 

a remaining term of between more than one year. 

FIGURE 04.4 BALANCE SHEET STRUCTURE
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The equity ratio stood at 43.9 % as of the reporting date, down on the previous year 

(53.8 %). The debt-to-equity ratio increased from 46.2 % in the previous year to 56.1 % as at  

30 September 2022 in the context of the aforementioned parameters. Total assets grew 

slightly from € 77.7 million as at 30 September 2021 to € 78.0 million as at 30 September 2022. 

Investments

In addition to the acquisition of the Breatec Group, the focus of investments in the finan-

cial year under review was on the expansion of production capacity in the UK. In the financial 

year under review, on-balance-sheet investments including the aforementioned acquisition 

amounted to € 12.7 million, of which € 3.1 million comprised net payments from the acquisition 

of the Breatec Group. The main focus of capital expenditures was on property, plant and equip-

ment, which amounted to € 5.8 million, mainly due to the expansion of production capacity at 

Biocatalysts.  

Liquidity

TABLE 04.7 EXTRACT FROM THE CASH FLOW STATEMENT

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Gross cash flow –5,120 –5,250

Cash flow from operating activities –1,485 –3,906

Cash flow from investing activities –12,686 –2,180

Cash flow from financing activities –1,966 11,572

Net change in cash and cash equivalents –16,137 5,485

BRAIN Group’s gross cash flow amounted to € –5.1 million in the 2021/2022 financial 

year compared with € –5.3 million in the previous year. Cash flow from operating activities 

improved from € –3.9 million to € –1.5 million in the financial year under review.

Cash flow from investing activities amounted to € –12.7 million in the current financial 

year compared with € –2.2 million in the previous year, and mainly reflects additions to 

property, plant and equipment for the expansion of production capacities in the UK and 

reflecting the acquisition of the Breatec Group. Further information on this topic is present-

ed in the “Investments” section of this management report. 

Cash flow from financing activities amounts to € –2.0 million and reflects the repay-

ment of financial liabilities, compared with € 11.6 million in the previous year. The previous 

year was characterized by the capital increase from authorized capital. 

The individual cash flows led to a decrease in cash and cash equivalents of € –16.1 million 

compared with € 5.5 million in the previous year.

Cash and cash equivalents of € 8.4 million as at 30 September 2022 were o�set by  

current financial liabilities of € 8.4 million and non-current financial liabilities of € 15.4 million, 

with the majority of non-current financial liabilities relating to potential payments from the 

exercise of put options. In addition, the company had unused credit lines of € 7.0 million, 

which give it the flexibility to meet the aforementioned payment obligations. 

In the Management Board’s assessment, no restrictions exist that can limit the availability 

of cash and/or capital.

5 Employees

The number of employees reports the following changes:

TABLE 04.8 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

2021/22 2020/21

Total employees, of whom 309 288

Salaried employees 284 264

Industrial employees 24 25

BRAIN Group also employs scholarships/grant holders (1, previous year: 3), temporary 

employees (12, previous year: 12) and trainees (6, previous year: 8).

FIGURE 04.5 PRESENTATION OF THE CASH FLOW STATEMENT
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6 Overall statement on business progress  

In the Management Board’s view, BRAIN achieved some significant successes in terms 

of the company’s business and strategic development during the past financial year. Reve-

nue growth was particularly pleasing in all areas. With Salt Taste Enhancer 1.0, a project from 

the incubator pipeline was also successfully launched on the market.

The instruments for managing the Group, the subsidiaries and the projects were devel-

oped further and expanded on a business-related basis. A Groupwide training program, the 

BRAINway program, has now been established within the entire Group to strengthen our 

corporate culture, our focus on commercial success, and our employees’ personal develop-

ment. With our first ESG and sustainability report, we have expanded the documentation of 

our corporate actions far beyond their economic e�ects. BRAIN supports the transformation 

of society towards a more sustainable economic model and also identifies significant busi-

ness development opportunities for the Group in this area. 

BRAIN Group’s strategic development was strengthened by both the acquisition in the 

Breatec Group and the divestiture of L.A. Schmitt GmbH. The acquisition of the Breatec 

Group gives the company better access to the baking and milling industry and the enzyme 

portfolio has been extended to include adjacent market segments.

In terms of research, BRAIN successfully advanced some of its own development proj-

ects in the financial year under review. The Salt Taste Enhancer 1.0 project was successfully 

launched on the market. In the wound management/Aurase area, patient studies have 

gained momentum and are at the end of Phase 2a clinical trials. For the Gold from Waste 

Streams project, an industrial partner was arranged for development up to market launch. 

We are making particularly encouraging progress in the area of our proprietary genome  

engineering technology (BEC/BMC). In particular, the successful activation of this technol-

ogy in mammalian cells opens up significant market potentials. BRAIN’s management has 

decided to bundle these activities under the brand name Akribion Genomics. A spin-o� and 

more independent financing of these activities are still planned for the next financial year.

The economic environment remains characterized by uncertainty to a considerable  

extent – including the ongoing impact of the coronavirus pandemic, the war against Ukraine, 

strong price inflation and the increasing formation of political blocs. BRAIN Group was also 

a�ected by the negative economic e�ects in this context. In particular, supply chain con-

straints hampered even more dynamic growth. In addition, it was not always  

possible to pass on price increases for primary products and rising energy prices to  

customers in full and immediately. Nevertheless, most of the subsidiaries contributed to the 

positive revenue and earnings growth. With the acquisition of Breatec, BRAIN Group suc-

cessfully expanded its activities in the large market for enzyme products in the bakery and 

milling segments.

With regard to the development of the net assets, financial position and results of oper-

ations, the Management Board is of the opinion that the overall picture is positive, as the 

Group achieved significant revenue growth and significantly improved EBITDA despite the 

generally weak economic environment.

We continued to push ahead with measures to strengthen our business activities with the 

aim of achieving sustainable and profitable revenue growth. This includes addressing cost and 

revenue synergies within the Group, a further streamlining of our corporate organization accom-

panied by a clear definition of responsibilities, stringent project controlling of the new business 

development pipeline, and ongoing initiatives to achieve general cost savings. 

Above and beyond this, for the Management Board the continued high level of investments 

in research and development in relation to revenue represents an indicator and basis for BRAIN’s 

future potentials. The Group holds a position of cash and cash equivalents of € 8.4 million as at  

30 September 2022, and reports a 43.9 % equity ratio. In the Management Board’s opinion, this 

signifies that the prerequisites to participate in the potential o�ered by growing bioeconomy  

markets remain in place.

Overall, and on the basis of the developments outlined above, the Management Board of 

BRAIN Biotech AG continues to assess the course of business and the Group’s net assets and 

financial positions as positive as of the reporting date.
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Change on the Management Board – Michael Schneiders takes over from 

Lukas Linnig

In September 2022, the company announced that CFO Lukas Linnig would step down 

from the Management Board with e�ect as of 30 September 2022. At the same time, the 

company announced that Michael Schneiders had been appointed to the Management 

Board with e�ect from 1 October 2022 and had been appointed as the future Chief Financial 

O�icer (CFO) of BRAIN Biotech AG.

No further significant events or developments of material importance to the company’s 

financial position and performance have occurred since the 30 September 2022 balance 

sheet date.

Events after the reporting date Outlook

Given the overall high-growth dynamic of markets for biotechnological products and 

processes, BRAIN assumes that positive conditions for the future will prevail overall. As a 

technology company active in the industrial biotechnology sector, BRAIN regards itself as in 

a position to contribute significant added value for industrial partners, as well as in the context 

of its own research and development, and as a product provider.

The original expectation of a positive business trend in the current financial year with dy-

namic revenue growth and a significantly improved adjusted EBITDA close to break-even was 

fully met in the past financial year. Revenue increased by 29 %. In organic terms, too, revenue 

recorded growth. Adjusted EBITDA improved by € 2.0 million year-on-year, from € –2.1 million 

to € –0.1 million.

 For the 2022/23 financial year, the Management Board anticipates a business trend re-

flecting on-going revenue growth and, despite continued high investments at the prior-year 

level, a slight increase in adjusted EBITDA. As far as this guidance is concerned, investments 

in the novel genome editing tool (Akribion Genomics) are considered separately and do not 

form part of this forecast. In the area of the novel genome editing tool, the company forecasts 

R&D expenses in the mid seven-figure range, with a continued low level of revenue. A further 

improved, positive EBITDA result is expected for the BioIndustrial segment, and a continued 

negative adjusted EBITDA result for the BioScience segment. In the BioIndustrial segment, 

the company is confident that it will remain on a dynamic revenue growth path with continued 

rising, positive adjusted EBITDA in connection with the expansion of the product business. In 

the BioScience segment, high single-digit percentage revenue growth is expected thanks to 

the new business development pipeline and the cooperation business, as described above.

Milestones and option drawings were realized as expected although below last year’s 

level (five in the financial year under review; ten in the previous year). An unchanged number 

of milestones is anticipated for the following financial year. Research and development  

expenses in the financial year under review remained at a high level. For the coming financial 

year, we will continue to invest heavily in research and development, further strengthening the 

company’s development potential.

As in the previous year, these forecasts are based on the assumption that macroeco-

nomic and sector-related conditions for industrial biotechnology in 2022/23 develop further 

as described in the section entitled “Macroeconomic and sector-related conditions”, that 

potential projects are not discontinued on an unscheduled basis, and that further coopera-

tion partners can be acquired for new projects. This forecast is also based on the assump-

tions that the after-e�ects of the coronavirus pandemic will not have a significant impact on 

BRAIN’s planned revenue growth and associated earnings improvements, and that an  

increasing interest in sustainable products will continue to prevail among the general public. 

The forecasts are also based on a permanently stable supply of natural gas, oil and electric-

ity and no further increases in the impacts of the energy crisis triggered by the war against 

Ukraine. We expect inflationary pressure to remain in the area of primary products and labor 

costs, and that we will be able to pass these cost increases on to our customers as far as 

possible.
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Report on risks and opportunities

1 Risk management at BRAIN Biotech AG

Seizing opportunities as well as identifying and avoiding risks at an early stage are the 

determinants of any corporate strategy. BRAIN Biotech AG (“BRAIN”) endeavors to identify 

new opportunities and exploit them successfully for its business. At the same time, business 

success is impossible without consciously assuming risks. This applies especially to the com-

pany’s research-intensive areas.

The aim is to optimally grow the company’s long-term value through tapping opportuni-

ties, while considering the risks entailed. The systematic handling of risks and opportunities 

with the help of the internal risk management system forms part of corporate activity and an 

important element of management steering. BRAIN Biotech AG forms part of a growth indus-

try characterized by constant change and progress, hence its focus on weighing opportunities 

against risks. It is crucial for BRAIN that opportunities be identified and managed to success, 

in order to thereby sustainably improve competitiveness and secure it long-term, as well as to 

ascertain and minimize risks at an early stage. BRAIN Biotech AG has established instruments 

and processes in order to identify risks at an early juncture and to promptly implement mea-

sures in order to realize opportunities in its business activities without undue delay. Risk and 

opportunities management forms an integral element of all planning processes within BRAIN 

and its subsidiaries.

2 Report on risks and opportunities 

Risk Management System (RMS)

Features of the RMS

The focus of the RMS is on business risks, and does not also include opportunities. 

The operating segments and subsidiaries take opportunities into consideration based on 

the corporate strategy. Potential market opportunities, associated expenses and the time 

horizon until commercial exploitation are evaluated as part of related planning processes.

BRAIN’s RMS includes the systematic identification, documentation, evaluation, man-

agement and reporting as well as constant monitoring of all identified and relevant risks. The 

management thereby ensures that the targets that are set are not jeopardized by risks, and 

creates risk awareness within the entire Group in accordance with statutory regulations. The 

RMS forms an integral element in the process system within BRAIN. 

In other words, risks are modelled so that they continue to be monitored following im-

plementation of countermeasures. The focus in this context is on medium and high risks, and 

on risks that might jeopardize the company as a going concern.

The aim of BRAIN’s RMS is not only to comply with statutory regulations but also to sup-

port internal management and business security. Overall, risk awareness should be created 

on a Groupwide basis in accordance with statutory regulations in order to ensure responsible 

handling of risks and counterstrategies accordingly.

The RMS serves solely to ascertain risks within BRAIN. Opportunities are weighed and 

considered based on the corporate strategy, which forms a process that is integrated into 

planning processes. Potential opportunities are evaluated within strategy and planning pro-

cesses, and compared with potential risks.

The RMS, which undergoes constant further development, has integrated previous 

years’ experience in its identification and management of risks. The e�ects of the risks as 

presented in the following risk and opportunities report are reported as annual risks. The 

evaluation of the presented risks relates to the 30 September 2022 reporting date, and was 

prepared from a survey in the divisions shortly before the reporting date. 

No relevant changes occurred after the balance sheet date.

 

Risk identification

Risks are surveyed Groupwide as part of risk identification involving all decision-mak-

ers and experts with respective responsibilities. This iterative process first surveys all risks 

before aggregating them within a Groupwide risk inventory and evaluating them.

Risk evaluation

Risks identified as part of a risk analysis are evaluated in terms of their likelihood of occur-

rence (event risk) and impact. They are categorized into risk classes (“high”, “medium” and 

“low”) by multiplying their individual impact by their respective likelihood of occurrence. The 

range of both likelihood and impact starts at 1 (“very low”) and ends at 10 (“very high”).

TABLE 04.09 LIKELIHOOD OF OCCURRING WITHIN THE NEXT TWO YEARS

Likelihood score Note

0–2 Relatively unlikely (< 15 %)

3–5 Possible (15-45 %)

6–7 Probable (45-75 %)

8–10 Very probable (> 75 %)

TABLE 04.10  DEGREE OF IMPACT

Impact score Note EBITDA impact

0–2 Minor negative impact on next two years’ forecast results of 

operations 

< € 100 thousand

3–5 Moderate negative impact on next two years’ forecast results 

of operations

up to 

€ 500 thousand

6–7 Considerable negative impact on next two years’ forecast 

results of operations

up to € 2 million

8–10 Critical negative impact on next two years’ forecast results of 

operations

> € 2 million

    BRAIN has established e�icient instruments and processes to identify risks at an early 

stage and take suitable countermeasures.

   BRAIN’s risk management system includes systematic identification, documentation,  

assessment, control and ongoing monitoring of all relevant risks.
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Impact is defined as the influencing parameter on BRAIN’s forecast EBITDA.

The so-called “risk score” – an individual risk evaluation for each risk for the classification – is 

calculated by multiplying the likelihood of occurrence by the impact. The range for the risk score 

consequently starts at 1 and ends at 100.

TABLE 04.11 RISK SCORE

Risk score Risk class

0-10 points Low risks

11-40 points Medium risks

41-100 points High risks

Special attention is paid to the “high” and “medium” risk classes. The particular focus here is on 

strategies to manage such risks. The “low” risk class is monitored and reviewed quarterly. In 

instances of doubt, risks are allocated to a higher rather than to a lower risk class.

“High” risk class (risk measure above 40 points)

Risks within this class include a high likelihood of occurrence combined with a major impact 

on the Group.

“Medium” risk class (risk measure between 11 and 40 points)

Risks within this class include a low likelihood of occurrence combined with a major impact, or 

a high likelihood of occurrence in combination with a low impact, on the Group.

“Low” risk class (risk measure below 11 points)

Risks within this class include a low likelihood of occurrence combined with a minor impact on 

the Group.

Risk management and monitoring

BRAIN deploys various measures to manage risks. Active risk measures include strate-

gies such as risk avoidance (e.g. through refraining from engaging in excessively risky activi-

ties), risk reduction (e.g. through project controlling) and risk diversification (e.g. research in 

di�erent areas). Where appropriate, BRAIN also makes recourse to passive measures including 

either a transfer of risk (e.g. through insurance or risk sharing with partners) or the conscious 

assumption of risks. 

In addition, identified risks are aggregated and extensively reviewed and discussed at 

BRAIN twice a year, enabling specific countermeasures to be implemented if required.

Reporting

The Management Board is informed on a half-yearly basis not only about medium and 

high opportunities and risks, but also about important changes in relation to their impact and 

likelihood of occurrence. The Management Board also receives internal ad hoc reports on  

significant risks that unexpectedly arise or are discovered. The Supervisory Board is informed 

by the Management Board where required. 

Accounting-related internal control system

The accounting-related internal control system (“ICS”) aims to appraise appropriately in 

financial accounting terms, and to report in full, Group business transactions in accordance with 

respective applicable accounting regulations. The system consists of fundamental rules and 

procedures, as well as a clear functional separation through the dual control principle. Especial-

ly when preparing separate financial statements, when performing the reconciliation to IFRS, as 

well as when performing consolidation and related standard measurement and reporting,  

controls exist in the form of the dual control principle. The clear separation between preparation 

and internal review enables BRAIN to identify deviations and errors, and ensures that informa-

tion is complete.

The accounting-related appraisal and recording of business transactions is implemented 

by the respective Group companies where such transactions occur, as a matter of principle. As 

an exception to this principle, BRAIN Biotech AG evaluates and records the transactions of the 

subsidiaries Mekon Science Networks GmbH, Zwingenberg, Germany, BRAIN US LLC,  

Rockville, Maryland, USA, BRAIN UK Ltd., Cardi�, UK, BRAIN UK II Ltd., Cardi�, UK, and BRAIN 

Capital GmbH, Zwingenberg, Germany. The subsidiaries’ annual financial statements are pre-

pared by the respective subsidiary’s management. External service providers assist in the 

preparation of monthly and annual financial statements based on commercial law. Amend-

ments to acts, accounting standards and other publications are monitored regularly in relation 

to relevance and their e�ect on the separate and consolidated financial statements.

The Supervisory and Management boards are in regular contact when new risks are iden-

tified or the general risk situation changes. If necessary, recourse is also made to external con-

sultants.

Business transactions within the Group are appraised in accounting terms based on stan-

dard Group accounting guidelines. The finance department of BRAIN Biotech AG with the sup-

port of external service providers converts financial statements prepared according to commer-

cial-law accounting standards to IFRS financial reporting standards (quarterly), and prepares 

the separate annual financial statements of BRAIN Biotech AG as well as the consolidated  

financial statements. The independent auditor appointed by the AGM audits both the separate 

and the consolidated annual financial statements. Significant risks for the financial accounting 

process are monitored and evaluated based on the risk classes specified below, and applying 

their individual risk classification. Requisite controls are defined and subsequently implemented.

The separate annual financial statements and the consolidated financial statements of 

BRAIN Biotech AG are submitted to the Supervisory Board of BRAIN Biotech AG for approval. At 

least one Supervisory Board member is an independent financial expert in the meaning of Section 

100 (5) of the German Stock Corporation Act (AktG). The Supervisory Board’s Audit Committee 

monitors the financial accounting process and the auditing of financial statements.

The accounting-related internal control system ensures that the financial accounting process 

complies with German commercial-law (HGB) regulations and International Financial Reporting 

Standards (IFRS).
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FIGURE 04.6 RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 3 Assessment of opportunities and risks in overall presentation

Business-related risks

Growth risk

Given BRAIN’s planned growth and its need to hold resources ready for such growth, 

risks exist in relation to a lower growth rate, and consequently potential negative e�ects on 

the operating result. The risk exists of having fewer customers or cooperation partners than 

planned. Macroeconomic trends or relationships with existing customers could deteriorate, 

and the markets that are to be served might diminish in terms of volume or attractiveness. 

This could lead to BRAIN achieving lower growth long-term or to reduced earnings. In addi-

tion, the risk exists that costs are higher than budgeted, or that developments require more 

time. As a consequence, BRAIN’s growth could be delayed and positive operating results 

might not be achieved until later than planned. Higher liquidity requirements and the need to 

realize potential capital measures would represent a secondary risk in this context.

Compared to the previous year, the risk is estimated to be unchanged due to the con-

tinued negative e�ects of the coronavirus pandemic. In particular, after-e�ects from the 

coronavirus pandemic, such as disrupted supply chains and higher cost inflation, are of 

growing importance in this context. Risks from travel restrictions and negative health ef-

fects on employees have tended to diminish. The risk from the pandemic relates to both of 

BRAIN’s operating segments, BioScience and BioIndustrial. This characteristic is classified 

as a “medium risk”, as in the previous year.

Risks from research and development

BRAIN is a technology company, and innovations form an integral part of the BRAIN 

strategy. The risk always exists that research projects can be delayed (please also refer in this 

context to the section above entitled “Growth risk”). Milestones or research targets might not 

be met and biotechnology solutions might not be found, or competitors might be faster to the 

market. With already more than 150 research projects to date, the company has shown that it 

commands the expertise to deliver innovations and to tackle technical challenges. Although a 

predetermined technical path might often prove unfeasible, it has usually been the case in the 

past that other solutions to achieve the desired result have been developed. The Management 

Board is convinced that the company will continue to develop solutions in the future, although 

the risk of diminished innovative capability cannot be ruled out. As far as BRAIN’s proprietary 

development projects are concerned, the company endeavors to limit research pipeline risks 

long-term with its continuous portfolio management process at management level. 

The same applies when concluding contracts with collaboration partners. Here, too, before 

contracts are signed, diversified and cross-functional teams thoroughly evaluate feasibility, 

cost-e�ectiveness, and timeframes.

The resultant risk in the Tailor-Made Solutions area would at most involve a default on an 

outstanding milestone payment, a budget overrun, or the abandoning of an individual project. 

Such risk is to be largely avoided or minimized through the aforementioned evaluation. 

Overall, the risk remained the same as in the previous year. As in the previous year, a “medium 

risk” exists here that especially relates to the BioScience segment. Indirectly, the BioIndustrial  

segment is a�ected to the extent that the products developed in the BioScience segment are also 

to be sold via companies in the BioIndustrial segment. 
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Material damage to the BioArchive or research results

The Group’s bioarchives are physically present mainly at BRAIN Biotech AG and at  

AnalytiCon Discovery GmbH. Physical loss of the archives is minimized through measures.  

A redundant setup exists at various locations, as well as a security concept, and sta� are 

trained in archive handling and management. 

An insurance concept also exists to cover most of the potential costs to remedy potential 

losses. The physical measures as well as the insurance concept are reviewed annually and 

are updated as required in order to reduce the risk to BRAIN even further.

It remains the case that individual research results could also be destroyed by external 

circumstances. However, these are su�iciently covered by various measures such as emer-

gency power supplies. Various measures to safeguard the BioArchive continued to be imple-

mented during the past financial year. Despite the reduction in risk thanks to the measures 

that have been implemented, a “medium risk” exists overall, especially in relation to the Bio-

Science segment.

Product liability

In its BioIndustrial area, BRAIN supplies products directly to customers. Accordingly, the 

risk also exists of being liable for such products. As the product range di�ers widely, the related 

risk is also to be appraised di�erently. In the area of cosmetics, as well as when delivering en-

zymes, defective products could entail liability cases for BRAIN’s results. This risk is continu-

ously monitored by internal and external partners. In addition, product liability insurance with 

a maximum coverage of € 10 million is in place. To date, no significant product liability cases 

have occurred.

This risk has decreased compared to the previous year and is classified as “low risk” and 

relates to the BioIndustrial segment.

Financial risks

Financial risks are reviewed regularly. The Group has internal guidelines to identify,  

investigate and evaluate financial risks at an early stage. Simultaneous comparison with 

planning is facilitated through monthly and quarterly written reports as well as ongoing 

communication with managers. Depending on the extent of divergences in relation to plan-

ning, BRAIN managerial functions have su�icient time to implement countermeasures. The 

Groupwide reporting document for all Group areas has been further developed and im-

proved this year.

Impairment of inventories/assets as well as financing risks at subsidiaries

In light of revenue and earnings growth at some subsidiaries, and the holding available 

of resources for expansive growth, a risk exists that losses will be incurred if the subsidiaries 

report lower growth. Under certain circumstances, this could lead to financing problems or 

financial accounting situations that might necessitate the application of impairment losses 

to the respective companies’ intangible assets, or the application of impairment losses to 

tangible assets.

This concerns both operating segments, BioScience and BioIndustrial. This risk has re-

mained the same as in the previous year and is classified as “medium risk”.

Goodwill impairment / valuation of investments

This financial risk relates to both segments. Given unfavorable future trends, financial 

risks to be categorized as “medium risk” might entail impairment losses on acquired goodwill 

and other intangible assets deriving from corporate acquisitions. Compared to the previous 

year, the risk is unchanged. Further information on this topic is presented in the section enti-

tled “Impairment tests” in the notes to the consolidated financial statements.

Financing of option liabilities

As at 30 September 2022, BRAIN holds € 8.4 million of cash. BRAIN also has a € 7.0 million 

loan facility at its disposal, which is not utilized. We assume that the put options for the remaining 

shares will be exercised by the non-controlling shareholders in the last possible period (1 January 

to 31 March 2023). This would impact liquidity by around € 5.0 million in the 2022/23 financial 

year. The aforementioned loan facility enables the company to meet this payment obligation. 

Nevertheless, appropriate measures must be taken from this point on to secure medium-term 

liquidity. 

As in the previous year, this risk is consequently categorized overall as a “medium risk” and 

relates to the BioScience segment. 

Legal risks

BRAIN generally endeavors to avoid legal risks, and has taken precautions to appraise 

and measure legal risks. Legal risks entailing one risk relate to litigation in the case of license 

licenses, matters in the regulatory law/capital market area, and relating to general litigation 

with international firms.

The risk always exists that legislation is amended in coming years (e.g. in fiscal, capital 

market or other legal regulations). The likelihood that legislation in an area changes is very 

high. The e�ects on business results cannot be estimated, although they would a�ect the 

entire industry. This would also then a�ect compliance rules that would need to be newly 

prepared.

This risk continues to be rated as a “medium risk”.

IP risks

BRAIN is a research company whose strategy is based on a competitive intellectual prop-

erty foundation. A possibility of becoming involved in significant patent litigation exists, but would 

presumably exert no e�ects on BRAIN’s results. Existing patent disputes either exert only minor 

e�ects on results, or are unlikely to lead to any material damage.

The main risk in this context would be a company claiming freedom to operate. As issued 

patents become ever more closely intermeshed as intellectual property assets issued interna-

tionally, it is becoming increasingly di�icult to find all relevant patents in corresponding patent 

research. This could lead to the risk of patents not being located under certain circumstances, 

with the potential risk that patents might be infringed unintentionally.

This risk a�ects both the BioScience and BioIndustrial segments. This risk is classified as a 

“medium risk”, as in the previous year.
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General legal risks

Due to the increasing industrialization and internationalization of BRAIN’s business, the 

risk of litigation with an international corporate group is also increasing. BRAIN currently  

appraises the probability that contractual risks will lead to litigation as low. A lawsuit would 

exert a negative e�ect on results. Quantification cannot be estimated at present as no signif-

icant litigation exists.

The Management Board of BRAIN Biotech AG endeavors to take the enhanced regula-

tion into consideration through regular training and instruction of sta�, such as in the area of 

compliance.

As in the previous year, all general legal risks are categorized as a “medium risk” and 

relate to both operating segments BioScience and BioIndustrial.

Other risks 

Personnel

Overall, BRAIN employs trained personnel who constantly acquire further expertise in 

the context of the company’s operating activities. Recent years’ trends show that some posi-

tions can be filled only at great expense due to a lack of skilled sta�, especially scientists, en-

gineers and laboratory sta� who already possess experience. In some instances, we note that 

some competitors have higher salary structures. This leads to the risk that qualified sta� might 

defect to competitors if financial and non-financial incentives were to prove inadequate. A 

bonus program for BRAIN Biotech AG sta� was already established in the 2015/16 financial 

year in order to provide adequate incentivization. This program is subject to annual approval 

by the Management Board. 

The risk of loss of key knowledge holders is unchanged compared with the previous year, 

and continues to represent a “medium risk” for BRAIN. This risk concerns both operating seg-

ments, although mainly the BioScience segment.

Environment

At any company operating in biotechnology or chemicals, a residual risk exists of harm 

to the environment. Such risk at BRAIN has been reduced thanks to sta� training, the avail-

ability of the requisite volumes of materials, and because BRAIN has instituted organizational 

measures in order to prevent accidents and product spillages. Furthermore, BRAIN works 

very closely together with all relevant authorities and is reviewed by such authorities. This also 

concerns compliance with regulations relating to handling genetically modified objects 

(“GMOs”). As part of our ESG and sustainability report, we have again dealt extensively with 

the main risks.

This risk relates to both segments and is to be categorized as a “low risk”.

Risks related to COVID-19

BRAIN has been able to largely contain any negative impacts caused by the coronavirus 

pandemic. BRAIN’s business development team pursued new approaches in order to minimize 

the impact on customer acquisition. Nevertheless, a risk still exists that the e�ects of the coro-

navirus pandemic, such as due to delays in investments by customers, could impact the 

planned revenue growth. The subsidiary SolasCure Ltd. was a�ected by the pandemic insofar 

as clinic closures led to delays in the processing of clinical trials. Further negative impacts be-

yond this cannot be ruled out. 

Overall, this risk is considered to constitute a “medium risk”. 

Risks in connection with the global supply chain

Supply chains have proved largely stable despite the constraints on global logistics, al-

though long delivery times for certain products are already having a dampening e�ect on even 

more dynamic growth in the BioIndustrial segment due to the tight supply situation.

This risk a�ects both the BioScience and BioIndustrial segments. This risk is rated as a 

“medium risk”.

Inflation and energy supplies

BRAIN depends on a stable supply of gas, oil and electricity to operate its business prop-

erly. Gas and electricity, in particular, play a crucial role in R&D operations, the production of 

enzymes and other products, and the preservation of our bioarchives. 

For this reason, su�icient and uninterrupted energy supplies are essential for BRAIN 

Group and form a basis for our full-year guidance. BRAIN is a supplier to the food and pharma-

ceutical industries in major sub-segments and is likely to be classified as systemically import-

ant in these areas. The volumes of energy required in research operations and other sub-oper-

ations lie in the basic supply range, which makes the risk of a shutdown similar to the household 

sector. In addition to risks arising from supply security, BRAIN also faces cost risks from signif-

icant energy price increases and energy price fluctuations. These may not be passed on to 

customers in full or only with a time delay. This could have a negative impact on the Group’s 

profitability. 

This risk is rated as a “medium risk” overall.
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TABLE 04.12  SUMMARY OVERVIEW: BRAIN GROUP RISK ASSESSMENT

Risks
Resultant two-year 
estimate of impact

Segment mainly 
a�ected

Business-related risks

 Growth risk medium BioScience and 

BioIndustrial

 Risk with R&D projects medium BioScience

 Risk of loss of bioarchives medium BioScience

 Product liability risk low BioIndustrial

Financial risks

 Devaluation of inventories/assets medium BioScience and 

BioIndustrial

Goodwill impairment/valuation of investments medium BioScience and 

BioIndustrial

Financing of option liabilities medium BioScience 

Legal risks

 IP risks medium BioScience and 

BioIndustrial

 General legal risks medium BioScience and 

BioIndustrial

Other risks

 Personnel medium BioScience and 

BioIndustrial

 Environmental risk low BioScience and 

BioIndustrial

 COVID risk medium BioScience and 

BioIndustrial

 Risk: global supply chain medium BioScience and 

BioIndustrial

 Inflation and energy supplies medium BioScience and 

BioIndustrial

BRAIN evaluated a total of 51 risks. Of these risks, 32 risks are to be categorized as “medium 

risks”, and are aggregated in the 14 risk classes listed above (BioScience and BioIndustrial).  

A total of 19 risks were appraised as “low risk”. No risk was evaluated as a “high risk” or as a “going 

concern risk” for BRAIN.

Risk reporting on the deployment of financial instruments

At BRAIN, financial instruments5 are either not deployed, or deployed only to an extent that 

is insignificant in order to assess the Group’s financial position and performance, or its prospec-

tive development. For further information, please refer to the “Risk management” section in the 

notes to the consolidated financial statements.

 

5 Defined as purchase transactions, 

exchange transactions or otherwise en-

dowed fixed or option transactions that are 

to be settled with a time delay and whose 

value is derived from the price or measure 

of an underlying asset, especially relating 

to the following underlying assets: foreign 

exchange, interest rates, securities, com-

modity prices and indices related to these 

underlying assets as well as other financial 

indices. Financial assets are not deployed 

as risk management instruments. The 

Group’s loans serve to finance Group 

activities and avoid liquidity risks.

Report on opportunities

Opportunities arising from research and development 

BioScience segment

The BioScience segment combines two research-intensive areas of BRAIN Biotech AG: 

firstly, contract research for customers; secondly, the development of innovative solutions 

and products from our incubator.

We continue to expand our market position as a service provider in industrial biotechnol-

ogy. Here we provide our partners with research services and access to our resource libraries. 

BRAIN Biotech AG has an established industrial network in this area, which it is continuously 

expanding.

The New Business Development area is our incubator for solutions and products. Here, 

BRAIN deploys its innovations in order to tap new markets in the areas of nutrition, health 

and the environment. Some examples include:

Genome editing

Genome editing is a molecular biology technology for the targeted and precise modifica-

tion of DNA. For this purpose, nucleases (special enzymes) are utilized as so-called “gene scis-

sors”. This technology forms the basis for many innovations, such as in the areas of industrial 

production, plant-based nutrition, circular economy, and medicine. With BRAIN Engineered 

Cas (BEC), we have successfully completed the first development phase for a novel genome 

editing system based on a non-Cas9 nuclease. The system has already been validated as a 

genome editing tool and has shown DNA targeting activity in selected bacteria, fungi and 

yeasts. Activity in plants has been demonstrated but is still in the validation phase. Research 

into the wider potential beyond selected microorganisms and plants is still ongoing. Patent  

applications to protect the nuclease sequence have already been filed.  

Innovative active ingredients for the pharmaceutical industry

As part of an internally funded research project, BRAIN has discovered an enzyme 

that fly maggots use to liquefy the wound coating of chronic wounds (“maggot therapy”). 

The company has developed a biotechnological production process for this enzyme. The 

cleaning of chronic wounds is the first step in wound therapy, and is often responsible for 

extended treatment periods. The project was spun out within SolasCure Ltd. and is in 

Phase 2a clinical trials. 

Our subsidiary AnalytiCon Discovery GmbH has discovered and developed a pharma-

cologically active substance that promises an improved therapeutic approach for patients 

su�ering from the rare disease hereditary angioedema (HAE), both in acute treatment and for 

prophylaxis. Pharvaris N.V., listed on Nasdaq, USA, holds a license from AnalytiCon Discovery 

for the clinical development and testing of the novel drug. BRAIN is entitled to substantial 

milestone and license payments in the event of a successful market launch.
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Plant-based sweeteners without the calorie burden

BRAIN is dedicated to meeting growing demand for plant-based sweeteners for health-

ier foods. BRAIN has a selection of plant-based sweeteners and sweetness enhancers that 

have been identified through screening in natural substances utilizing its patented “Human 

Taste Cell” technology (HTC technology). From the substances identified in this manner, we 

develop natural sweeteners for various applications, markets and consumer groups. A pleas-

ant taste profile is crucial for acceptance by consumers. Together with our French partner 

Roquette, we are currently developing the natural sweetener Brazzein to market maturity.

Fermented food

Fermented foods are more than just another “superfood” trend. They rightly form a focus 

for health-conscious consumers, as they score points in many areas: no need for preservatives, 

upgrading/digestibility of plant-based staple foods, discovery of ever new health-promoting 

ingredients and a virtually unlimited wealth of new taste experiences. Thanks to its biological 

and technological resources, BRAIN can meet market demand for new starter cultures. BRAIN 

Group has the opportunity to act as both an innovator and a manufacturing company, and not 

only participate in an attractive market (forecast volume for 2025: USD 1.3 billion), but also  

develop completely new product categories.

Business-related opportunities

BioIndustrial segment

In the BioIndustrial segment, we are continuing along the path of forward integration on 

which we started in previous years. BRAIN Biotech AG has set itself the goal of covering the 

entire value chain from laboratory through to production. This enables us to participate in the 

value chain all the way to the customer, as well as to generate sales revenues over the entire life 

cycle of the products. The positive organic growth in the past financial year has shown that this 

strategy is paying o�, despite the generally di�icult economic environment. Here, BRAIN has 

the opportunity to continue along this path and improve its revenues and results. This rep-

resents a consistent step from being a research-driven company to becoming an industrial 

company. Integration o�ers the company the possibility to act not only as an innovator but also 

as a manufacturing firm. Furthermore, an active M&A strategy with a focus on industrially prof-

itable companies in adjacent areas or markets, essentially in the enzymes business, also de-

serves to be mentioned as an opportunity. 

Corporate governance

The Management Board is working continuously on realizing cost and revenue synergies 

within the Group. This requires good networking among the subsidiaries, as well as centralized 

performance and target controlling. The acquisition of the Breatec Group will generate addi-

tional cost and sales synergies.

Takeover-relevant information  
pursuant to Section 315a of the 
German Commercial Code (HGB)

The following information reflects the circumstances as at the 30 September 2022 

reporting date.

Composition of subscribed share capital (No. 1)

The share capital of BRAIN Biotech AG amounts to € 21,847,495 on the reporting date. The 

share capital is divided into 21,847,495 ordinary shares, to each of which a proportional amount 

of the share capital of € 1.00 is attributable. The shares are fully paid-in registered shares. The 

company holds no treasury shares on the reporting date.

Restrictions a�ecting voting rights or transfer of shares (No. 2)

The company’s Management Board is not aware of any restrictions a�ecting voting rights 

or the transfer of shares, including those potentially deriving from agreements between share-

holders.

Shareholdings with more than 10 % of the voting rights (No. 3)

MP Beteiligungs-GmbH, Kaiserslautern, holds a 41.3 % interest in the company’s share 

capital as at 30 September 2022. As at 30 September 2022, no further shareholders existed 

with interests of more than 10 % in the voting rights. 

Holders of shares with special rights (No. 4)

No shares exist at BRAIN Biotech AG with special rights endowing control powers.

Voting rights control of employees who are shareholders (No. 5)

No voting rights controls for employees who are shareholders exist for the instance of 

control rights that are not to be exercised directly. 

Rules concerning the appointment and recall from o�ice of Management Board 

members (No. 6)

Pursuant to Section 84 of the German Stock Corporation Act (AktG) and the bylaws of 

BRAIN Biotech AG, the Supervisory Board appoints the members of the Management Board. 

Pursuant to Section 7 of the bylaws of BRAIN Biotech AG, the Management Board consists of 

one or several individuals. The Supervisory Board determines the number of Management 

Board members. It can appoint a Management Board Chair (CEO) and a Deputy Management 

Board Chair, as well as deputy Management Board members. If the Management Board con-

sists of several members, Management Board resolutions are passed with a simple majority of 

votes. If the Supervisory Board has appointed a Management Board Chair, and if the Manage-

ment Board consists of three members, the vote of the Management Board Chair decides given 

an equal number of votes.
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Rules concerning amendments to the bylaws (No. 6)

Pursuant to Section 179 of the German Stock Corporation Act (AktG) and the bylaws of 

BRAIN Biotech AG, amendments to the bylaws require an AGM resolution. AGM resolutions 

require a simple majority of votes, unless the law stipulates a greater majority.

Management Board authorizations concerning issuing and repurchasing shares 

(No. 7)

BRAIN Biotech AG has the following authorized and conditional capital:

Authorized capital

The authorized capital of 3,972,273 (Authorized Capital 2021/I) existing as of 30 September 

2020 was revoked by resolution of the Annual General Meeting on 9 March 2022. 

With an AGM resolution on 9 March 2022, authorized capital of € 4,369,499 was created 

(Authorized Capital 2022/I). Authorized Capital 2022/I was entered in the commercial register 

on 28 March 2022. The Management Board was authorized, with Supervisory Board assent, to 

increase the company’s share capital in the period until 8 March 2027, once or on several occa-

sions, albeit by a maximum of up to a nominal amount of € 4,369,499 through issuing up to 

4,369,499 new ordinary registered shares against cash or non-cash capital contributions, where-

by shareholders’ statutory subscription rights can be wholly or partly excluded. If the new shares 

are issued against cash capital contributions, shareholders’ statutory subscription rights can be 

wholly or partially excluded if the new shares’ issue price is not significantly less than the stock 

market price of the company’s shares already listed on the date when the issue price is finally 

determined, and the total number of shares issued in this manner under exclusion of subscrip-

tion rights does not exceed 10 % of the share capital.

Accordingly, authorized capital of € 4,369,499 was reported as at the 30 September 2022 

reporting date.

Conditional capital

Pursuant to Section 5 (3), (4) and (5) of the company’s bylaws, the share capital is condi-

tionally increased by € 1,986,136 through issuing up to 1,986,136 new ordinary registered shares 

(Conditional Capital 2021/I) and by a further € 123,000 through issuing up to 123,000 new ordinary 

registered shares (Conditional Capital 2015/II), and through issuing up to 1,682,578 new ordinary 

registered shares (Conditional Capital 2019/I). 

Conditional Capital 2021/I serves exclusively to grant shares to the holders of bonds with 

warrants and convertible bonds that the company issues based on the authorization of the Man-

agement Board by way of AGM resolution passed on 10 March 2021. The conditional capital 

increase is to be implemented through issuing up to 1,986,136 new ordinary registered shares 

only to the extent that the holders of convertible bonds and/or bonds with warrants utilize their 

conversion rights or warrant rights, or the holders of convertible bonds that are obligated to 

convert satisfy their obligation to convert, and to the extent that other forms of satisfaction are 

not deployed to service the bonds. An increase in the share capital from Conditional Capital 

2021/I had not been implemented as at the 30 September 2022 reporting date.

Conditional Capital 2015/II serves exclusively to service subscription rights arising from 

stock options that are granted – pursuant to the AGM resolution dated 8 July 2015 as part of a 

stock option plan comprising up to 123,000 stock options that carry subscription rights to shares 

of BRAIN Biotech AG with a term of up to eight years – to the members of the company’s Man-

agement Board, members of a�iliated companies’ management boards, as well as managers and 

other company employees in senior positions. The conditional capital increase is to be imple-

mented only to the extent that the holders of issued subscription rights utilize them, and the com-

pany does not grant treasury shares or cash settlement to satisfy these subscription rights. An 

increase in the share capital from Conditional Capital 2015/II had not been implemented as at 

the 30 September 2022 reporting date. At the Annual General Meeting on 7 March 2019, Condi-

tional Capital 2015/II was reduced from originally € 1,272,581 to € 123,000, as this capital was to 

remain exclusively for hedging stock options already issued. The authorization to issue further 

stock  

options from Conditional Capital 2015/II was revoked at the same Annual General Meeting and 

replaced by a new authorization (see following section).

By resolution of the Annual General Meeting on 7 March 2019, the share capital was condi-

tionally increased by € 1,682,578 through the issue of up to 1,682,578 new no-par-value registered 

shares (Conditional Capital 2019/I). The conditional capital serves exclusively to service  

subscription rights from stock options granted to members of the company’s Management  

Board and other senior company managers. The Management Board is authorized, with the  

approval of the Supervisory Board, to determine the further details of the implementation of the 

conditional capital increase. The conditional capital increase is to be implemented only to the 

extent that the holders of issued subscription rights utilize them, and the company does not grant 

treasury shares or cash settlement to satisfy these subscription rights. An increase in the share 

capital from Conditional Capital 2019/I had not been implemented as at the 30 September 2022 

reporting date.

Stock options

An AGM resolution dated 7 March 2019 authorized the Management Board, with Super-

visory Board approval, to issue as part of a stock option plan until 12 March 2027 up to 

1,682,578 stock options with subscription rights to shares of BRAIN Biotech AG with a term 

of up to eight years, with the condition that each stock option grant the right to subscribe for 

one share, and according to further provisions. As far as issuing shares to members of the 

Management Board of BRAIN Biotech AG is concerned, this authorization is valid for the  

Supervisory Board alone. The AGM conditionally increased the share capital by € 1,682,578 

to hedge and service the stock options (Conditional Capital 2019/I).

Significant agreements for the instance of a change of control due to a takeover 

o�er (No. 8) and compensation agreements in the case of a takeover o�er (No. 9)

The company has not entered into any arrangements in the meaning of Section 315a (4) Nos. 8 

and 9 HGB.
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Corporate governance statement of 
conformity pursuant to Section 289f 
and Section 315d of the German 
Commercial Code (HGB)

The corporate governance statement of conformity of BRAIN Biotech AG pursuant to Sec-

tion 289f and Section 315d of the German Commercial Code (HGB) is published on the website 

at www.brain-biotech.com/investors/corporate-governance.

Zwingenberg, 21 December 2022

Adriaan Moelker    Michael Schneiders 

Chief Executive O�icer  Chief Financial O�icer  
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TABLE 05. 1 CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30 SEPTEMBER 2022

€ thousand Note 30. 09. 2022 30. 09. 2021

Non-current assets

Intangible assets and Goodwill [12] 16,764 13,531

Property, plant and equipment [13] 28,737 24,291

Equity-accounted investments [14] 1,938 550

Other non-current assets [18] 168 251

47,608 38,623

Current assets

Inventories [15] 9,661 7,015

Trade receivables [16] 8,036 6,722

Other current assets [18] 3,811 617

Current tax assets [10] 0 9

Other financial assets [17] 435 207

Cash and cash equivalents [19] 8,443 24,545

30,384 39,114

ASSETS 77,992 77,737

Equity [20]

Subscribed capital 21,847 21,847

Capital reserves 92,660 95,890

Retained earnings –85,197 –79,509

Other reserves 328 555

29,638 38,783

Non-controlling interests 4,610 3,044

Total equity 34,248 41,828

Non-current liabilities

Deferred tax [10] 3,292 2,790

Provisions for post-employment benefits for employees [5] 1,153 2,271

Financial liabilities [21] 15,435 17,669

Other liabilities [22] 1,709 736

Deferred income [23] 766 1,109

22,356 24,575

Current liabilities

Provisions [24] 654 404

Tax liabilities [10] 190 116

Financial liabilities [21] 8,437 2,649

Prepayments received [25] 13 79

Trade payables [26] 6,754 3,831

Other liabilities [22] 3,350 2,684

Deferred income [23] 1,990 1,572

21,388 11,335

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 77,992 77,737
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€ thousand Note

12M 21/22
01. 10. 2021 – 
30. 09. 2022

12M 20/21
01. 10. 2020 – 
30. 09. 2021

Net loss for the reporting period –6,341 –4,680

of which attributable to non-controlling interests 249 292

of which attributable to the shareholders of BRAIN Biotech AG –6,590 –4,972

Other comprehensive income

Net gain or loss from revaluing obligations from post-employment employee benefits* [5] 901 306

Currency translation –245 568

Other comprehensive income, net 656 874

Consolidated total comprehensive income (loss) –5,685 –3,805

of which attributable to non-controlling interests 231 340

of which attributable to the shareholders of BRAIN Biotech AG –5,916 –4,145

 

€ thousand Note

12M 21/22
01. 10. 2021 – 
30. 09. 2022

12M 20/21
01. 10. 2020 – 
30. 09. 2021

Revenue [1] 49,509 38,389

Research and development grant revenue [2] 786 833

Change in inventories of unfinished and finished goods and work in progress 932 23

Other income [3] 1,845 1,486

Total operating performance 53,072 40,731

Cost of materials [4]

Cost of raw materials, consumables and supplies, and purchased merchandise –21,671 –15,274

Cost of purchased services –1,323 –1,568

–22,994 –16,842

Personnel expenses [5]

Wages and salaries –17,301 –15,618

Share-based employee compensation –1,384 –989

Social security and post-employment benefit costs –2,995 –2,903

–21,681 –19,510

Other expenses [7] –9,706 –6,912

EBITDA –1,309 –2,533

Depreciation, amortization and impairment [6] –4,340 –4,014

Operating result (EBIT) –5,648 –6,548

Share of profit or loss from equity-accounted investments [14] –2,426 –1,723

Finance income [8] 3,606 4,722

Finance costs [9] –1,696 –727

Net financial result –516 2,271

Pretax loss for the reporting period –6,165 –4,276

Income tax expense/income [10]

a) Current tax expense/income –226 –169

b) Deferred tax expense/income 50 –234

–176 –404

Net loss for the reporting period –6,341 –4,680

of which attributable to non-controlling interests 249 292

of which attributable to the shareholders of BRAIN Biotech AG –6,590 –4,972

Earnings per share [11]

Earnings per share, basic undiluted (in €) –0.30 –0.25

Number of shares taken as basis 21,847,495 19,942,982

Earnings per share, diluted (in €) –0.30 –0.25

Number of shares taken as basis 21,847,495 19,942,982

TABLE 05.2  CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME  

FOR THE PERIOD 1 OCTOBER  2021 – 30 SEPTEMBER 2022

 *  Items that will not be subsequently  

reclassified to profit or loss.
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TABLE 05.3 CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY FOR THE PERIOD 01.10. 2021 – 30. 09. 2022 TABLE 05.4 CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE PERIOD 1 OCTOBER 2021 – 30 SEPTEMBER 2022

Note (20) Interests of shareholders of BRAIN Biotech AG
Non-controlling 

interests

€ thousand
Subscribed 

capital
Capital  

reserves
Retained  
earnings 

Other reserves 
Currency 

translation Total Total Total 

Balance at 30 September 2020 / 

1 October 2020

19,861 78,386 –77,497 35 20,785 5,358 26,143

Cash capital increase from  

authorized capital, less capital 

raising costs

1,986 16,992 0 0 18,978 0 18,978

   Net loss for the reporting period 0 0 –4,972 0 –4,972 292 –4,680

   Other comprehensive income 0 0 306 521 827 48 874

Total comprehensive income (loss) 0 0 –4,666 521 –4,145 340 –3,805

Acquisition of shares of non-con-

trolling shareholders

0 0 2,654 0 2,654 –2,654 0

Transfers due to employee share 

scheme

0 512 0 0 512 0 512

Balance at 30 September 2021 / 

1 October 2021

21,847 95,890 –79,509 555 38,783 3,044 41,828

   Net loss for the reporting period 0 0 –6,590 0 –6,590 249 –6,341

   Other comprehensive income 0 0 901 –227 674 –17 656

Total comprehensive income (loss) 0 0 –5,689 –227 –5,916 231 –5,685

Acquisition of shares of  

non-controlling shareholders

0 0 0 0 0 1,335 1,335

Addition of liability from put/call 

agreement relating to the  

acquisition of non-controlling  

interests in fully consolidated 

Group companies

0 –3,978 0 0 –3,978 0 –3,978

Transfers due to employee share 

scheme

0 748 0 0 748 0 748

Balnace at  

30 September 2022

21,847 92,660 –85,198 328 29,638 4,610 34,248

€ thousand
12M 21/22

01. 10. 2021 – 30.09.2022
12M 20/21

01.1 0. 2020– 30. 09. 2021

Net profit (/loss) for the period, after tax –6,341 –4,680

Depreciation, amortization and impairment 4,340 4,014

Deferred tax expense/income –50 234

Conversion of deferred income into revenue –2,792 –1,373

Income from the acquisition of fully consolidated companies (Bargain Purchase) 0 –798

Income from release of provisions and liabilities –231 –343

Share of profit or loss from equity-accounted investments 2,426 1,723

Change in net pension provisions recognized in profit or loss –217 –225

Other non-cash expenses and income –61 –3,810

Income from the sale of consolidated entities –2,167 0

Losses on disposals of intangible assets and property, plant and equipment –28 7

Gross cash flow –5,120 –5,250

Change in trade receivables –231 –143

Change in inventories –2,412 –17

Change in tax assets and liabilities 6 –121

Change in other assets and financial assets –352 126

Change in trade payables 2,529 313

Change in prepayments 3 9

Change in provisions and other liabilities 1,587 –537

Additions from deferred income 2,505 1,715

Cash flows from operating activities –1,485 –3,906

Net cash inflows from disposals of companies (less cash and cash equivalents divested) –3,096 –436

Net payments from disposals of companies (less cash and cash equivalents disposed of ) –1,071 0

Payments to acquire intangible assets –282 –11

Payments to acquire property, plant and equipment –5,800 –1,251

Net cash flows relating to other non-current assets –1,401 81

Investments in equity-accounted investments –1,173 –564

Proceeds from disposal of property, plant and equipment 137 1

Cash flows from investing activities –12,686 –2,180

Proceeds from borrowings 352 55

Repayments of borrowings –2,318 –2,875

Payments of the Put-Option liabilities for Biocatalysts Ltd. 0 –4,586

Contributions to equity, less related capital raising costs 0 18,978

Cash flows from financing activities –1,966 11,572

Net change in cash and cash equivalents –16,137 5,485

Cash and cash equivalents at start of financial year 24,545 18,943

Exchange-rate-related change in cash 35 116

Cash and cash equivalents at end of financial year 8,443 24,545

Cash flows from operating activities include:

Interest paid –503 –431

Interest received 16 26

Income taxes paid –259 –387

Income taxes received 0 55

Note (19)
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I. GENERAL INFORMATION 

General information about the company

BRAIN Biotech Aktiengesellschaft (also referred to below as “BRAIN Biotech AG” or 

the “Company”) is entered in the commercial register of the Darmstadt District Court under 

commercial sheet register number 24758. The company’s registered o�ices are located at 

Darmstädter Strasse 34–36 in 64673 Zwingenberg, Germany.

BRAIN Biotech AG is a growth company in the industrial biotechnology sector. BRAIN 

Group (hereinafter referred to as “BRAIN” or “the Group” or “BRAIN Group”) focuses its busi-

ness activities on the areas of nutrition, health and the environment. A science-based prod-

uct business forms the core of our strategic orientation.

The BioScience segment consists of our R&D services for contract research conducted in 

partnership with industrial companies. These programs aim to make previously untapped 

high-performance enzymes, microbial producer organisms as well as natural substances deriv-

ing from complex biological systems usable in an industrial context. The BioScience segment is 

also home to our incubator. Here, deploying both our own research funds and working together 

with partners, we aim for breakthroughs in biotechnologically produced solutions that address 

a number of society’s most pressing issues: naturebased food ingredients, health and environ-

mentally compatible production methods. 

The BioIndustrial segment comprises mainly the industrially scalable business with a 

focus on the production of enzymes, microorganisms and bioactive natural substances. By 

investing in its own fermentation capacities, BRAIN Group has significantly expanded its 

value chain in this segment. 

BRAIN has a comprehensive research and development infrastructure at the location in 

Zwingenberg, as well as at the site of the subsidiary AnalytiCon Discovery GmbH in Potsdam, 

with the latter focusing on natural compounds. Special production expertise and market  

access is o�ered by our subsidiaries in relation to enzyme products, microorganisms and bio-

active natural compounds: WeissBioTech GmbH, Ascheberg, Germany, Biocatalysts Ltd.,  

Cardi�, UK, Breatec B. V., Nieuwkuijk, Netherlands, and Biosun Biochemicals Inc., Tampa, USA. 

Cosmetic products are manufactured and distributed by L.A. Schmitt GmbH, Ludwigstadt, Ger-

many (deconsolidated as at 30 September 2022). Moreover, as part of the spino� SolasCure Ltd. 

based in Cardi�, UK, an ingredient for enzymatic wound healing is to be approved for  

marketing.

The targets in terms of a “bioeconomy” are to replace conventional chemicalindustrial 

processes with innovative resourceconserving processes, as well as to establish new pro-

cesses and products. BRAIN Group utilizes biotechnology processes in order to manufacture 

sustainable products. Our products and services directly address the following UN Sustain-

able Development Goals: 2, 3, 6, 9 and 12.

General basis of financial accounting

BRAIN Biotech AG has been listed on the stock market since 9 February 2016 and is orient-

ed to the capital market. As a consequence, the regulations of Section 315e (1) of the German 

Commercial Code (HGB) are applicable when preparing the consolidated financial statements. 

The consolidated financial statements prepared by the parent company BRAIN Biotech AG for 

the year ending 30 September 2022 (the “consolidated financial statements” or “financial state-

ments”) were prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as 

applicable in the European Union. The financial statements of BRAIN Biotech AG are included in 

the consolidated financial statements of MP Beteiligungs-GmbH, Kaiserslautern, by way of equi-

ty accounting. The consolidated financial statements of MP Beteiligungs-GmbH are published in 

the German Federal Gazette (Bundesanzeiger).

The reporting period comprises the period from 1 October 2021 to 30 September 2022. This 

period corresponds to the financial year of BRAIN Biotech AG. For historical reasons, the annual 

financial statements of WeissBioTech GmbH, Ascheberg, WeissBioTech S.A.R.L., Chante-

loupen-Brie, France, Breatec B. V., Nieuwkuijk, Netherlands, and AnalytiCon Discovery LLC,  

Rockville, MD, USA, are prepared based on a calendar yearend reporting date. Where a financial 

year di�ers, annual figures based on the Group’s financial year are calculated for the consolidated 

financial statements, and included in the financial statements on this basis.

These consolidated financial statements of BRAIN Biotech AG were approved by the  

Management Board for submission to the Supervisory Board on 14 December 2022. The review 

and approval by the Supervisory Board took place on 21 December 2022.

New accounting regulations applied

The standards and amendments to be applied for financial years beginning on or after 1 

October 2021 did not have any e�ect at BRAIN Biotech AG. 

BRAIN Biotech AG has not voluntarily applied any standards, interpretations or amend-

ments, which, although published, are not yet e�ective.

 Amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39, IFRS 7, IFRS 4 and IFRS 16 relating to the e�ects of 

the Interest Rate Benchmark Reform (Phase 2):   

To be applied to financial years commencing on or after 1 January 2021. Early, voluntary 

application of the regulations is permitted.

Amendments to IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts – Deferral of IFRS 9:  

To be applied to financial years commencing on or after 1 January 2021. Early, voluntary 

application of the regulations is permitted.

Amendments to IFRS 16: COVID-19-Related Rent Concessions beyond 30 June 2021:   

To be applied to financial years commencing on or after 1 April 2021. Early, voluntary applica-

tion of the regulations is permitted.

Notes
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Accounting regulations published but not yet applied

The following accounting regulations that have been published and are potentially 

relevant, but that do not yet require mandatory application, have not been applied early on 

a voluntary basis:

Amendments to IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements: 

To be applied to financial years commencing on or after 1 January 2024. Early, voluntary ap-

plication of the regulations is permitted.

Amendments to IAS 16 Lease Liability in a Sale and Leaseback:  

To be applied to financial years commencing on or after 1 January 2024. Early, voluntary ap-

plication of the regulations is permitted.

IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts including amendments to IFRS 17:  

To be applied to financial years commencing on or after 1 January 2023. Early, voluntary ap-

plication of the regulations is permitted.

Amendments to IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts: Firsttime Adoption of IFRS 17 and 

IFRS 9 – Comparative Information:  

To be applied to financial years commencing on or after 1 January 2023. Early, voluntary ap-

plication of the regulations is permitted.

Amendments to IAS 1: Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-Current: 

To be applied to financial years commencing on or after 1 January 2023. Early, voluntary ap-

plication of the regulations is permitted.

Amendments to IAS 1: Disclosure of Accounting Policies:  

To be applied to financial years commencing on or after 1 January 2023. Early, voluntary ap-

plication of the regulations is permitted.

Amendments to IAS 8: Definition of Accounting Estimates:  

To be applied to financial years commencing on or after 1 January 2023. Early, voluntary ap-

plication of the regulations is permitted.

Amendments to IAS 12: Deferred Tax related to Assets and Liabilities arising from 

a Single Transaction:   

To be applied to financial years commencing on or after 1 January 2023. Early, voluntary ap-

plication of the regulations is permitted.

Annual improvements IFRS 2018– 2020: 

To be applied to financial years commencing on or after 1 January 2022. Early, voluntary ap-

plication of the regulations is permitted.

Amendments to IFRS 3: Reference to the Conceptual Framework: 

To be applied to financial years commencing on or after 1 January 2022. Early, voluntary ap-

plication of the regulations is permitted.

Amendments to IAS 16: Property, Plant and Equipment: Proceeds before Intended 

Use:  

To be applied to financial years commencing on or after 1 January 2022. Early, voluntary ap-

plication of the regulations is permitted.

Amendments to IAS 37: Onerous Contracts: Cost of Fulfilling a Contract:  

To be applied to financial years commencing on or after 1 January 2022. Early, voluntary ap-

plication of the regulations is permitted.

The company does not expect these to generate significant e�ects. Early application is 

not envisaged.

Presentation of the financial statements

The income statement is extended to include other comprehensive income items recog-

nized in equity, to the extent these do not arise from transactions with owners. The income 

statement is structured according to the nature of expense method. 

The consolidated financial statements are prepared in euros (€). Unless otherwise stated, 

all figures are presented in thousands of euros (€ thousand). Due to commercial rounding 

rules, individual numbers may not add up exactly to the indicated total. This may also result in 

individual amounts being rounded to zero.
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II. BASIS OF THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Consolidation methods

Business combinations are accounted for applying the acquisition method, under which 

the carrying amount of the investments is eliminated against the parent’s share of the sub-

sidiaries’ equity on the acquisition date. 

Subsidiaries are those companies where BRAIN Biotech AG exerts a significant influ-

ence, generally in the form of the acquisition of a direct or indirect majority of the voting 

rights. Significant influence entitles the company to influence the business activities of the 

companies and to control the (variable) returns from these companies, such as in the form of 

profit sharing. 

The acquisition date is the date on which acquirer gains control of the acquiree. 

The consideration transferred for an acquisition is calculated at the acquisitiondate fair 

value of the assets acquired, equity instruments issued, and liabilities incurred or assumed. It 

also includes the fair values of those recognized assets or liabilities resulting from a contin-

gent consideration arrangement. 

Any contingent considerations are measured at fair value at the acquisition date. Subse-

quent changes in the fair value of contingent consideration classified as an asset or a liability 

are measured in accordance with IFRS 9, with any resultant gain or loss for the reporting period 

recognized in the result for the period. Contingent consideration classified as equity is not 

remeasured and its subsequent settlement is recognized directly in equity.

Identifiable assets and liabilities are recognized at fair value. For each acquisition, the 

Group decides on an individual basis whether non-controlling interests in the acquired com-

pany are to be recognized at fair value, or based on the proportional interest in the acquiree’s 

remeasured net assets. 

Acquisitionrelated costs are expensed when they are incurred.

Goodwill is recognized as the excess of the consideration transferred, the amount of any 

non-controlling interest in the acquiree, and the acquisitiondate fair value of any previously 

held equity interest in the acquiree over the fair value of the net assets. Any negative di�er-

ence is recognized directly in profit or loss.

On the basis of written put options, non-controlling shareholders of subsidiaries have the 

right to tender non-controlling interests to BRAIN Biotech AG. In other words, BRAIN Biotech 

AG has a contractual obligation upon exercise of its own equity instruments to purchase with 

delivery of cash. In the first step, a review must be conducted as to whether the arrangement of 

the put option agreement, taking all further aspects into consideration, substantiates a current 

power of disposal (hereinafter referred to as “present ownership”). 

Where present ownership exists, BRAIN Biotech AG applies the anticipated purchase 

method and recognizes a financial liability pursuant to IAS 32.23. In the case of the anticipat-

ed acquisition method, accounting occurs always and independently of the specific structure 

of the options assuming that a (constructive) acquisition of the non-controlling interest by the 

controlling shareholder has already occurred. No non-controlling interests are reported for 

shares included in the option. The liability is recognized at fair value with changes recognized 

through profit or loss.

If present ownership does not exist, BRAIN Biotech AG recognizes the non-controlling 

interest in full, reporting the entire non-controlling interest in the statement of comprehensive 

income or under balance sheet equity. The liability is then recognized as a liability at fair val-

ue on the agreement date, with a simultaneous reduction in the capital reserve. Future fair 

value changes are recognized in profit or loss. 

Transactions with non-controlling interests without loss of control are recognized as 

transactions with the Group’s owners acting in their capacity as owners. The di�erence be-

tween the fair value of the consideration paid and the acquired interest in the carrying 

amount of the subsidiary’s net assets arising from the acquisition of a non-controlling interest 

is recognized in equity. Gains and losses arising from the disposal of non-controlling interests 

are also recognized in equity.

Intragroup profits and losses, revenues, income and expenses, as well as receivables 

and payables between companies included in the scope of consolidation are eliminated. 

The income tax e�ects of consolidation entries are reflected through recognizing de-

ferred taxes.

Consolidation scope

All subsidiaries are included in the consolidated financial statements of BRAIN Biotech AG. 

Subsidiaries are companies that BRAIN Biotech AG controls. BRAIN Biotech AG controls an in-

vestee when it has the power of disposal over the company, a risk exposure exists through, or 

rights to variable returns exist from, its arrangement in the investee, and the Group has the abil-

ity to use its power of disposal over the investee in a manner such that the amount of the variable 

returns of the investee is a�ected. The consolidation of an investee commences on the date on 

which the Group obtains control of the company. It ends when the Group loses control of the in-

vestee.

In addition to BRAIN Biotech AG, the following subsidiaries were included in the consoli-

dated financial statements for the period ended 30 September 2022: 

Name and domicile of the company
Interest held as at 

30.09.2022
Interest held as at 

30.09.2021

AnalytiCon Discovery GmbH, Potsdam, Germany 100 % 100 %

AnalytiCon Discovery LLC, Rockville, Maryland, USA 100 %* 100 %*

BRAIN Capital GmbH i. L., Zwingenberg, Germany 100 % 100 %

MEKON Science Networks GmbH i. L., Zwingenberg, 

Germany

100 % 100 %

WeissBioTech GmbH, Ascheberg, Germany 100 % 100 %

WeissBioTech France S.A.R.L., Chanteloupen-Brie, 

France

100 %* 100 %*

BRAIN US LLC, Rockville, Maryland, USA 100 % 100 %

BRAIN UK II Ltd., Cardi�, UK 100 % 100 %

BRAIN UK Ltd., Cardi�, UK 88.97 %* 88.97 %*

Biocatalysts Ltd., Cardi�, UK 80.65 %* 80.65 %*

Biocatalysts Inc., Chicago, IIllinois, USA 80.65 %* 80.65 %*

Biosun Biochemicals Inc., Tampa, Florida, USA 100 % 100 %

Weriol Group B. V., Nieuwkuijk, Netherlands** 62 %** –

Breatec B. V., Nieuwkuijk, Netherlands 62 %* –

Panei B. V., Nieuwkuijk, Netherlands 62 %* –

*  Indirect interests.

** Acquisition of a 62% interest in Weriol 

Group B. V. as of 1 February 2022.
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Change in the consolidation scope

Expansions of BRAIN Group

On 1 February 2022, BRAIN Biotech AG acquired 62 % of the shares, and thereby signif-

icant influence, in Weriol Group B. V., based in Nieuwkuijk, Netherlands. This acquisition also 

included Breatec B. V. and Panei B. V. (including Comix activities) both also based in Nieuw- 

kuijk, Netherlands, as wholly owned subsidiaries of Weriol Group B. V. (hereinafter collectively 

referred to as “Breatec” or “Breatec Group”). 

Breatec is an established distributor, formulator and blender of functional food ingredi-

ents for the baking and milling industries. This acquisition will further accelerate the growth 

trajectory of BRAIN’s BioIndustrial business unit and expand the enzyme portfolio to include 

adjacent market segments.

The purchase price of the acquired 62 % interest in Breatec amounted to € 4,137 thousand. 

The purchase price includes an immediate cash outflow of € 3,494 thousand, an earnout 

agreement of € 443 thousand subject to performance conditions for the 2022 calendar year, 

and a payment of € 200 thousand due in twelve months with no further conditions. 

The acquisition led to partial goodwill of € 1,960 thousand attributable to the shareholders 

of BRAIN Biotech AG as at the acquisition date. The hidden reserves disclosed under other 

intangible assets (excluding goodwill) mainly relate to disclosed customer relationships and 

brand names.

The fair values of Breatec’s identified assets and liabilities as at the acquisition date are 

as follows:

€ thousand Fair value recognized on acquisition

Assets

Intangible assets (customer relationships and technology) 2,486 

Property, plant and equipment 175

Right-of-use assets 946

Inventories 904

Trade receivables 1,396

Other current assets 65

Cash and cash equivalents 398

Total assets 6,370

Liabilities

Trade payables –664

Non-current liabilities (interest-bearing) –1,202

Current liabilities (interest-bearing) –352

Deferred tax liabilities –640

Total liabilities –2,858

Net assets at fair value 3,512

Non-controlling interests measured at fair value (38 %) –1,335

Goodwill from the acquisition 1,960 

Purchase price 4,137 

€ thousand Cash flow from the acquisition

Cash and cash equivalents acquired with the subsidiary 398

Purchase price paid –3,494 

Net cash flow from the acquisition –3,096

As at the acquisition date, the fair value of the trade receivables essentially corresponds 

to the gross amounts of the contractual receivables.

The acquired lease liabilities were measured at the present value of the remaining lease 

payments on the acquisition date. The rights-of-use were measured at the same amount as the 

lease liabilities.

Deferred tax liabilities comprise the e�ects of temporary di�erences between the fair val-

ues of the assets and liabilities identified as part of purchase price allocation, and their carrying 

amounts on the tax balance sheet.

The goodwill at Group level derives primarily from cost synergies, such as a pooled pur-

chasing strategy, as well as from sales synergies arising from the broadening of the product 

portfolio and the expansion of the customer base in the area of baked goods production. Over-

all, BRAIN Group possesses extensive product expertise and market access in the enzymes 

area. It is expected that the acquisition of Breatec’s activities will enable the Group to realize 

both extended cost synergies and revenue synergies. Breatec was allocated to the “BioIndus-

trial” segment.

The entirety of the goodwill is not tax deductible. 

The consolidated financial statements include the results of Breatec for eight months from 

the acquisition date. Since acquisition date, Breatec has contributed € 4.9 million to BRAIN 

Group’s revenue and € –0.1 million to its net result for the reporting period. 

Transaction costs of € 0.5 million were expensed and are included in other expenses in the 

income statement, and form part of operating cash flow in the cash flow statement.

The non-controlling interests were as follows as at the acquisition date:

€ thousand Interest in %
Interest in

book equity
Share of revalued 

equity

Non-controlling interest 38.00 635 1,335

In addition, put/call option agreements were concluded between the remaining non-con-

trolling shareholders and BRAIN Biotech AG. The call option enables BRAIN Biotech AG to 

acquire the non-controlling minority interests at a contractually agreed EBITDA multiple in 

three exercise periods between 1 January 2025 and 31 March 2027. The put option gives the 

non-controlling interests the right to tender shares to BRAIN Group at contractually agreed 

EBITDA multiples in three exercise periods between 1 January 2025 and 31 March 2027. 

This put option is an asymmetric option. As at the date of preparation of the consolidated 

financial statements, the exercise of this option is uncertain.

The resulting potential financial liability is accounted for by recognizing the highest prob-

able liability, as the actual exercise dates are uncertain. The present value of the resulting poten-

tial purchase obligation amounted to € 3,978 thousand as at 1 February 2022. The capital re-

serves were reduced accordingly by € 3,978 thousand. The liability is subsequently measured 

through profit or loss. In the course of the subsequent measurement as at 30 September 2022, 

finance income of € 791 thousand was recognized in the net financial result.
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Divestiture of all shares in L.A. Schmitt GmbH

On 26 September 2022, BRAIN Biotech AG successfully concluded an agreement with the 

URI Group, headquartered in Seoul, Korea, relating to the divestiture of all shares (100 %) in L.A. 

Schmitt GmbH owned by BRAIN Biotech AG as at 30 September 2022. This has further in-

creased BRAIN Group’s financial flexibility to focus on the accelerated expansion of science-in-

tensive research areas and its enzyme product business.

The divestiture led to an earnings e�ect of € 662 thousand recognized in other income. 

The transaction costs of € 12 thousand were expensed and are included in other expenses in 

the income statement. 

The following table shows the assets and liabilities as at the date of the divestiture.

Assets and liabilities as of the disposal date

€ thousand 30.09.2022

Property, plant and equipment 867

Inventories 777

Trade receivables 230

Cash and cash equivalents 1,071

Other assets 76

Total assets 3,021

Provisions 15

Trade payables 88

Financial liabilities 135

Deferred tax liabilities 83

Other liabilities 322

Total liabilities 643

Net assets 2,378

No further changes in the scope of consolidation occurred in the 2021/22 financial year.

Changes in the previous year

In the 2020/21 financial year, Biosun Biochemicals Inc. (100 %) was acquired and included 

in the scope of consolidation.

Equity-accounted investments

Equity-accounted investments are associates over whose financial and business policy 

decisions BRAIN Biotech AG can exercise significant influence. Significant influence is pre-

sumed to exist if BRAIN Biotech AG directly or indirectly holds a minimum of 20 % and a 

maximum of 50 % of the voting rights.

Under the equity method, the investment is initially recognized at cost and subsequent-

ly adjusted to reflect post-acquisition changes in the proportionate interest of BRAIN Biotech 

AG in the investee’s net assets. Any share of the investee’s losses that exceeds the carrying 

amount of the investment (where appropriate, including any other long-term interests that 

form part of the net investment in the investee) is not recognized unless a legal or construc-

tive payment obligation exists. Any goodwill recognized is reported as a component of the 

value of the interest in the associate. Unrealized intra-group profits or losses arising from 

transactions between BRAIN Biotech AG and the associate are eliminated proportionately 

in the same way as consolidation adjustments. 

If objective evidence of impairment exists, the carrying amount of the equity-accounted 

investment is compared with its recoverable amount in the course of the impairment test. If 

the carrying amount exceeds the recoverable amount, an impairment loss is recognized in 

the amount of the di�erence. If the reasons for an impairment loss that was previously rec-

ognized cease to exist, a corresponding reversal of the impairment loss is applied.

Enzymicals AG, Greifswald, and SolasCure Ltd. were included as equity-accounted invest-

ments in the consolidated financial statements for the period ending 30 September 2022. The 

balance sheet date at the end of a calendar year (Enzymicals AG) or on 30 June (SolasCure Ltd.) 

di�ers from the balance sheet date of BRAIN Biotech AG. BRAIN Biotech AG holds 24.10 %  

(previous year: 24.10 %) of the voting rights in Enzymicals AG, and 35.51 % (previous year: 

41.27 %) of the voting rights in SolasCure Ltd. In the 2021/22 financial year, BRAIN Biotech AG 

participated in a capital increase at SolasCure Ltd. The capital increase amounted to € 9.9 million 

(in which BRAIN participated for an amount of € 1.5 million) and led to the aforementioned 

change in the interest held. As a consequence, the capital increase led to a dilution of the  

interest held in SolasCure Ltd. 

For further notes, please see section (14) “Equity-accounted investments”.
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III. ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Basis for the preparation of the financial statements

The consolidated financial statements have been prepared on the assumption that the 

company constitutes a going concern based on historical purchase and manufacturing costs, 

limited by the measurement of financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through 

profit or loss.

Where indications exist of potential value impairment (so-called triggering events), a cor-

responding review is conducted based on the recoverable amount. As part of such impair-

ment tests, fair values are also taken into consideration to calculate the lower value limit for 

individual assets. Valuation surveys for land and buildings, among other inputs, can also be 

applied in this context. If the carrying amount exceeds the recoverable amount, impairment 

losses are recognized against the assets to write them down to their recoverable amount.

Use of assumptions and estimates

In the financial statements, estimates and assumptions have to be made to a certain 

extent that a�ect the level and reporting of assets and liabilities, expenses and income, and 

contingent liabilities. All estimates and assumptions are continuously reassessed and are 

based on historical experience and other factors, including expectations of future events that 

are believed to be appropriate under the given circumstances.

Assumptions and estimates relate in particular to:

 · evaluating the capitalization of development expenditures (no development costs were 

capitalized in the financial year under review, and none were capitalized in the previous year),

 · the (non-) capitalization of deferred taxes relating to tax loss carryforwards,

 · measuring the useful life of intangible assets and of property, plant and equipment,

 · identifying potential asset impairments (particularly goodwill and inventories)

 · the measurement and reporting of put options for the acquisition of non-controlling 

interests (in particular with regard to the exercise dates. See also “Valuation risks connected 

with foreign currency put option agreements” in this document),

 · the measurement of share-based compensation schemes,

 · the determination of the transaction price and the date of revenue recognition according 

to IFRS 15,

 · the determination of the amount of impairment of trade receivables in accordance with 

IFRS 9,

 · the determination of present values for lease liabilities using a marginal borrowing rate,

 · the assessment of possible utilization of contract extension options under IFRS 16,

 · the formation of provisions depending on the assessment of event risk.

The key assumptions and inputs for the estimates made by management are explained in 

the disclosures on the respective line items. The resulting amounts may di�er from the actual 

amounts.

Adjustments to earnings  

In relation to certain matters, the Management Board defines adjustments for non-operating 

or non-recurring e�ects up to the level of EBITDA. The following table shows the reconciliation of 

reported EBITDA to adjusted EBITDA excluding the aforementioned earnings and expenses as 

described in the table.

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

EBITDA, including: –1,309 –2,533

Personnel expenses from share-based payment components –1,384 –989

Other operating expenses related to M&A transactions and the 

integration of acquired businesses

–476 –313

Other income from the divestiture of L.A. Schmitt GmbH 650 –

Other income from gain on bargain purchase – 858

Adjusted EBITDA –98 –2,089

Segment reporting

The Management Board, as the chief operating decision maker, assesses opportunities and 

risks and allocates the operating segments’ resources. The segmentation as well as the selection 

of the indicators presented is realized in accordance with the internal control and reporting  

systems (the “management approach”). The segment information is prepared applying the  

same accounting standards as described in the notes to the consolidated financial statements.

Based on monitoring and control by the Management Board, only two segments have 

been identified, for which further aggregation is not possible due to their di�ering product and 

service orientation.

BRAIN’s business activities are distinguished from one another by the division into the 

BioScience and BioIndustrial operating segments. Segmentation is according to the criterion 

of the existence of an industrial scale of products. At Management Board level, the individual 

segments’ business performance is measured on the basis of revenue, and their profitability is 

measured based on adjusted EBITDA. The Management Board performs and approves plan-

ning at this level. Both areas have a di�erent strategic orientation and require di�erent market-

ing and business development strategies. 

The BioScience segment mainly includes research and development business with indus-

trial partners, and the company’s own research and development. Marketing the company’s own 

products and developments with external partners also forms part of this operating segment. 

The BioIndustrial segment mainly consists of its industrially scaled products business 

focusing on enzyme and cosmetic products.

The allocation of adjustments (see the section “Adjustments to earnings”) to the segments 

is generally made in the segment in which the costs to be adjusted were incurred.

Sales revenues generated between the segments are realized on standard market terms. 
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The following overview presents the segment results:

BioScience BioIndustrial Sum segments Consolidation Group

€ thousand 2021/2022 2020/2021 2021/2022 2020/2021 2021/2022 2020/2021 2021/2022 2020/2021 2021/2022 2020/2021

Revenue generated with other 

segments

71 37 47 122 118 159 –118 –159 0 0

Revenue generated with 

external customers

12,007 10,275 37,501 28,114 49,509 38,389 0 0 49,509 38,389

Total revenue 12,079 10,313 37,548 28,236 49,627 38,549 –118 –159 49,509 38,389

R&D grant revenue1 632 772 154 61 786 833 0 0 786 833

Changes in inventories2 108 –114 824 137 932 23 0 0 932 23

Other income 727 574 1,284 939 2,011 1,513 –166 –27 1,845 1,486

of which gain on bargain 

purchase

0 0 0 –858 0 –858 0 0 0 –858

of which net income from 

divestiture of L.A. Schmitt GmbH

0 0 –650 0 –650 0 0 0 –650 0

Total operating performance 13,545 11,545 39,811 29,373 53,356 40,918 –284 –186 53,072 40,731

Cost of materials –2,694 –2,431 –20,402 –14,565 –23,096 –16,995 101 153 –22,994 –16,842

Personnel expenses –12,752 –12,123 –8,929 –7,388 –21,681 –19,510 0 0 –21,681 –19,510

of which from share-based 

payments

748 512 636 477 1,384 989 0 0 1,384 989

Other expenses –4,226 –3,196 –5,562 –3,745 –9,788 –6,941 82 26 –9,706 –6,915

of which acquisition and 

integration costs

476 313 0 0 476 313 0 0 476 313

EBITDA –6,126 –6,202 4,918 3,676 –1,208 –2,526 –101 –7 –1,309 –2,533

Adjusted EBITDA –4,902 –5,377 4,904 3,295 3 –2,082 –101 –7 –98 –2,089

Depreciation and amortization –1,353 –1,287 –2,987 –2,727 –4,340 –4,014 0 0 –4,340 –4,014

EBIT –7,479 –7,489 1,931 948 –5,548 –6,540 –101 –7 –5,648 –6,548

Finance income 3,606 4,722

Result from equity-accounted 

investments

–2,426 –1,723

Finance costs –1,696 –727

Result before taxes –6,165 –4,276

1  Research and development grant revenue. 

2 Changes in inventories of finished goods 

and work in progress.
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Revenue derived from the following revenue sources:

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Collaborative Business 12,007 10,275

BioScience 12,007 10,275

Enzymes & Bio-based Products 35,301 25,361

Cosmetics 2,200 2,753

BioIndustrial 37,501 28,114

Group total 49,509 38,389

The following table presents revenue by geographic region: 

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Germany 7,929 7,069

Abroad 41,579 31,320

of which: USA 14,017 8,862

of which: Netherlands 6,540 4,981

of which: UK 3,643 3,700

of which: France 3,798 3,079

Revenues are allocated to countries according to the destination of the products or ser-

vices. Revenues in other countries were not material in comparison to total revenues and for 

this reason these revenues are not shown separately.

The following table shows intangible assets and property, plant and equipment by geo-

graphic region, according to the respective Group companies’ locations. If assets in an individ-

ual foreign country are material, they are disclosed separately:

€ thousand 30.09.2022 30.09.2021

Intangible assets 16,764 13,531

Property, plant and equipment 28,737 24,291

Total 45,502 37,822

of which: UK 25,176 21,342

of which: Germany 13,102 14,513

of which: Netherlands 5,290 –

of which: USA 1,934 1,967

No relationships exist with individual customers where revenue is to be categorized as 

significant in comparison with consolidated revenue.  

Currency translation

Translation of foreign currency transactions

Cash and cash equivalents as well as receivables and liabilities denominated in foreign 

currencies are translated at the closing rate. Currency translation di�erences are recognized 

in profit or loss. Transactions denominated in foreign currencies are reported applying the 

currency rate on the date of the respective transaction. The risk assessment of currency ex-

change rate di�erences that are recognized through profit or loss occurs on a net basis. The 

net results from translation di�erences are immaterial in total. 

Translation of foreign Group companies’ financial statements

In the case of foreign Group companies, the functional currency is the respective local cur-

rency, as the companies operate independently in financial, business and organizational terms. 

The foreign companies’ assets and liabilities are translated into euros at the closing rate on the 

reporting date. Income and expenses are translated into euros at the average exchange rates for 

the year. Equity components are translated at historical exchange rates on the respective acqui-

sition dates from the Group’s perspective. The translation di�erence compared with the closing 

rates is recognized directly in equity under “Other reserves”.

The exchange rates against the euro report the following changes:

Rate/€ Closing rate Average rate

Currency Country             2021/22             2020/21             2021/22             2020/21

GBP UK 1.1394 1.1621 1.1799 1.1456

USD USA 1.0202 0.8636 0.9245 0.8366

Revenue recognition

The revenue reported in the consolidated income statement relates to revenue from 

contracts with customers in accordance with IFRS 15. BRAIN Group recognizes revenue in 

accordance with the IFRS 15 transfer of control approach.

Revenue is measured on the basis of the consideration specified in the contract with a cus-

tomer, taking into account variable consideration such as cash discounts, volume-related re-

bates and other contractual price reductions. The variable consideration is estimated based on 

the most probable amount. However, variable consideration is only taken into consideration if it 

is highly probable that a significant reversal in revenue will not arise once the uncertainty asso-

ciated with the variable consideration no longer exists. In addition, the determination of the 

transaction price requires discretionary decisions and estimates in light of uncertainties typical 

of the sector, which are associated with future milestone and license payments. These discre-

tionary decisions relate to the valuation of the inclusion of milestone payments in the transaction 

price. Accordingly, milestones are included in the transaction price only if it is highly probable 

that they will be reached.

Revenue is recognized when control, in other words, the possibility of deriving benefit from 

the service rendered and of determining its further use, is transferred. This can occur either at a 

specific time or over a period of time. Revenue is recognized over a period of time if one of the 

following criteria is met:
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One-o� prepaid license payments are realized over time (revenue recognition over a period of 

time) if and to the extent that the license grants access rights to the technology, and the li-

censed technology is developed further (dynamic licenses).

Financing components are separated from the actual performance if they are classified 

as material. If the period between the time when BRAIN transfers the promised goods or ser-

vices to the customer and the time when the customer pays for those goods or services is one 

year or less, no financing component is taken into account. Contractual liabilities are reported 

as deferred income rather than separately on the balance sheet. Separate disclosure is made 

in section (23) Deferred income.

Intangible assets

Acquired intangible assets, with the exception of goodwill and capitalized development 

costs, are measured at cost less straightline amortization over their useful economic lives. 

Cost consists of directly attributable costs. The useful lives and depreciation methods are 

reviewed each year and modified if necessary. The useful lives applied by the Group are as 

follows:

Useful life in years

Genetic resources 2‒8

Software and industrial property rights 2‒15

Customer relationships acquired as part of a corporate acquisition 8‒11

Technology acquired as part of a corporate acquisition 10‒12

Research and development 

Research costs are recognized as expenses in the period in which they are incurred. In 

accordance with IAS 38.53 and IAS 38.57, development expenditures are capitalized if the 

following criteria are met:

 · It is technically feasible for the entity to complete the intangible asset so that it will be 

available for use or sale.

 · The entity intends to complete the intangible asset and use or sell it.

 · The entity is able to use or sell the intangible asset.

 · How the intangible asset will generate probable future economic benefits can be demon-

strated. Inter alia, the entity can substantiate the existence of a market for the output of the 

intangible asset or the intangible asset itself or, if it is to be used internally, the intangible 

asset’s utility.

 · The availability of adequate technical, financial and other resources to complete develop-

ment, and use or sell the intangible asset.

 · The entity is able to reliably measure the expenditure attributable to the intangible asset 

during its development.

Not all of these criteria were met in the financial year, so that all expenditure connected 

with research and development activities was recognized as expenses as incurred. 

 · Upon fulfilment by the company, the customer receives the benefit of the service rendered 

and utilizes it at the same time.

 · With its work, the company produces or improves an asset over which the customer has 

control during the production or improvement.

 · With its work, the company generates an asset that cannot be used by the company  

for other purposes; in doing so, the company has a claim for payment for the services 

rendered to date and can also expect the contract to be fulfilled as agreed. 

If the performance obligation is not fulfilled over a period of time, it is fulfilled at a given 

/// point in time. The following factors are considered in order to determine the point in time 

at on which control is transferred:

 · the Group currently has the right to receive payment for the asset;

 · the customer has legal ownership of the asset;

 · the company has transferred the asset physically (in other words, ownership of the asset);

 · the significant risks and rewards entailed in ownership of the asset lie with the customer; 

and

 · the customer has accepted the asset.

Sale of goods/products

Revenue from the sale of products is recognized when control of a promised product is 

transferred in accordance with Incoterms agreed with customers. This is usually when the 

delivery has reached the customer. 

Rendering of services

Revenues from rendering services arise mainly from research and development part-

nerships, and are generated predominantly in the BioScience segment. Related one-o� 

payments (mostly to be paid by customers when agreements are concluded) are analyzed 

on the date of receipt as to whether they relate to one-o� payments for pre-contractual ser-

vices that transfer to the customer and that are distinct. To the extent that this is the case, 

revenue is recognized immediately. R&D revenues are also recognized in the period in 

which the underlying services are rendered. This generally occurs in accordance with the 

progress of the transfer of the R&D services by applying the cost-to-cost method, as well 

as the milestones achieved as at the balance sheet date. The cost-to-cost method is best 

suited for measuring percentage of completion, as the R&D services’ product is realized on 

the basis of the employees it deploys.

Royalties and license fees

Revenues from royalties (license agreements) are recognized in the period in which they 

accrue according to the terms of the underlying contract. As a matter of principle, reve-

nue-based fees are not recognized until the customer realizes the corresponding sales reve-

nues. In the case of licenses, a distinction must be made as to whether the customer acquires 

with the license a right-of-use (revenue recognition on the basis of a given point in time) or a 

right-of-access (revenue recognition over a period of time). One-o� prepaid license payments 

are recognized immediately (revenue recognition based on a given point in time) if the license 

grants a right-of-use, and the licensed technology is not developed further (static licenses). 
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Goodwill existed at the following cash-generating units (CGUs) as at the reporting date:

30.09.2022 30.09.2021

Cash-generating unit
Goodwill

€ thousand
Pre-tax cost of capital 

(WACC) 3

Goodwill
€ thousand

Pre-tax cost of capital 
(WACC)3 

Biocatalysts 3,948 9.29 % 4,026 7.08 %

Breatec 1,960 8.08 % – –

Natural Products 

Chemistry

699 11.05 % 699 7.50 %

The “Biocatalysts” CGU consists of the goodwill from the acquisition of Biocatalysts Ltd., 

including its subsidiary Biocatalysts Inc., and is attributable to the BioIndustrial segment. 

The “Breatec” CGU comprises the goodwill from the acquisition of Weriol Group B. V. includ-

ing its subsidiaries Breatec B. V. and Panei B. V. and is attributable to the BioIndustrial segment. 

The “Natural Products Chemistry” CGU consists of the goodwill from the acquisition of 

AnalytiCon Discovery GmbH and its subsidiary AnalytiCon Discovery LLC, and is attribut-

able to the BioScience segment. 

Biocatalysts

For the Biocatalysts unit, an IAS 36 impairment test was performed again as at 30 Septem-

ber 2022. Planning is based on a significant rise in sales revenues and successive margin im-

provements. As planned, this would be in line with the significant increases in recent years as 

well as in the 2021/22 financial year. Continued strong growth is to be achieved by further ex-

panding business relationships with both existing and new customers. Furthermore, an even 

stronger focus on customer-specific enzymes and proprietary product developments is planned, 

which should contribute to a further improvement in revenue as well as to a margin improvement. 

Net cash flows beyond the detailed planning phase were modelled on a terminal growth rate that 

reflects growth rates derived from current market information (financial year under review: 1.00 %, 

previous year: 1.00 %). A value-in-use applying discounted cash flows was calculated based on 

five-year planning. No impairment was determined in the impairment test on 30 September 2022. 

An increase in the weighted average cost of capital by 1.0 percentage points or a reduction 

in the EBITDA margin in the perpetual return by 2.0 percentage points would also have led to no 

impairment.

The Management Board assumes that the calculated sensitivities suitably and su�iciently 

reflect the potential deviations from plan in each case.

Breatec

For the Breatec unit, an IAS 36 impairment test was performed as at 30 September 2022. 

Planning is based on a significant rise in sales revenues and successive margin improvements. 

Continued strong growth is to be achieved by further expanding business relationships with 

both existing and new customers. Furthermore, an even stronger focus on customer-specific 

enzymes is planned, which should contribute to a further improvement in revenue as well as 

to a margin improvement. Net cash flows beyond the detailed planning phase were modelled 

on a terminal growth rate that reflects growth rates derived from current market information 

(financial year under review: 1.00 %). A value-in-use applying discounted cash flows was cal-

culated based on five-year planning. No impairment was determined in the impairment test on 

30 September 2022. 

Property, plant and equipment

Items of property, plant and equipment are measured at cost and depreciated to reflect 

any wear and tear. The straightline depreciation method is applied. 

The depreciation period is based on the asset’s expected useful economic life. Impair-

ment losses and depreciation charges are recognized if no further, or fewer, economic bene-

fits are expected from the asset’s continued use or sale. Gains or losses on the disposal of 

items of property, plant and equipment are calculated by comparing the net disposal pro-

ceeds with the asset’s carrying amount and recognized in profit or loss in the period in which 

the asset is derecognized.

Depreciation charges are based mainly on the following useful lives:

Useful life in years

Buildings and outdoor facilities 10‒50

Vehicle fleet 3‒6

Laboratory equipment, operating and o�ice equipment 1‒15

Impairment tests

Goodwill and other intangible assets with an indefinite or indeterminable useful life are 

tested at least once per year for impairment. Intangible assets and items of property, plant and 

equipment with finite or indeterminable useful lives are only tested for impairment if indications 

exist that the asset has become impaired. An impairment loss is recognized in profit or loss in 

the consolidated statement of comprehensive income if the asset’s recoverable amount, in 

other words, the higher of its fair value less costs of disposal and its value-in-use, is less than 

its carrying amount. The recoverable amount is generally determined individually for each as-

set. If this is not possible, it is determined based on a group of assets representing a cash-gen-

erating unit (CGU). An assessment is made at least once a year whether any indication exists 

that the reason for an impairment loss recognized in prior periods no longer applies or the 

amount of the impairment has decreased. If this is the case, the asset’s recoverable amount is 

remeasured, and the impairment loss is reversed accordingly (except in the case of goodwill).

The starting point for estimating the recoverable amount of the relevant cash-generating 

unit for the goodwill impairment tests as at 30 September 2022 is its value-in-use, calculated 

as the present value of the future net cash flows expected to be generated from the CGU. The 

estimate is based on the current five-year planning of the relevant company. The last planning 

year is generally also applied for cash flows beyond the planning period and modified consid-

ering further assumptions for the perpetual return, to the extent that specific related indications 

exist. These plans are based on Management Board estimates about future trends that are de-

scribed further in the description of the individual cash-generating units. Past data and expect-

ed market performance are utilized to calculate values-in-use for the cash-generating units. 

The values allocated to the significant assumptions are generally in line with external informa-

tion sources in this context.

The cash generating unit’s capital costs are calculated as the weighted average of its equity 

and debt costs. The capital structure, and equity and debt costs, are based on peer companies 

from the same sector and are derived from available capital market information.

3 Weighted average cost of capital before tax.
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An increase in the weighted average cost of capital by 1.0 percentage points or a reduc-

tion in the EBITDA margin in the perpetual return by 2.0 percentage points would also have led 

to no impairment.

The Management Board assumes that the calculated sensitivities suitably and su�icient-

ly reflect the potential deviations from plan in each case. 

Natural Products Chemistry

Thanks to positive market feedback and its successful performance in recent financial 

years, the “Natural Products Chemistry” unit in its planning assumes significant revenue growth 

and a positive trend in its EBITDA margin. The expected trend in revenue and earnings is  

mainly driven by the growth potential in the area of projects/services (including the project of  

AnalytiCon Discovery GmbH with Pharvaris N.V. regarding the novel oral bradykinin B2 receptor 

antagonist (PHA121)) as well as the resultant positive e�ects on the personnel expense ratio.  

Net cash flows beyond the detailed planning phase were modelled on a terminal growth  

rate that reflects growth rates derived from current market information (financial year under  

review and the previous year: 1.00 %). A value-in-use applying discounted cash flows was  

calculated based on five-year planning. No impairment was determined in the impairment test 

on 30 September 2022. 

An increase in the weighted average cost of capital by 1.0 percentage points or a reduction 

in the EBITDA margin in the perpetual return by 2.0 percentage points would have also led to 

no impairment. 

The Management Board assumes that the calculated sensitivities suitably and su�i-

ciently reflect the potential deviations from plan in each case. 

Inventories

Raw materials, consumables and supplies as well as unfinished goods and services, are 

measured at cost. The average cost method is mainly applied, taking into account the lower of 

cost and net realizable value less costs to sell. In addition to direct costs, production costs include 

appropriate portions of materials and production overheads. Borrowing costs are not capitalized. 

Write-downs to a lower net realizable value are applied if necessary.

Financial instruments

Financial instruments refer to all contractual relationships that result in a financial asset 

for one party and a financial liability or equity instrument for the other party. Financial instru-

ments include both non-derivative and derivative financial instruments.

Financial instruments are classified into three categories on initial recognition:

 · At amortized cost (AC)

 · At fair value through equity (through reserves) (FVTOCI)

 · At fair value through profit or loss (FVTPL)

When financial assets are measured at fair value, expenses and income are to be recog-

nized, depending on their classification, either in full in the profit or loss for the period (FVTPL) 

or in other comprehensive income FVTOCI, with or without subsequent reclassification to the 

income statement. 

The classification is determined when the financial asset is first recognized, in other 

words, when BRAIN becomes a party to the contractual arrangements for the instrument. 

A debt instrument that meets the following two conditions is measured at amortized cost: 

 · Business model condition: The objective of BRAIN Group’s business model is to hold the 

financial assets in order to collect the contractual cash flows.

 · Cash flow condition: The contractual terms of the financial asset generate cash flows at 

specified times that are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal 

outstanding. 

A debt instrument that meets the following two conditions is measured at fair value 

changes recognized in other comprehensive income and subsequent reclassification to the 

income statement: 

 · Business model condition: The objective of BRAIN Group’s business model is achieved by 

both collecting the contractual cash flows from financial assets and by disposing of 

financial assets. 

 · Cash flow condition: The contractual terms of the financial asset generate cash flows at 

specified times that are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal out-

standing.

All other debt instruments are measured at fair value with value changes recognized in 

profit or loss for the period (FVTPL). All equity instruments held are recognized at fair value on 

the balance sheet. Value changes are recognized in the result for the period. If an equity instru-

ment is not held for trading, BRAIN may make an irrevocable decision upon initial recognition 

to measure it at fair value, with value changes recognized in other comprehensive income. Sub-

sequent reclassification to the income statement is excluded in this case.

Financial assets are generally only derecognized if no prospect of recovery exists, such as 

if enforcement has been unsuccessful, insolvency proceedings have been discontinued for lack 

of assets, or the debt is now statute-barred. No further enforcement actions are taken subse-

quently. Financial assets whose terms were amended because they would otherwise have been 

overdue or impaired did not exist in the past financial year (as in the previous year).

Debt instruments are derecognized from the consolidated balance sheet when all risks 

and rewards have been transferred and the related receipt of payment is assured. If not all 

risks and rewards are transferred, the debt instruments are derecognized when control of the 

debt instrument is transferred. 

Impairment of financial assets  

Impairment losses on debt instruments held by the company that are not to be mea-

sured at fair value through profit or loss are based on the premise that expected losses must 

be recognized. These are recorded at the following amounts:

 · the “expected 12-month loss” (present value of expected payment defaults resulting 

from possible default events within the next twelve months after the reporting date) or 

 · the total loss expected over the remaining term of the instrument (present value of expected 

payment defaults arising from all possible default events over the financial instrument’s  

remaining term). 
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For trade receivables with and without a significant financing component, contract as-

sets and leasing receivables, the need for impairment is always determined on the basis of 

the losses expected over the entire term. For all other instruments, impairments are only de-

termined on the basis of the losses expected over the entire term if the credit risk has in-

creased significantly since initial recognition. The assessment as to whether the risk of de-

fault has increased significantly is based on an increase in the probability of default since the 

date of acquisition. Macroeconomic forecasts (such as in relation to GDP) are also taken into 

consideration in this analysis.

Otherwise, the impairment losses are determined solely on the basis of the expected 

losses that would result from a loss event occurring within twelve months of the reporting 

date. In this case, loss events that may occur later than twelve months after the balance sheet 

date are consequently not taken into consideration. 

The credit quality of a financial asset is impaired if one or more events have occurred 

that have an adverse e�ect on the expected future cash flows. This includes observable data 

that has become known about subsequent events:

 · significant financial di�iculties on the part of the issuer or debtor; 

 · a breach of contract such as default or delay in interest or principal payments;

 · concessions that the lender makes to the borrower for financial or contractual reasons 

relating to the borrower’s financial di�iculties; but would not otherwise grant; 

 · an increased probability that the borrower will enter bankruptcy or other reorganization 

proceedings;

 · the disappearance of an active market for this financial asset due to financial di�iculties; 

 · the purchase or issue of a financial asset with a high discount reflecting the credit losses 

incurred. 

A value adjustment table is applied for trade receivables, which determines the losses 

expected over the remaining term as a flatrate percentage depending on the length of the 

overdue period. Irrecoverable receivables are written o� at the time when the Group be-

comes aware that the receivable will probably be uncollectible.

Government grants

Monetary grants and other support payments for research and development projects are 

reported separately in the statement of comprehensive income as “research and development 

grant revenue”. 

According to IAS 20, these government grants are only recognized at fair value if satis-

factory evidence exists that the grant conditions are met and the grants will be paid. Grants 

are recognized in profit and loss in the reporting period during which the costs related to the 

respective grants were incurred. Receivables from grants that have not yet been settled are 

reported as trade receivables, as the underlying research and development activities form a 

significant element of the range of work and service of BRAIN Group.

Investment subsidies and grants for assets are not deducted from the costs of acquiring 

the respective assets, but are instead recognized as deferred income. Such deferred income is 

recognized as income in line with the depreciation or amortization of the corresponding assets, 

and is reported in the statement of comprehensive income under other income.

Equity

To classify financial instruments that are not to be settled in BRAIN Biotech AG equity  

instruments as either equity or debt capital, it is essential to assess whether a payment  

obligation exists for BRAIN Biotech AG. A financial liability always exists if BRAIN Biotech AG 

is not entitled to avoid rendering liquid assets or realizing an exchange in the form of other  

financial assets in order to settle the obligation.

Costs directly attributable to the issuance of new shares are shown in equity as a deduc-

tion from the income received from the issue. If a reporting date occurs between the date on 

which the costs are incurred and the actual performance of the equity transaction, in other 

words, an inflow of issue proceeds, the deductible transaction costs accruing in the reporting 

period are initially recognized under assets as prepaid items, and are not o�set against equity 

(capital reserves) until the capital increase is recognized on the balance sheet.

Provisions

Provisions are recognized for all identifiable present obligations to third parties arising 

from past events, whose settlement is expected to result in an outflow of resources and whose 

amount can be reliably estimated. They are recognized at the expected settlement amount. If 

the outflow of resources is expected to occur at a date after the year following the reporting 

period, the obligations are recognized at their present value. In the case of a lower level of  

discounting, the interest e�ects are recorded in finance costs.

Occupational pension scheme/employee benefits

The occupational pension scheme at BRAIN includes both defined contribution plans 

as well as defined benefit plans.

In addition to the statutory pension insurance systems, occupational pensions at 

BRAIN Biotech AG, AnalytiCon Discovery GmbH, Biocatalysts Ltd. and WeissBioTech 

GmbH utilize direct insurance policies and payments into pension funds and private pen-

sion schemes (direct contribution commitment). Pension schemes also exist for two former 

members of the Management Board of BRAIN Biotech AG. These schemes are managed 

and funded through an occupational pension plan (Unterstützungskasse) (direct benefit 

commitment). 

Payments for defined contribution pension schemes are expensed under personnel ex-

penses if the employees have rendered the work entitling them to said contributions. Contri-

butions to government pension plans are treated in the same way as payments for defined 

contribution plans. 

A defined contribution plan exists in Germany for all employees in the Group companies 

within the framework of the German statutory pension insurance into which the employer 

must pay. The amount to be paid is determined according to the current applicable contribu-

tion rate of 9.30 % (employer contribution) with regard to the employee compensation sub-

ject to compulsory pension insurance. In the USA, the employer contribution to social secu-

rity is 6.2 % in relation to annual employee compensation of USD 147,000. In addition, BRAIN 

o�ers a company pension scheme in the form of deferred compensation without topping-up 

contributions by the employer.
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A defined benefit plan exists for two former Management Board members in the form of 

benefit commitments by the company. The benefit entitlements consist of an old-age pen-

sion from the age of 65 as well as surviving dependents’ and invalidity benefits. To reinsure 

pension commitments, the company pays contributions to an external occupational pension 

plan. In turn, the occupational pension plan has taken out pension liability insurance cover. 

The claims under the pension liability insurance have been assigned to the occupational pen-

sion plan beneficiaries.

The pension obligation is measured applying actuarial methods in accordance with IAS 

19. The calculations are essentially based on statistical data relating to mortality and disabil-

ity rates, assumptions about the discount rates as well as expected return on plan assets. The 

determination of the interest rate and the expected plan assets is based on yields on AA-rat-

ed corporate bonds corresponding to the respective term. As part of accounting, the fair val-

ue of plan assets is deducted from the present value of the benefit obligation for pensions. 

The valuation of the benefit obligation for pensions and the plan assets is undertaken annu-

ally by means of actuarial reports as at the reporting date.

Revaluations that resulted in particular from the adjustment of actuarial assumptions 

are recognized directly in equity (retained earnings) via other comprehensive income without 

a�ecting the operating result. 

“CoPerBo” Corporate Performance Bonus for employees of BRAIN Biotech AG

In the 2015/16 financial year, a performance-based compensation scheme was set up for 

BRAIN Biotech AG employees. This scheme was continued in the financial year under review, 

and commits an annual bonus to BRAIN Biotech AG sta� depending on their respective basic 

salary received in the financial year and certain development factors. The bonus level is signifi-

cantly a�ected in this context by three development factors, each of which a�ect one third of 

the bonus payable. All employees of BRAIN Biotech AG with separate target agreements are 

not entitled to this program.

The first factor is the year-to-year percentage change in BRAIN Group’s revenue in the 

respective financial year. The second factor is the change in BRAIN Group’s adjusted EBITDA. 

A change in these factors of one million is defined as 10 %. The third factor is the change in the 

weighted average share price over the financial year. The bonus payments for the financial year 

elapsed are always scheduled to occur in the January of the subsequent year, as the audited 

segment information is available on that date. The payout range is fixed at between 0 and 30 % 

of the basic salary paid to an employee. Only ten percentage points may result from each factor. 

Segment information from this set of financial statements was utilized to calculate the lev-

el of the obligation. The provision’s e�ect on adjusted EBITDA was taken into account through 

applying an iterative calculation. 

The periodic expense for the 2021/22 financial year amounted to € 0 thousand. A liability 

of € 0 thousand was formed as at 30 September 2022. An obligation of € 160 thousand arose for 

the 2020/21 financial year.

Share-based payment and other long-term employee benefits

In the 2021/22 financial year, the following share-based employee compensation existed: 

Employee Stock Ownership Program (ESOP)

In order to provide incentives and to retain managers and employees of BRAIN Biotech AG 

long-term, an employee stock ownership program (ESOP 2017/18) for the 2017/18 financial year 

came into e�ect on 8 June 2018, and an employee stock ownership program (ESOP 2018/19) 

came into e�ect on 12 March 2019. Under the latter, further options were issued in the 2021/22 

financial year on 8 April 2022 as scheduled and on 27 September 2022 by way of exception  

(in particular due to the change of Chief Financial O�icer). Managers and employees as well as 

the Management Board members of BRAIN Biotech AG participate in all ESOPs. 

The ESOP 2017/18 stock option program is based on the AGM resolution of 8 July 2015 to 

set up a stock option program and create conditional capital 2015/II. The ESOP 2018/19 stock 

option program is based on the AGM resolution of 7 March 2019 to set up a stock option program 

and create conditional capital 2019/I.

As part of exercise, one option entitles to the purchase of one share in the company at the 

so-called exercise price. The exercise price corresponds to the average of the share price ten 

trading days prior to the contractual grant date. The following overview shows the measurement 

date and the exercise price.

Measurement date Exercise price (€)

ESOP 2017/18 8 June 2018 20.67 

ESOP 2018/19 12 March 2019 10.64

ESOP 2019/20 9 March 2020 9.11

ESOP 2020/21–Oct 2 October 2020 7.37

ESOP 2020/21–Mar 15 March 2021 9.03

ESOP 2021/22–Apr 8 April 2022 8.71

ESOP 2021/22–Sep 27 September 2022 5.43

Along with the share price performance target (performance condition), the exercising of 

options is also conditional upon the respective beneficiary remaining at the company (service 

condition). Taking fulfilment of both the service and performance conditions into account, the 

options can be exercised at the earliest at the end of four years after the grant date (waiting pe-

riod). The exercise period amounts to four years after the end of the four-year waiting period. 

From the ESOP 2018/19 onwards, a cap amount is also applied to the Management Board mem-

bers’ options, which limits the options’ maximum value. In the ESOP 2017/18, such a cap amount 

was only provided for Management Board members.
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The following overview presents the options granted, expired, forfeited and exercised in the 

financial year under review per type:

Options for managers 
and employees

Options for Manage-
ment Board members

Outstanding as at 30.09.2021 513,600 360,000

Granted in the financial year 183,000 150,000

Expired in the financial year 0 0

Forfeited in the financial year 0 0

Exercised in the financial year 0 0

Outstanding as at 30.09.2022 696,600 510,000

Exercisable as at 30.09.2022 63,000 0

The options are to be recognized in accordance with the provisions of IFRS 2 “Share-

based Payment”, and are to be classified as equity-settled share-based payment transactions. 

As a matter of principle, the fair value of the options is measured once at the grant date 

using a Monte Carlo simulation, and taking into consideration the terms and conditions upon 

which the options were granted. When the options were issued in the 2021/22 financial year 

for the 2021/22–Apr ESOP, the grant date fell on 8 April 2022, and for the 2021/22–Sep ESOP, 

the grant date fell on 27 September 2022. 

The following parameters were applied as at the measurement date:

Parameter

Options for 
Management Board 

members, managers 
and employees 

(ESOP 2021/22–Apr): 
Issued in the 2021/22 

financial year

Options for 
Management Board 

members, managers 
and employees 

(ESOP 2021/22–Sep): 
Issued in the 2021/22 

financial year

Measurement date 8.04.2022 27.09.2022

Remaining term (in years) 8 8

Share price on the measurement date (€) 8.80 5.16

Exercise price (€) 8.71 5.43

Expected dividend yield (%) 0.0 0.0

Expected volatility (%) 51.80 % 55.15 %

Risk-free interest rate (%) 0.35 % 2.01 %

Model applied Monte Carlo Monte Carlo

Value cap per option (€) 30.00 30.00

Fair value per option (€) 3.27 2.30

The volatility applied over the remaining option term reflects historical volatility derived 

from peer group data, and appropriate to the remaining term. The expected volatility applied is 

based on the assumption that conclusions can be drawn from historical volatility about future 

trends. The volatility that actually occurs can di�er from the assumptions made. The expected 

dividend yield is based on management estimates as well as market expectations. The risk-free 

interest rate is based on German government bond yields with congruent maturities. Due to 

the contractual structure, the management has made assumptions about expected exercise 

dates and payments. The actual exercise dates can di�er from the assumptions that have been 

made.

For BRAIN Biotech AG, exercise of the subscription rights entails no e�ect on its cash 

position or treasury stock position, as no obligation of any kind exists for the company to de-

liver shares or cash payments in connection with this program. As the company receives the 

consideration in the form of work and similar service, pursuant to IFRS 2 an amount of 

€ 748 thousand (previous year: € 512 thousand) for these share-based payment schemes is 

recognized at BRAIN Biotech AG. Of this amount, € 227 thousand relates to Management 

Board members (previous year: € 127 thousand).

Growth equity program at Biocatalysts Ltd. 

In the 2018/19 financial year, a share-based compensation scheme was established to 

incentivize and retain managers at Biocatalysts, which was acquired in the 2017/18 finan-

cial year, in which managers at local company level participate. In the 2018/19 financial 

year, the managers acquired 50,197 shares at a nominal price of GBP 0.1, in other words, at 

a total amount of GBP 5,020. The shares carry neither voting rights nor profit participation 

rights. At the same time, a put option agreement was concluded, which enables the bene-

ficiaries to sell the shares back to the company on the basis of the financial statements as 

at 30 September 2022. The management may also demand the exercise of the put option 

on the basis of the financial statements as at 30 September 2022 or, in the event of poor 

business performance, refrain from or postpone such exercise. The amount paid out is cal-

culated on the basis of the growth in the company’s value based on a predefined EBITDA 

multiple and on the achievement of the budgeted figures for the 2022/23 financial year 

(previous year: budgeted figures for the 2022/23 financial year). The options were valued 

at € 34.20 per option as at 30 September 2022 (previous year: € 26.39). The resulting per-

sonnel expenses are distributed over the vesting period until 30 September 2023. As this 

represents cash-settled share-based payment, a revaluation is performed on each balance 

sheet date on the basis of the company’s current planning. An expense of € 636 thousand 

was recognized in the financial year under review and a corresponding provision was 

formed (previous year: € 477 thousand). 

Current and deferred taxes

The expense for the period consists of current and deferred taxes. Taxes are recognized 

in the income statement unless they relate to items that were recognized directly in equity or 

in other comprehensive income. In such cases, the taxes are also recognized directly in equity 

or in other comprehensive income.

The current tax expense is calculated applying the tax rates that have been enacted as at 

the reporting date (or are soon to be enacted) in the countries in which the company and its 

subsidiaries are active and generate taxable income. The Management Board regularly re-

views tax returns, in particular with regard to matters for which di�ering interpretations are 

possible, and recognizes income tax liabilities (if appropriate) based on the amounts expected 

to be paid to the tax authorities.
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Deferred taxes are calculated using the balance sheet liability method. Deferred taxes are 

recognized in respect of temporary di�erences between the carrying amounts of assets and 

liabilities on the IFRS balance sheet and their tax base, as well for di�erences resulting from 

consolidation adjustments.

In addition, deferred tax assets are recognized for the future tax benefit that arises from 

o�setting tax loss carryforwards against future taxable profit, to the extent that it is probable 

that such assets are expected to be recoverable, based on the company’s tax projections.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are o�set if a legally enforceable right of o�set exists 

and they relate to income taxes levied by same tax authority on the same taxable entity or the 

taxable entities intend to settle net. 

Deferred tax assets or liabilities are reported as non-current assets or liabilities irrespec-

tive of the balance sheet classification by maturity.

Leases

A lease is an agreement that gives the right to control the use of an identified asset for a 

specified period of time in return for payment of a consideration. Lease agreements exist at 

BRAIN Biotech AG as lessee, in particular in connection with real estate and vehicles. BRAIN 

Group companies do not act as lessors.

As a lessee, BRAIN Biotech AG now accounts for all leases and recognizes rights-of-use 

to assets and liabilities arising from leases in accordance with the following principles:

 · BRAIN Biotech AG utilizes the option not to recognize leases for intangible assets as part 

of IFRS 16.

 · BRAIN Biotech AG applies the exemptions in connection with lease agreements with a 

maximum term of twelve months from the date of delivery of the asset, as well as low-val-

ue assets. Leased assets with a maximum value of USD 5,000 were defined as low-value 

assets. Lease payments for short-term leases and for leases for low-value assets are 

expensed straightline over the lease term.

 · For leases, use is generally made of the option of not separating lease and non-lease 

components. Lease and non-lease components are separated only for leases of land and 

buildings.

 · In determining the term of leases, the exercise of existing renewal or termination options is 

estimated on a case-by-case basis, taking into account factors such as location strategies, 

leasehold improvements and degree of specificity.

 · Lease liabilities are measured at the present value of the remaining lease payments. The 

marginal borrowing rate is generally used because the interest rate underlying the lease 

cannot be readily determined. BRAIN Biotech AG applies the repayment model in order to 

determine the current portion of the lease liability. The current portion of the lease 

liabilities corresponds to the repayment portion of the next twelve months.

 · On the date of addition, the right-of-use is generally capitalized in the same amount as the 

lease liability. Di�erences may arise if, for example, demolition/restoration obligations exist.

 · Subsequently, the right-of-use is generally depreciated on a straight-line basis over the 

lease term. However, if an existing call option has been assessed as su�iciently certain in 

relation to the probability of exercise, or if an automatic transfer of ownership occurs at the 

end of the contract term, depreciation is applied over the same period as is otherwise 

applied to corresponding assets of property, plant and equipment (see note “Property, 

plant and equipment“).

 · If an existing lease is subsequently adjusted, the lease liability and the right-of-use asset 

must be remeasured if the contractual adjustment modifies the payment profile (in 

accordance with the interest and repayment schedule) or the scope of the right-of-use 

asset in terms of quantity or time.

Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks, and 

time deposits with original maturities of three months or less that are readily convertible to 

known amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value.

Statement of cash flows

The statement of cash flows is classified into cash flows from operating activities, invest-

ing activities and financing activities. Where appropriate, any mixed transactions may be allo-

cated to more than one activity. Overall, income taxes are included in cash flows from operating 

activities.

Cash flows from operating activities are presented applying the indirect method, under 

which profit for the period after taxes is adjusted for non-cash results components as well as 

deferrals of past or future inflows and outflows (including provisions), as well as items of in-

come and expense that are attributable to investing activities.
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IV. NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE 
INCOME

1 Revenue

The Group’s revenue consists primarily of revenue from the sale of goods and products 

amounting to € 38,974 thousand (previous year: € 29,783 thousand), fees from research and 

development partnerships of € 9,378 (previous year: € 7,598 thousand) and royalties of 

€ 1,157 thousand (previous year: € 1,008 thousand). 

Fees from research and development partnerships consist of one-o� fees, ongoing re-

search and development fees, and performance-related fees from milestones and project 

success points.

The composition of revenue by segments and regions is presented in the section Segment 

reporting.

 

2 Research and development grant revenue

R&D grant revenue amounting to € 786 thousand (previous year: € 833 thousand) consists 

of non-repayable grants received for specific research and development projects, mainly for proj-

ects sponsors acting on behalf of the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF). The 

BMBF has the right to examine whether the funds granted are being used for the designated 

purpose.

3 Other income

Other income consists of:

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Gain on bargain purchase 0 858

Income from the divestiture of L.A. Schmitt GmbH 650 0

Income from release of liabilities and provisions 239 279

Income from translating foreign currency items 633 167

Benefits in kind and rental income 120 130

Other out-of-period income 114 52 

Miscellaneous other income 89 0

Total 1,845 1,486

4 Cost of materials

The cost of materials contains the cost of raw materials, consumables, and supplies, the 

cost of purchased merchandise, and the cost of services, in particular for third-party research 

and development expenses relating to R&D partnerships with universities and with other tech-

nology companies.

5 Personnel expenses

Personnel expenses include, among other items, expenses of € 748 thousand from alloca-

tion to the capital reserves of share-based employee compensation at BRAIN Biotech AG (pre-

vious year: € 511 thousand). At Biocatalysts Ltd., further liabilities were recognized for the share-

based compensation scheme, and a corresponding personnel expense of € 636 thousand 

(previous year: € 477 thousand) was recognized. 

These include € 405 thousand (previous year: € 379 thousand) of expenses for pensions 

(occupational pension scheme, life insurance and pension insurance association contribu-

tions).

The employer contributions to the statutory pension insurance scheme amounted to 

€ 1,307 thousand in the financial year under review (prior year: € 1,222 thousand).

Post-employment benefit costs of approximately € 414 thousand and employer contri-

butions to the statutory pension insurance scheme (defined contribution benefit pension 

plan) of approximately € 1,281 thousand are expected in the 2022/23 financial year.

The e�ects from measuring defined benefit pension commitments for two former Man-

agement Board members, which are included in the statement of comprehensive income, 

consist of the following:

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Service cost 0 0

Interest cost from the DBO/pension obligation 59 47

Return on plan assets –33 –23

Expenses recognized in the operating result 26 24

Remeasurement e�ects –901 –306

Net e�ect: other comprehensive income –901 –306

Total expenses –875 –282

The benefit entitlements of two former Management Board members consist of a retire-

ment pension from the age of 65 as well as surviving dependents’ and invalidity benefits, 

which are paid out through an occupational pension plan (defined benefit plans). 

The defined benefit obligation (DBO) reports the following changes:

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Value on 1 October 5,250 5,557

Interest cost 59 47

Service cost 0 0

Remeasurement due to changes to demographic assumptions 0 0

Actuarial gains (–) and losses (+) from changes in financial 

assumptions

–2,121 –342

Remeasurement due to experience-based adjustments –9 –12

Value on 30 September 3,179 5,250

The actuarial gains arise mainly from the adjustment of the actuarial interest rate.
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The obligation was covered by reinsurance. Plan assets report the following changes: 

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Value on 1 October 2,979 2,755

Return on plan assets 33 23

Contributions paid 243 249

Remeasurement e�ects –1,229 –48

Value on 30 September 2,026 2,979

The plan assets arise exclusively from claims from reinsurance in the form of life insurance 

policies. To this extent, the fair value cannot be derived from a price in an active market and for 

this reason is also calculated actuarially. 

After o�setting the obligation with the assigned plan assets, the amounts recognized on 

the balance sheet are as follows:

€ thousand 30.09.2022 30.09.2021

Defined benefit obligation 3,179 5,250

Plan assets –2,026 –2,979

Provision for pension schemes 1,153 2,271

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Value on 1 October 2,271 2,803

Net interest costs 26 23

Service cost 0 0

Contributions paid –243 –249

Remeasurement e�ects –901 –306

Value on 30 September 1,153 2,271

In relation to pension obligations hedged through corresponding reinsurance, the “Richt-

tafeln 2018G, Heubeck-Richttafeln GmbH, Köln 2018” mortality tables were utilized to measure 

the pension obligation as at 30 September 2022.

When measuring the pension obligation, an actuarial interest rate of 3.65 % (previous year: 

1.12 %) and a pension trend of 1.00 % (previous year: 1.00 %) was applied. The cashflow-weighted 

duration of the payment obligation scope amounts to 19.1 years (previous year: 23.4 years).

The significant valuation assumptions show the following sensitivities with regard to 

changes in the defined benefit obligation:

€ thousand 30.09.2022 30.09.2021

Change in interest rates +0.25 % –142 –292

Change in interest rates –0.25 % 151 316

Increase in pension trend p.a. +0.25 % 111 231

Life expectancy +1 year 78 183

Life expectancy –1 year –80 –183

The expected contributions to plan assets in the 2022/23 financial year amount to approx-

imately € 230 thousand. No pension payments are expected for the 2022/23 financial year.

6 Depreciation, amortization and impairment

Depreciation, amortization and impairment charges are presented in the statements of 

changes in intangible assets and property, plant and equipment in the notes to the balance 

sheet.  

7 Other expenses

Other expenses consist of the following:

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Advertising and travel expenses 862 541

Occupancy costs 1,381 993

Distribution, sales and logistics expenses 1,331 830

Legal and consulting expenses 1,320 574

Repair and maintenance expenses 625 585

O�ice and business supplies 516 478

Costs of financial statements and auditing 408 428

Insurance 376 345

Services 333 128

Supervisory Board compensation 257 255

Currency translation expenses 515 202

Other levies and license fees 231 226

Training costs 156 193

Miscellaneous other expenses 1,394  1,134 

Other expenses, total 9,706   6,912   
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8 Finance income

Finance income consists of the following:

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Income from subsequent measurement of financial liabilities 1,234  3,746  

Income from dilution of interests held in equity-accounted 

investments

2,356 741 

Interest income from loans to equity-accounted investments 4   11  

Income from the (subsequent) measurement of financial 

derivatives

0 117

Miscellaneous finance income 12   106  

Finance income, total 3,606  4,721  

Income from the subsequent measurement of financial liabilities derives mainly from the 

change in measurement and exercise of put option rights relating to non-controlling interests 

of Biocatalysts Ltd. in an amount of € 0 thousand (previous year: € 3,746 thousand) and of 

Breatec Group in an amount of € 1,234 thousand.

9 Finance costs

Finance costs consist of the following:

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Expenses from subsequent measurement of financial deriva-

tives 

308 0

Interest cost for silent partnerships  280    285   

Interest cost for loans  146    138   

Interest cost for leases  103    98   

Income from dilution of interests held in equity-accounted 

investments

0 164 

Expenses from the subsequent measurement of financial liabili-

ties for the potential acquisition of non-controlling interests (put 

options)

816 10

Miscellaneous finance costs 43 32

Finance costs, total 1,696  727   

Expenses from the subsequent measurement of financial liabilities derives mainly from 

the change in measurement and exercise of put option rights relating to non-controlling  

interests of Biocatalysts Ltd. in an amount of € 816 thousand (previous year: € 10 thousand).

10 Current and deferred taxes

Deferred taxes are measured using the tax rates expected to apply in the period when the 

asset is realized, or the liability is settled. For all German entities included in the Group, this is 

15.825 % for corporate income tax, including the solidarity surcharge (previous year: 15.825 %). The 

trade tax rate for domestic Group companies and the combined tax rate are shown below:

Trade tax rate 2021/22 2020/21

BRAIN Biotech AG 13.30 % 13.30 %

BRAIN Capital GmbH 13.30 % 13.30 %

AnalytiCon Discovery GmbH 15.93 % 15.93 %

Mekon Science Networks GmbH 13.30 % 13.30 %

L.A. Schmitt GmbH 11.76 % 11.76 %

WeissBioTech GmbH 14.53 % 14.53 %

Combined tax rate 2021/22 2020/21

BRAIN Biotech AG 29.13 % 29.13 %

BRAIN Capital GmbH 29.13 % 29.13 %

BRAIN US LLC 23.90 % 23.90 %

AnalytiCon Discovery GmbH 31.75 % 31.75 %

AnalytiCon Discovery LLC 23.90 % 23.90 %

Mekon Science Networks GmbH 29.13 % 29.13 %

L.A. Schmitt GmbH 27.59 % 27.03 %

Biocatalysts Ltd. 19.00 % 19.00 %

Biocatalysts Inc. 21.00 % 21.00 %

Biosun Biochemicals Inc. 21.00 % 21.00 %

Weriol Group B. V. 25.80 % 25.80 %

Breatec B. V. 25.80 % 25.80 %

Panei B. V. 25.80 % 25.80 %

WeissBioTech GmbH 30.35 % 30.35 %

WeissBioTech France S.A.R.L. 26.00 % 26.50 %

Of the income-tax assets of € 0 thousand (previous year: € 9 thousand), € 0 thousand 

(previous year: € 9 thousand) relate to corporation tax and the solidarity surcharge, and 

€ 0 thousand (previous year: € 0 thousand) relate to trade tax. Of the income tax liabilities of 

€ 190 thousand (previous year: € 116 thousand), € 18 thousand (previous year: € 52 thousand) 

relate to corporation tax and the solidarity surcharge, and € 172 thousand (previous year: 

€ 64 thousand) relate to trade tax.
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Deferred tax assets and liabilities and their changes in the financial year are as follows:

30.09.2022 30.09.2021

€ thousand Deferred tax assets Deferred tax liabilities Deferred tax assets Deferred tax liabilities

Intangible assets 0 2,150 0 1,830

Tax loss carryfor-

wards/carrybacks

790 0 1 0

Property, plant and 

equipment

56 2024 28 1,002

Trade receivables 2 3 2 4

Pension liabilities 24 0 0 0

Provisions and 

liabilities

15 3 19 4

Total 888 4,180 50 2,840

O�set –888 –888 –50 –50

Total 0 3,292 0 2,790

€ thousand 2021/22

Net deferred tax liabilities at start of financial year 

(1 October 2021)

2,790

Additions to deferred tax assets/liabilities due to changes  

in the scope of consolidation

557 557

Change in deferred taxes due to exchange rate di�erences –5 –5

Change in temporary di�erences between carrying amounts 

of assets and liabilities on the IFRS balance sheet and their tax 

base (recognized in profit or loss)

50

Deferred tax expense from the reversal of deferred tax assets 

from tax loss carryforwards 

0

Deferred tax expense reported in the statement of comprehen-

sive income

50 –50

Net deferred tax liabilities at end of financial year 

(30 September 2022)

3,292

The di�erences between the expected income tax income based on the IFRS loss before 

taxes for the period and combined tax rate of BRAIN Biotech AG of 29.125 % (previous year: 

29.125 %) and the income tax expense reported in the consolidated statement of comprehen-

sive income are shown in the following table:

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Consolidated net profit/loss for the period before taxes –6,165 –4,276

Expected tax income –1,795 –1,245

Di�erent tax rates applicable to consolidated subsidiaries –141 –149

E�ects of changes in tax rates 69 129

Permanent di�erences from consolidation adjustments 612 –22

Permanent di�erences from equity transactions 0 –171

Permanent di�erences from subsequent measurement 

of financial assets and liabilities 

–121 –1,088

Permanent di�erences from equity-settled share-based 

compensation

218 149

Release of deferred tax assets from prior periods’ loss 

carryforwards

0 190

Non-capitalized tax loss carryforwards 2,227 2,554

Out-of-period taxes and other di�erences –892 58

Reported current or deferred income tax income (–)/

expense (+)

176 404

The following table shows the maturity of the deferred taxes recognized at the end of the 

reporting period. Deferred taxes are classified as current if the entity expects to realize the 

asset or settle the liability within twelve months after the reporting period.

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Current deferred tax assets 12 16

Non-current deferred tax assets 87 33

Current deferred tax liabilities 676 305

Non-current deferred tax liabilities 2,714 2,535

Net current deferred tax –665 –289

Net non-current deferred tax –2,628 –2,502

Based on the detailed planning horizon of three financial years modelled in the consoli-

dated entities’ tax projections, no deferred tax assets were recognized for tax loss carryfor-

wards with an (in principle) unlimited carryforward period resulting from financial year 

2021/22 and prior financial years amounting to € 77,277 thousand (corporation tax; previous 

year: € 69,950 thousand) and € 77,007 thousand (trade tax; previous year: € 69,576 thousand). 

The potential tax benefits that have consequently not been recognized amount to 

€ 22,517 thousand (prior year: € 20,305 thousand). 

No deferred taxes arose from a di�erence between tax valuations of participating inter-

ests and the net assets of subsidiaries included in the consolidated financial statements.
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1 1 Earnings per share

Earnings per share attributable to the shareholders of BRAIN Biotech AG were calculated 

based on the loss for the period of € –6,589,514 as reported in the consolidated income state-

ment (previous year: € –4,971,777).

Earnings per share are calculated by dividing the loss accruing to the shareholders of 

BRAIN Biotech AG for the period by the average number of shares of BRAIN Biotech AG issued 

in the financial year. The average number of shares in financial year 2021/22 amounted to 

21,847,495 no-par value shares (previous year: 19,942,982 no-par value shares).

No dilutive e�ects arise at present. 

 

V. NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

12 Intangible assets

The following table shows the composition and changes:

€ thousand Goodwill
Other 

intangible assets
Total 

intangible assets

FY 2021/22

Cost at 1 October 2021

4,725 17,739 22,464

Additions from acquisition 1,960 2,486 4,446

Additions 0 280 280

Disposals arising from divestitures 0 –94 –94

Currency translation –78 36 –42

at 30 September 2022 6,606 20,448 27,054

Amortization and impairment

at 1 October 2021

0 8,933 8,933

Amortization for the financial year 0 1,511 1,511

Disposals arising from divestitures 0 –94 –94

Currency translation 0 –60 –60

at 30 September 2022 0 10,289 10,289

Net carrying amount

at 30 September 2022

6,606 10,158 16,765

at 30 September 2021 4,725 8,806 13,531

€ thousand Goodwill
Other 

intangible assets
Total 

intangible assets

FY 2020/21

Cost at 1 October 2020

4,484 15,908 20,392

Additions from acquisition 0 1,178 1,178

Additions 0 49 49

Disposals 0 –13 –13

Currency translation 241 617 858

at 30 September 2021 4,725 17,739 22,464

Amortization and impairment

at 1 October 2020

0 7,121 7,121

Amortization for the financial year 0 1,688 1,688

Disposals 0 –13 –13

Currency translation 0 138 138

at 30 September 2021 0 8,933 8,933

Net carrying amount

at 30 September 2021

4,725 8,806 13,531

at 30 September 2020 4,484 8,786 13,270
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The goodwill reported as at 30 September 2022 arises from the acquisition of Analyti-

Con Group (AnalytiCon Discovery GmbH, AnalytiCon Discovery LLC) in the 2013/14 financial 

year, the acquisition of Biocatalysts Group (Biocatalysts Ltd., Biocatalysts Inc.) in the 2017/18 

financial year, and the acquisition of the Breatec Group (Weriol Group B. V., Breatec B. V. and 

Panei B. V.) in the 2021/22 financial year.

The other intangible assets that are material to the consolidated financial statements 

consist of the intangible assets identified as part of the purchase price allocation, as shown 

in the following table.

in Tsd. € 30. 09. 2022 30. 09. 2021
Remaining useful life4 

as at 30. 09. 2022

Technology of AnalytiCon Discovery GmbH 303 545 1

Technology of Biocatalysts Ltd. 2,883 3,337 8

Technology of Breatec Group 449 – 5

Customer relationships of Biocatalysts Group 2,831 3,335 7

Customer relationships of Biosun 

Biochemicals Inc.

1,237 1,160 9

Customer relationships of Breatec Group 1,856 – 8

In accordance with the accounting policies presented above, no development costs were 

capitalized in the 2021/22 financial year or in the previous year, as it is not possible to distinguish 

research and development phases due to the alternating process, and consequently not all of the 

criteria specified in IAS 38 were met.

Research and development expenses of € 4,870 thousand (previous year: € 5,384 thousand) 

are reported in the statement of comprehensive income mainly under the items “personnel  

expenses”, “cost of materials” and “other expenses”, as well as in amortization charges.

13 Property, plant and equipment

Investments in property, plant and equipment in the 2021/22 financial year were attribut-

able primarily to the technical expansion of research, development, and manufacturing infra-

structure. The following table shows the composition and changes of property, plant and 

equipment:

€ thousand Land and buildings
Operating and o�ice 

equipment
Total property, plant 

and equipment

FY 2021/22

Cost at 1 October 2021

16,258 20,587 36,845

Additions from acquisition 566 554 1,121

Additions 1,907 5,407 7,314

Disposals 0 –237 –237

Disposals arising from divestitures –787 –1,093 –1,880

Currency translation –47 –186 –233

at 30 September 2022 17,898 25,032 42,930

€ thousand Land and buildings
Operating and o�ice 

equipment
Total property, plant 

and equipment

Depreciation and impairment

at 1 October 2021

4,552 8,002 12,554

Depreciation for the financial year 1,051 1,778 2,829

Disposals 0 –125 –125

Disposals arising from divestitures –330 –686 –1,016

Currency translation 6 –56 –50

at 30 September 2022 5,279 8,913 14,191

Net carrying amount

at 30 September 2022

12,619 16,119 28,738

at 30 September 2021 11,706 12,585 24,291

€ thousand Land and buildings
Operating and o�ice 

equipment
Total property, plant 

and equipment

FY 2020/21

Cost at 1 October 2020

16,026 18,879 34,905

Additions from acquisition 0 63 63

Additions 93 1,458 1,550

Reclassifications –1 1 0

Disposals –22 –348 –370

Currency translation 163 534 696

at 30 September 2021 16,258 20,587 36,845

€ thousand Land and buildings
Operating and o�ice 

equipment
Total property, plant 

and equipment

Depreciation and impairment

at 1 October 2020

3,611 6,825 10,436

Depreciation for the financial year 931 1,395 2,326

Disposals 0 –249 –249

Currency translation 10 30 41

at 30 September 2021 4,552 8,002 12,554

Net carrying amount

at 30 September 2021

11,706 12,585 24,291

at 30 September 2020 12,416 12,054 24,470

Land and buildings serve partly as collateral for bank loans. Not all of the land and build-

ings of BRAIN Biotech AG that are included in this item were assigned as collateral. More detail 

can be found in section (21) Financial Liabilities.

4 Remaining useful life in years.
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Rights-of-use

The right-of-use assets reported under property, plant and equipment derive from leases 

accounted for in accordance with IFRS 16. The following table presents the changes in the 

right-of-use assets.

€ thousand Land and buildings
Operating and o�ice 

equipment
Total property, plant 

and equipment

FY 2021/22

at 1 October 2021

5,499 1,729 7,228

Additions from acquisition 517 429 946

Additions 221 44 265

Depreciation 802 430 1,232

Disposals 0 0 0

Currency translation –4 –13 –17

at 30 September 2022 5,431 1,759 7,189

€ thousand Land and buildings
Operating and o�ice 

equipment
Total property, plant 

and equipment

FY 2020/21

at 1 October 2020

6,141 1,711 7,852

Additions 70 54 124

Depreciation 690 36 726

Disposals –22 0 –22

Currency translation 0 0 0

at 30 September 2021 5,499 1,729 7,228

Information on lease liabilities is provided in the section (21) Financial liabilities.

The following table presents the total cash outflows for leases. 

€ thousand

Cash outflows for leases 2021/22 2020/21 

Repayments of lease liabilities 1,029 1,120 

Interest payments for lease liabilities 118 111

Leases of low-value assets 0 0 

Total 1,147 1,231

14 Equity-accounted investments

Enzymicals AG

The carrying amount of the interest in the associated company Enzymicals AG5 

reports the following changes:

€ thousand

Carrying amount at 30.09.2020 133

Share of profit or loss after taxes in 2020/21 31

Impairment –164

Carrying amount at 30.09.2021 0

Share of profit or loss after taxes in 2021/22 10

Impairment –10

Carrying amount at 30.09.2022 0

The interest held by BRAIN Biotech AG continued to amount to 24.095 % in the 2021/22 

financial year. This participating interest is allocated to the BioScience segment. No losses 

were recognized in the current financial year (previous year: € 0 thousand).

The following tables show the aggregated results and balance sheet data of Enzymicals 

AG and the amounts of profit or loss for the period and equity attributable to BRAIN Biotech 

AG in line with its interest (24.095 %). The figures for Enzymicals AG were calculated based 

on the accounting principles of the German Commercial Code (HGB), as the Management 

Board is of the opinion that no material valuation di�erences exist in relation to IFRS.

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Revenue 1,577 1,093

Total comprehensive income or loss 40 129

Share of profit or loss after taxes 10 31

€ thousand 30.09.2022 30.09.2021

Non-current assets 354 406

Current assets 903 886

Non-current liabilities 500 419

Current liabilities 725 881

Equity 32 –8

Interest in equity 8 –2

The di�erence in prior periods between the recognized valuation of the participating in-

terest and the proportional equity attributable to BRAIN Biotech AG of € 166 thousand reflect-

ed goodwill. As part of the impairment test as of 30 September 2021, the value of the interest in 

Enzymicals AG was completely written down. 

5 Financial year = calendar year; the 

di�erence arises from the historical di�er-

ence between the financial year of BRAIN 

Biotech AG and the calendar year
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SolasCure Ltd.

The carrying amount of the interest in the associated company SolasCure Ltd. reports the 

following changes:

€ thousand

Carrying amount at 30.09.2020 864

Share of profit or loss after taxes in 2020/21 –1,754

Reversal of elimination of unrealized results of intra-group transactions 99

Capital increase 19.01.2021 564

Gain from dilution of interest 741

Currency translation 36

Carrying amount at 30.09.2021 550

€ thousand

Carrying amount at 30.09.2021 550

Share of profit or loss after taxes in 2021/22 –2,427

Reversal of elimination of unrealized results of intra-group transactions 178

Capital increase 29.11.2021 1,497

Gain from dilution of interest 2,180

Currency translation –40

Carrying amount at 30.09.2022 1,938

In the 2021/22 financial year, the interest held by BRAIN Biotech AG changed from 

41.27 % to 35.51 % in the course of several capital increases. This participating interest is al-

located to the BioScience segment. No losses were recognized in the current financial year 

(previous year: € 0 thousand).

The following tables show the aggregated results and balance sheet data of SolasCure 

Ltd. and the amounts of profit or loss for the period and equity attributable to BRAIN Biotech 

AG in line with its 35.51 % interest (41.27 % on 30 September 2021). The disclosures reflect 

the financial statements of SolasCure Ltd. prepared in accordance with IFRS as adopted by 

the European Union.

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Revenue 0 0

Total comprehensive income or loss –6,117 –4,094

Share of profit or loss after taxes –2,426 –1,754

€ thousand 30.09.2022 30.09.2021

Non-current assets 3,989 4,067

Current assets 4,198 556

Non-current liabilities 0 0

Current liabilities 150 181

Equity 8,037 4,442

Interest in equity 2,854 1,833

In addition to the remaining elimination of unrealized results of intra-group transactions, 

the di�erence between the amount recognized for the participating interest and the propor-

tionate equity attributable to BRAIN Biotech AG is attributable to goodwill of € 254 thousand.

15 Inventories 

Inventories consist of the following:

€ thousand 30.09.2022 30.09.2021

Finished goods  5,950    4,638   

Raw materials, consumables and supplies  3,285    2,006   

Work in progress 389    367   

Prepayments on inventories  36    4   

Total  9,661  7,015 

Inventories included impairment losses on raw materials and supplies of € 99 thousand 

(prior year: € 170 thousand), and work in progress and finished goods of € 83 thousand (prior 

year: € 0 thousand). Reversals of impairment losses of € 0 thousand were applied (previous 

year: € 26 thousand).  

16 Trade receivables

Trade receivables consist of the following:

€ thousand 30.09.2022 30.09.2021

Trade receivables 7,424    6,473   

Receivables from research and development grant revenue  612    249   

Total 8,036   6,722   
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The presented carrying amounts of receivables correspond to the fair values.

Trade receivables generally have a term of up to one year. Credit default rates in a range of 

between 0.5 % and 10 % were applied in order to calculate the total lifetime ECL. Total lifetime 

ECLs of € 75 thousand (previous year: € 49 thousand) were recognized on the portfolio as at the 

30 September 2022 reporting date, which are recorded in a separate allowance account. 

The following table shows the past due structure of trade receivables as at 30 September 

2022.

The following table shows the past due structure of trade receivables as at 30 September 

2021.

The following table shows the changes in impairment losses:

€ thousand 2021/22

Carrying amount at start of period 49

Net e�ect of addition and reversals 25

Carrying amount at end of period 74

€ thousand 2020/21

Carrying amount at start of period 51

Net e�ect of addition and reversals –2

Carrying amount at end of period 49

Further information on impairments and the credit risks pertaining to trade receivables is 

provided in the section ‘’VI. Financial instruments / risks from financial instruments.’’

17 Other financial assets

Other financial assets consist of the following:

€ thousand 30.09.2022 30.09.2021

Loans extended up to one year 73    102   

Deposits with a term up to one year  82    55   

Miscellaneous other financial assets 280     50     

Total 435 207 

18 Other non-current and current assets

Other non-current assets consist of the following:

€ thousand 30.09.2022 30.09.2021

Expenses deferred for a period of more than one year 55   86   

Loans extended 100   150   

Deposits 12    15   

Total 168   251   

Other current assets consist of the following:

€ thousand 30.09.2022 30.09.2021

Expenses relating to the following year  331   316   

VAT receivables due from the tax authorities  196   120   

Receivables from the divestiture of L.A. Schmitt GmbH 3,040 0

Miscellaneous other current assets 244   180   

Total  3,811   617   

All current assets have a remaining term of up to one year. The portfolio of other assets 

was neither overdue nor impaired as at the reporting date. Default risk is regarded as low, as in 

the previous year. 

€ thousand
Trade 

receivables

of which:
not overdue as 
at the balance 

sheet date 
of which:

overdue in the following reporting periods 
Total lifetime 

ECL
Carrying 
amount

Up to 30 days
Between 30 and 

60 days
Between 60 and 

90 days
More than 90 

days

30.09.2022 8,110 6,586 1,154 101 155 114 74 8,036

in Tsd. €
Trade 

receivables

of which:
not overdue as 
at the balance 

sheet date 
of which:

overdue in the following reporting periods 
Total lifetime 

ECL
Carrying 
amount

Up to 30 days
Between 30 and 

60 days
Between 60 and 

90 days
More than 90 

days

30.09.2021 6,771 5,410 1,294 31 0 35 49 6,722
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19 Cash and cash equivalents / statement of cash flows

Cash and cash equivalents are held mainly at banks in Germany and in the UK.

In the statement of cash flows, other non-cash expenses and income include the following 

items: 

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Expenses 

Expenses from the divestiture of subsidiaries 1,653 0

Personnel expenses from share-based compensation 

and employee share schemes

748 512

Write-down applied to interests held in equity-accounted 

investments

0 164

Expense relating to the acquisition of a participating interest 0 81

Losses on receivables/change in value allowances for 

receivables

3 1

Net finance costs from subsequent measurement of 

financial liabilities

960 13

Impairment losses on inventories 0 170

Miscellaneous financial result 308 30

Miscellaneous 42 0

Total 3,714 970

Income

Reduction in value allowances for receivables 1 4

Net finance income from subsequent measurement of financial 

and other liabilities

1,234 3,746

Income from dilution of interests held in equity-accounted 

investments

2,356 741

Write-up applied to inventories 153 26

Miscellaneous financial result – 210

Miscellaneous 31 54

Total 3,775 4,781

Net cash expenses/income –61 –3,810

20 Equity

Changes to the equity capital position are shown in the consolidated statement of changes 

in equity.

Subscribed capital

The subscribed share capital amounts to € 21,847,495 (previous year: € 21,847,495) and is 

divided into 21,847,495 ordinary shares (previous year: 21,847,495), to each of which a propor-

tional amount of the share capital of € 1.00 is attributable. The shares are fully paid-in registered 

shares. The shares are listed in the Prime Standard stock market segment of the Frankfurt Stock 

Exchange.  

Authorized capital

The authorized capital of 3,972,273 (Authorized Capital 2021/I) existing as of 30 September 

2020 was revoked by resolution of the Annual General Meeting on 9 March 2022. 

With an AGM resolution on 9 March 2022, authorized capital of € 4,369,499 was created 

(Authorized Capital 2022/I). Authorized Capital 2022/I was entered in the commercial register 

on 28 March 2022. The Management Board was authorized, with Supervisory Board assent, to 

increase the company’s share capital in the period until 8 March 2027, once or on several oc-

casions, albeit by a maximum of up to a nominal amount of € 4,369,499 through issuing up to 

4,369,499 new ordinary registered shares against cash or non-cash capital contributions, 

whereby shareholders’ statutory subscription rights can be wholly or partly excluded. If the new 

shares are issued against cash capital contributions, shareholders’ statutory subscription 

rights can be wholly or partially excluded if the new shares’ issue price is not significantly less 

than the stock market price of the company’s shares already listed on the date when the issue 

price is finally determined, and the total number of shares issued in this manner under exclu-

sion of subscription rights does not exceed 10 % of the share capital.

Accordingly, authorized capital of € 4,369,499 was reported as at the 30 September 2022 

reporting date. 

Conditional capital

Pursuant to Section 5 (3), (4) and (5) of the company’s bylaws, the share capital is condi-

tionally increased by € 1,986,136 through issuing up to 1,986,136 new ordinary registered shares 

(Conditional Capital 2021/I) and by a further € 123,000 through issuing up to 123,000 new ordi-

nary registered shares (Conditional Capital 2015/II), and through issuing up to 1,682,578 new 

ordinary registered shares (Conditional Capital 2019/I). 

Conditional Capital 2021/I serves exclusively to grant shares to the holders of bonds with 

warrants and convertible bonds that the company issues based on the authorization of the Man-

agement Board by way of AGM resolution passed on 10 March 2021. The conditional capital in-

crease is to be implemented through issuing up to 1,986,136 new ordinary registered shares only 

to the extent that the holders of convertible bonds and/or bonds with warrants utilize their con-

version rights or warrant rights, or the holders of convertible bonds that are obligated to convert 

satisfy their obligation to convert, and to the extent that other forms of satisfaction are not de-

ployed to service the bonds. An increase in the share capital from Conditional Capital 2021/I had 

not been implemented as at the 30 September 2022 reporting date.

Conditional Capital 2015/II serves exclusively to service subscription rights arising from 

stock options that are granted – pursuant to the AGM resolution dated 8 July 2015 as part of a 

stock option plan comprising up to 123,000 stock options that carry subscription rights to shares 

of BRAIN Biotech AG with a term of up to eight years – to the members of the company’s Man-

agement Board, members of a�iliated companies’ management boards, as well as managers and 

other company employees in senior positions. The conditional capital increase is to be imple-

mented only to the extent that the holders of issued subscription rights utilize them, and the com-

pany does not grant treasury shares or cash settlement to satisfy these subscription rights. An 

increase in the share capital from Conditional Capital 2015/II had not been implemented as at 

the 30 September 2022 reporting date. At the Annual General Meeting on 7 March 2019, Condi-

tional Capital 2015/II was reduced from originally € 1,272,581 to € 123,000, as this capital was to 

remain exclusively for hedging stock options already issued. The authorization to issue further 

stock options from Conditional Capital 2015/II was revoked at the same Annual General Meeting 

and replaced by a new authorization (see following section).
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By resolution of the Annual General Meeting on 7 March 2019, the share capital was con-

ditionally increased by € 1,682,578 through the issue of up to 1,682,578 new no-par-value regis-

tered shares (Conditional Capital 2019/I). The conditional capital serves exclusively to service 

subscription rights from stock options granted to members of the company’s Management 

Board and other senior company managers. The Management Board is authorized, with the 

approval of the Supervisory Board, to determine the further details of the implementation of the 

conditional capital increase. The conditional capital increase is to be implemented only to the 

extent that the holders of issued subscription rights utilize them, and the company does not 

grant treasury shares or cash settlement to satisfy these subscription rights. An increase in the 

share capital from Conditional Capital 2019/I had not been implemented as at the 30 September 

2022 reporting date.

Stock options

An AGM resolution dated 7 March 2019 authorized the Management Board, with Supervi-

sory Board approval, to issue as part of a stock option plan until 12 March 2027 up to 1,682,578 

stock options with subscription rights to shares of BRAIN Biotech AG with a term of up to eight 

years, with the condition that each stock option grant the right to subscribe for one share, and 

according to further provisions. As far as issuing shares to members of the Management Board 

of BRAIN Biotech AG is concerned, this authorization is valid for the Supervisory Board alone. 

The AGM conditionally increased the share capital by € 1,682,578 to hedge and service the stock 

options (Conditional Capital 2019/I).

Capital reserves

The capital reserves contain the share premium from the issuance of shares, net of transac-

tion costs after taxes, as well as the expenses from granting stock options. For more information 

about share-based compensation, please refer to the remarks in Section “Share-based payment 

and other long-term employee benefits”. The capital reserve decreased in the financial year under 

review mainly due to the put option agreement described in the section “Expansions of BRAIN 

Group”. Capital reserves as per German commercial law are published in the separate financial 

statements for BRAIN Biotech AG prepared according to German Commercial Code (HGB) ac-

counting policies.

Other reserves

Currency translation di�erences are recognized in other reserves.  

Retained earnings

Retained earnings in the 2021/22 financial year reduced mainly to reflect profit or loss 

attributable to shareholders of BRAIN Biotech AG.

The following table shows the non-controlling interests during the 2021/22 financial year:

€ thousand
Interest in net assets not 

held by BRAIN Biotech AG

Addition of non-controlling 
interests in net assets as 
part of the acquisition of 
fully consolidated Group 

companies

Increase/decrease in 
interest in net assets not 

held by BRAIN Biotech AG
Attributable share of total 

comprehensive income

Carrying amount 
of interest at end of 

financial year

Biocatalysts Ltd.6 19.35 % 0 0 317 3,407

BRAIN UK Ltd. 11.03 % 0 0 –5 –51

Breatec B. V. 38.00 % 1,335 0 –80 1,254

Total  1,335 0 232 4,610

The previous year’s non-controlling interests are shown in the following table:

€ thousand

Interest in net assets 
not held by BRAIN 

Biotech AG

Increase/decrease in 
interest in net assets 

not held by BRAIN 
Biotech AG

Attributable share of 
total comprehensive 

income

Carrying amount 
of interest at end of 

financial year

Biocatalysts Ltd.6 19.35 % –2,662 344 3,090

BRAIN UK Ltd. 11.03 % 8 –5 –46

Total  –2,654 340 3,044

The changes in the non-controlling interests are as follows:

Biocatalysts Ltd.6

€ thousand 30.09.2022 30.09.2021

Value at start of financial year 3,090 5,408

Increase/decrease in interest in net assets not held by BRAIN 

Biotech AG

0 –2,662

Attributable share of profit or loss for the period 334 297

Attributable share of other comprehensive income (currency 

di�erences)

–17 47

Value at end of financial year 3,407 3,090

BRAIN UK Ltd.

€ thousand 30.09.2022 30.09.2021

Value at start of financial year –46 –49

Increase/decrease in interest in net assets not held by BRAIN 

Biotech AG

0 8

Attributable share of profit or loss for the period –5 –5

Value at end of financial year –51 –46

6 Including the subsidiary Biocatalysts Inc. 

and taking into consideration the amortization 

of disclosed hidden reserves.
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Breatec Group

€ thousand 30.09.2022

Value at start of financial year 0

Addition of non-controlling interests in net assets as part of the acquisition of fully 

consolidated Group companies

1,335

Attributable share of profit or loss for the period –80

Attributable share of other comprehensive income (currency di�erences) 0

Value at end of financial year 1,254

The following section presents summarized financial information for subsidiaries with 

non-controlling interests of significance to the Group. 

BRAIN UK Ltd./Biocatalysts Ltd.7

Summarized balance sheet data € thousand 30.09.2022 30.09.2021

Non-current assets 29,236 25,335

of which proportionate goodwill from the acquisition by BRAIN 3,948 4,026

of which hidden reserves less deferred tax from the acquisition 

by BRAIN

4,514 5,271

Current assets 8,382 8,553

Non-current liabilities 4,587 4,114

Current liabilities 5,797 3,738

Net assets 22,658 26,036

BRAIN UK Ltd./Biocatalysts Ltd.7

Summarized statement of comprehensive income € thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Revenue 22,281 17,835

Result before taxes 1,914 1,027

Result after taxes 1,645 728

of which the result from the amortization of hidden reserves less 

deferred tax from the acquisition by BRAIN

–677 –657

Total comprehensive income or loss 655 1,562

Result attributable to non-controlling interests 312 340

Dividends paid to non-controlling interests 0 0

BRAIN UK Ltd./Biocatalysts Ltd.7

Summarized statement of cash flows € thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Gross cash flow 3,866 2,524

Cash flow from operating activities 4,385 3,278

Cash flow from investing activities –6,084 –480

Cash flow from financing activities –360 –451

Breatec Group

Summarized balance sheet data € thousand 30.09.2022

Non-current assets 4,696

of which proportionate goodwill from the acquisition by BRAIN 1,960

of which hidden reserves less deferred tax from the acquisition by BRAIN 1,710

Current assets 2,918

Non-current liabilities 994

Current liabilities 1,360

Net assets 5,260

Breatec Group

Summarized statement of comprehensive income € thousand 2021/22

Revenue 4,942

Result before taxes –267

Result after taxes –212

of which the result from the amortization of hidden reserves less deferred tax from the 

acquisition by BRAIN

–130

Total comprehensive income or loss –212

Result attributable to non-controlling interests –80

Dividends paid to non-controlling interests 0

Apart from legal restrictions, BRAIN Biotech AG is not subject to any restrictions limiting 

its access to the subsidiaries’ assets, to utilize such assets or to settle the subsidiaries’ liabilities.  

7 Including the Biocatalysts Inc. subsidiary. 

The financial data are presented on an aggre-

gated basis as BRAIN UK Ltd. does not 

conduct any business activities of its own in 

addition to its function as an intermediate 

holding company. 
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21 Financial liabilities

The financial liabilities consist of the following:

€ thousand 30.09.2022 30.09.2021

Loans 4,053 4,721

Liabilities from put option rights for the potential acquisition 

of non-controlling interests

8,431 4,401

Non-controlling shareholders’ exercised put option rights 0 6

Contributions by silent partners 4,200 4,526

Lease liabilities 6,685 6,655

Derivatives 297 0

Subsequent purchase price obligation 200 0

Other 6 9

Total 23,872 20,318

As at the 30 September 2022 reporting date, contributions by silent partners include a 

€ 1,200 thousand (previous year: € 1,500 thousand) contribution by Hessen Kapital I, Wiesbaden, 

and a € 3,000 thousand (previous year: € 3,000 thousand) contribution by Hessen Kapital II GmbH. 

The contribution of Hessen Kapital I GmbH was repaid as planned in the financial year at 20 % as 

of 30 June 2022. An additional 20 % falls due on 30 June 2023 and 60 % falls due on 30 June 2024. 

Of the contribution by Hessen Kapital II GmbH, 20 % is repayable on 31 March 2026, a further 20 % 

on 31 March 2027 and 60 % on 31 March 2028. 

The company pays fixed remuneration equivalent to nominal 7.0 % p. a. (previous year: 7.0 %) 

on the contribution of Hessen Kapital I GmbH and a profit participation equivalent to the ratio be-

tween the nominal level of the silent partnership and the nominal level of the equity of BRAIN Bio-

tech AG, albeit to a maximum of 2.5 % of the contribution and not more than 50 % of the profit for 

the year.

The company pays fixed remuneration equivalent to nominal 6.0 % p. a. (previous year: 6.0 %) 

on the contribution of Hessen Kapital II GmbH and a profit participation equivalent to the ratio be-

tween the nominal level of the silent partnership and the nominal level of the equity of BRAIN Bio-

tech AG, albeit to a maximum of 1.5 % of the contribution and not more than 50 % of the profit for 

the year.

BRAIN Biotech AG is entitled to call the silent partner contributions rendered by Hessen Ka-

pital I GmbH and Hessen Kapital II GmbH before the agreed dates. However, due to the negative 

consequences this would have for the company (prepayment penalties), e�ectively this option has 

no economic value for the company. The silent partnerships do not participate in any losses. No 

obligation exists to provide additional funding.

Land charges exist with compulsory enforcement clauses on land owned by BRAIN Biotech 

AG with a notional value of € 2.5 million (previous year: € 2.5 million). All land charges serve to se-

cure bank borrowings, which amounted to € 875 thousand at the end of the reporting period (pre-

vious year: € 1,375 thousand). The land charges rank behind an unassigned land charge in favor of 

the owner amounting to € 0.5 milion (previous year: € 0.5 milion). 

At the Biocatalysts Ltd. subsidiary, € 1,778 thousand (previous year: € 1,951 thousand) of finan-

cial liabilities are secured by € 2,521 thousand (previous year: € 2,633 thousand) of land charges on 

operating property.

Other than standard retention of title from individual contracts, no other liabilities are secured 

by liens or similar rights. The carrying amount of the collateral furnished at the end of the reporting 

period stood at € 5,367 thousand (€ 6,027 thousand as of 30 September 2021).

The nominal interest rate on the fixed interest loans lies between 1.15 % (previous year: 1.15 %) 

and 6.10 % (previous year: 6.10 %) p.a. The Group has no significant variable interest liabilities.

The following table shows the undiscounted nominal amounts due at the financial liabilities’ 

terms:

30. 09. 2022 
€ thousand

Remaining term
up to 1 year

Remaining term
 1 - 5 years

Remaining term
more than 5 years

Contributions by silent partners 300 2,100 1,800

Liabilities from put option rights for the 

acquisition of non-controlling interests

5,103 3,598 0

Leasing 1,272 3,522 1,892

Financial derivatives 297 0 0

Loans 1,434 2,619 0

Other 31 175 0

8,437 12,014 3,692

30. 09. 2021
€ thousand

Remaining term
up to 1 year

Remaining term
 1 - 5 years

Remaining term
more than 5 years

Contributions by silent partners 326 1,500 2,700

Liabilities from put option rights for the 

acquisition of non-controlling interests

0 4,485 0

Leasing 1,076 3,115 2,464

Liabilities from exercised put option 

rights for the acquisition of 

non-controlling interests

6 0 0

Loans 1,241 2,245 1,236

Other 0 9 0

2,649 11,354 6,399
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The contractually agreed due dates for principal and interest payments and for profit-  

related payments are shown in the following overview:

The following table shows the change in financial liabilities analyzed by cash and non-cash 

changes:

22 Other liabilities 

Non-current other liabilities include € 1,335 thousand for the growth equity program of 

Biocatalysts Ltd. (previous year: € 712 thousand).

Current other liabilities consist of the following:

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Wage and salary liabilities 889 625   

Current share of liabilities from put option rights  

exercised in connection with the employee share scheme at  

AnalytiCon Discovery GmbH

 0    3   

Accrued vacation pay  451    525   

Wage and church tax, social security  517    352   

Supervisory Board compensation  257    254   

Special payments to subsidiaries’ managements and employees  110    89   

VAT  6    74   

Miscellaneous other liabilities  1,120    762   

Total current other liabilities  3,350    2,684   

Miscellaneous other liabilities include customer credits of € 181 thousand (previous year: 

€ 25 thousand).

€ thousand Loans

Liabilities for 
the potential 

acquisition of 
non-controlling 

interests

Liabilities for the 
acquisition of 

non-controlling 
shareholders

Contributions by 
silent partners Derivatives Lease liabilities Other Total

Amount at  

30 September 

2021

4,721 4,401 6 4,526 0 6,655 9 20,318

Cash inflow/

outflow from 

financing 

activities

–604 0 –6 –327 0 –1,029 0 –1,966

Subsequent 

measurement

0 166 0 0 297 0 –443 20

Change in 

the scope of 

consolidation

–132 3,978 0 0 0 946 640 5,431

Currency 

translation

68 –114 0 0 0 –9 0 –55

Additions to 

leases

0 0 0 0 0 122 0 122

Amount at  

30 September 

2022

4,053 8,431 0 4,200 297 6,685 206 23,872

30. 09. 2022 € thousand 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 28/29 29/30 30/31 31/32 �.

Principal 

repayments

8,437 2,881 4,899 1,712 2,522 2,467 675 272 278 0

Interest payments 449 385 327 240 180 76 14 6 3 0

Profit-related 

payments

93 89 75 60 45 0 0 0 0 0

Total excluding 

profit-related 

payments

8,887 3,266 5,226 1,952 2,702 2,542 689 278 281 0

Total including 

profit-related 

payments

8,980 3,355 5.301 2,012 2,747 2,542 689 278 281 0

30. 09. 2021 i€ thousand 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 28/29 29/30 30/31 �.

Principal 

repayments

2,649 2,171 6,288 1,955 940 2,180 1,247 2,458 254 260

Interest payments 433 370 325 276 213 208 147 67 6 3

Profit-related 

payments

74 73 64 56 36 41 32 14 0 0

Total excluding 

profit-related 

payments

3,082 2,541 6,613 2,230 1,154 2,388 1,394 2,525 260 263

Total including 

profit-related pay-

ments

3,155 2,614 6,677 2,287 1,190 2,429 1,426 2,539 260 263

€ thousand Loans

Liabilities for 
the potential 

acquisition of 
non-controlling 

interests

Liabilities for the 
acquisition of 

non-controlling 
shareholders

Contributions by 
silent partners Derivatives Lease liabilities Other Total

Amount at  

30 September 

2020

5,474 12,052 838 4,500 112 7,613 9 30,598

Cash inflow/

outflow from 

financing 

activities

–870 –4,576 –839 0 0 –1,120 0 –7,406

Subsequent 

measurement

0 –3,746 7 26 –112 –24 0 –3,849

Change in 

the scope of 

consolidation

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Currency 

translation

117 672 0 0 0 92 0 881

Additions to 

leases

0 0 0 0 0 95 0 95

Amount at  

30 September 

2021

4,721 4,401 6 4,526 0 6,655 9 20,318
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VI. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS / RISKS FROM FINANCIAL  
INSTRUMENTS

The following overview presents recognized financial instruments based on their IFRS 9 

measurement categories. To improve the presentation of the financial instruments relevant to 

the company in terms of their comparable measurement uncertainties and risks, cash and cash 

equivalents are presented separately in the following.

The following abbreviations are used for the measurement categories:

Abbreviation IFRS 9 measurement categories

AC Amortized cost Financial assets and liabilities measured 

at amortized cost

FVTPL Fair value through profit and loss Financial assets and liabilities measured 

at fair value through profit or loss

FVTOCI Fair value through other comprehensive 

income (FVTOCI) for debt instruments

Fair value (market value) changes rec-

ognized directly in other comprehensive 

income (with recycling)

FVTOCI Fair value through other comprehensive 

income (FVTOCI) for equity instruments

Fair value (market value) changes rec-

ognized directly in other comprehensive 

income (without recycling)

Financial assets and liabilities are as follows on a summarized basis:

Category Category Carrying amount  Fair value

€ thousand IFRS 9
30.09.2022 

(30.09.2021) Amortized cost
Cost 

IFRS 16

Fair value
through profit 

or loss
30. 09. 2022 

(30. 09. 2021)

Assets

Trade receivables AC 8,036 

(6,722)   

8,036

(6,722) 

 

Other current and 

non-current assets

AC 134

(184)

134 

(184)

Other financial assets AC 435

(207)

435

(207)

Cash and cash equivalents AC 8,443

(24,545)

8,443

(24,545)

Total 17,048

(31,658)

17,048

(31,658)

Category Category Carrying amount  Fair value

€ thousand IFRS 9
30. 09. 2022 

(30. 09. 2021) Amortized cost
Cost 

IFRS 16

Fair value
through profit 

or loss
30. 09. 2022  

(30. 09. 2021)

Liabilities

Trade payables AC 6,754

(3,834)

6,754

(3,834)

Financial liabilities AC 15,144

(15,911)

8,459

(9,256)

6,685

(6,655)

15,144

(15,911)

Financial liabilities FVTPL 8,728

(4,401)

8,728

(4,401)

8,728

(4,401)

Other liabilities AC 317 

(84)

317 

(84)

Total 30,943 

(24,230)

15,530 

(13,174)

6,685 

(6,655)

8,728 

(4,401)

23,872 

(20,312)

23 Deferred income 

Deferred income consists of current deferred income of € 1,990 thousand (compared with 

€ 1,572 thousand in the previous year) and non-current deferred income of € 766 thousand  

(compared with € 1,109 thousand in the previous year). 

Deferred income of € 472 thousand arises from transactions with SolasCure Ltd (previous 

year: € 760 thousand). Deferred income partly includes prepayments received from customers 

for service obligations not yet performed as at the balance sheet date. These are shown sepa-

rately in section (25) “Prepayments received”. A contribution of € 2,103 thousand is attributable to 

benefit obligations that have not yet been fulfilled (previous year: € 2,005 thousand). It is expect-

ed that a contribution of € 1,764 thousand of this amount can be recognized in revenue within one 

year. Deferred income of € 2,792 thousand (previous year: € 1,373 thousand) was fully recognized 

in revenue in the 2021/22 financial year. 

24 Provisions

This item relates mainly to estimated expenses for the preparation auditing of the finan-

cial statements and consulting expenses. Utilization is anticipated mainly within the follow-

ing financial year. 

The following table provides an overview of related changes:

 

25 Prepayments received

Prepayments received relate to primarily research and development services and future 

supplies and have a maturity of up to one year. The total amount of € 13 thousand (previous year: 

€ 79 thousand) is attributable to current benefit obligations not yet rendered.  

26 Trade payables

Trade payables have a term of up to one year.

€ thousand 30.09.2021 Utilization Release Addition
Disposal arising 
from divestiture

Currency 
di�erences 30.09.2022

Archiving 

costs

25 0 0 0 –3 0 21

Costs for 

financial 

statements, 

auditing and 

consulting

310 –249 0 374 –12 –2 422

Decommis-

sioning and 

dismantling

66 0 0 0 0 0 66

Other 3 0 0 145 0 –2 146

Total 404 –249 0 519 –15 –4 654
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No financial instruments exist that are to be classified in the FVTOCI category. 

Cash and cash equivalents, other current assets, trade receivables, and trade payables 

mainly have short terms remaining. As a consequence, their carrying amounts at the end of 

the reporting period approximate their fair values. Non-current financial assets consist of 

deposits and loans extended whose rates of interest mainly correspond to current market 

interest-rate levels.

Liabilities to banks and other lenders, as well as to silent partners, reported in current 

and non-current financial liabilities, are measured at amortized cost. The fair values of finan-

cial liabilities are determined by discounting, applying current discount rates that match the 

maturity and risk of the liabilities. The fair values mainly correspond to the carrying amounts 

due to regular refinancing measures at market interest rates. The terms are presented in  

detail in Section 21 “Financial liabilities”.

The carrying amounts of the financial instruments measured at fair value are classified 

as follows in accordance with the IFRS fair value hierarchy: listed prices in an active market 

(Level 1), valuation techniques based on observable inputs (Level 2), and valuation tech-

niques based on unobservable inputs (Level 3).

No reclassifications between the di�erent hierarchy levels were implemented.

The carrying amount of Level 2 financial liabilities (FVTPL) at the end of the reporting 

period stood at € 8,728 thousand (previous year: € 4,401 thousand). These are put option lia-

bilities to non-controlling shareholders of Biocatalysts Ltd. and of the Breatec Group as well 

as, in the previous year, forward exchange contracts with various terms.

The contractual undiscounted cash outflows of financial liabilities within the scope of 

IFRS 7 are shown in the following table:

30. 09. 2021 € thousand 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 28/29 29/30 30/31 �.

Silent partnerships 

(without 

profit-sharing)

598 544 523 1,091 144 462 726 1,854 0 0

Liabilities to lender 1,323 917 783 402 326 1,254 0 0 0 0

Lease liabilities 1,154 1,071 822 737 684 672 668 671 260 263

Liabilities from 

acquiring interests 

in fully consolidat-

ed companies10

6 0 4,485 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other liabilities 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Trade payables 3,834 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 6,916 2,541 6,613 2,230 1,154 2,388 1,394 2,525 260 263

30. 09. 2022 € thousand 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 28/29 29/30 30/31 31/32 �.

Silent partnerships 

(without 

profit-sharing)

580 1,159 227 762 726 1,854 0 0 0 0

Liabilities to 

lenders

1,508 814 401 323 1,235 0 0 0 0 0

Lease liabilities 1,367 1,120 999 867 741 688 689 278 281 0

Liabilities from 

acquiring interests 

in fully consolidated 

companies9

5,103 0 3,598 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Derivative financial 

instruments 

(forward foreign 

exchange 

transactions)

297 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other liabilities 31 175 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Trade payables 6,754 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 15,641 3,266 5,226 1,952 2,702 2,542 689 278 281 0

9 The exercise of the Breatec Group put 

option as of the latest possible date would lead 

to a cash outflow of € 4.8 million in the 2026/27 

financial year.

10 The exercise of the put option as of 

the next possible date would lead to a cash 

outflow of € 3.8 million in the 2021/22 finan-

cial year.
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to the Group’s operating activities is represented by the risk that business partners will fail 

to discharge their payment obligations. Risk concentration is not identifiable in the custom-

er receivables area of the BioScience segment insofar as the claims exist in relation to a 

group of customers exhibiting above-average creditworthiness. Receivables in the BioIn-

dustrial area exist in relation to many di�erent contractual partners. The credit quality of the 

contracting parties is assessed to mitigate the counterparty credit risk exposure of custom-

er receivables. The factors assessed include financial position, past experience and other 

factors. The corresponding financial transactions are mostly entered into only with coun-

terparties with excellent credit ratings. Liquid funds are invested mainly in accounts with 

financial institutions on Germany and the UK. 

Currency risk

In addition, BRAIN is exposed to foreign currency risks. Income of € 633 thousand from 

currency di�erences (previous year: € 171 thousand) is o�set by € 515 thousand of expenses 

from currency di�erences (previous year: € 202 thousand), so the resultant e�ects in both the 

2021/22 and 2020/21 financial years largely o�set each other, with only a small net expense 

remaining. Foreign currency positions are generally of minor importance within BRAIN Group. 

An IFRS 7 sensitivity analysis of foreign currency risks is not relevant for the financial state-

ments due to their subordinate significance.

Interest rate risk

Interest rate risk describes the risk of fluctuations in the value of a financial instrument 

because of changes in market interest rates. The largest portion of the loan has a fixed-interest 

period matching its maturity. The Management Board consequently believes that it is not ex-

posed to material direct interest rate risk.

The risk exposures of the loans that match their maturities are limited to the risk that 

BRAIN cannot benefit from any potentially lower lending rates that may be obtained during 

the terms of the deposits and loans.

Negative rates of interest cannot be excluded. Significant e�ects on the company’s finan-

cial position or performance are not anticipated. Risk for significant cash positions is coun-

tered through investing them in short-term deposits.

The Group benefited to only a limited extent from lower market borrowing rates due to 

the high proportion of fixed interest arrangements for its financial liabilities (> 95 %; previous 

year: > 95 %). 

Further interest rate risks are detailed in the section “Valuation risks connected with for-

eign currency put option agreements”.

Capital management/liquidity risk 

The capital management function of BRAIN Biotech AG pursues the objective of financ-

ing the company’s planned growth and of securing corresponding resources for short-term 

financing requirements. The company consequently sets a minimum 50 % target equity ratio. 

This was exceeded due to the IPO and supported by the capital increases in September 2017, 

June 2020 and September 2021. The equity ratio amounted to 44 % as at 30 September 2022 

(previous year: 54 %), and consequently below the target figure. The capital under manage-

ment includes all current and non-current liability items as well as equity components. Finan-

cial terminology as presented in the financial statements is also utilized for debt and equity 

management purposes.

The following table shows the net gains or losses on financial instruments by measurement 

category:

€ thousand 
2021/22
(2020/21)

From interest and 
dividends

From subsequent fair 
value measurement/

impairment From disposals Net gains/losses

Loans and 

receivables

17

(25)

3

(4)

–230

(–1)

–210

(28)

Financial liabilities 

measured at 

(amortized) cost

–454

(–442)

0

(0)

578

(0)

125

(–442)

Leasing –118

(–111)

0

(0)

0

(0)

–118

(–111)

Financial liabilities 

measured at fair 

value through profit 

or loss

0

(0)

–333

(3,858)

0 

(0)

–333

(3,858)

Summe –555

(–528)

–330

(3,862)

348

(–1)

–536

(3,333)

Interest income and expenses relating to financial instruments are reported under “fi-

nance income” and “finance costs” in the consolidated statement of comprehensive income. 

The total interest expense relating to financial liabilities that are not measured at fair value 

through profit or loss amounted to € 454 thousand (previous year: € 442 thousand).   

Risk management/risks from financial instruments

The Group’s business activities expose it to various financial risks: credit risk, currency risk, 

interest rate risk, market risk and liquidity risk. 

The Management Board has implemented a risk management system to identify and 

avoid risks. This system is based inter alia on rigorous supervision of business transactions, 

comprehensive exchange of information with the employees responsible, and regular – 

mostly quarterly – analyses of key performance indicators for the business.

The risk management system was implemented to be able to identify adverse develop-

ments at an early stage and launch countermeasures as quickly as possible. 

With regard to the financial instruments the Group deploys, the objective of the risk man-

agement function at BRAIN is to minimize the risk exposure arising from financial instruments. 

The company does not enter into derivative financial instrument transactions without a corre-

sponding underlying basis transaction. In both the reporting period and the prior-year period, 

liquid funds were mainly invested with financial institutions in Germany and the UK. 

The financial instruments that are recognized on the balance sheet can as a matter of 

principle generate the following risks for the Group:

Credit risk

Credit risk describes the risk that one party to a financial instrument will cause a finan-

cial loss for the other party by failing to discharge an obligation. Credit risk consists of both 

counterparty credit risk and the risk of a deterioration in credit quality, along with cluster 

risk. The maximum exposure to counterparty credit risk is equal to the carrying amounts of 

the financial instruments on the balance sheet date. The counterparty credit risk relevant 
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BRAIN Biotech AG and its subsidiaries are not subject to any capital adequacy re-

quirements above and beyond those in the German Stock Corporation Act (AktG) and the 

German Limited Liability Company Act (GmbHG). 

Valuation risks connected with put option agreements

Due to a put option arrangement with non-controlling interests in a subsidiary in the 

Netherlands which was acquired in the FY 2021/22 year, various valuation risks arise which are 

presented below. Significant inputs for inclusion in the Group include the relevant EBITDA in-

cluded in the calculation, the relevant discounting rate as well as the imputed exercise date.

The actual obligation depends on the relevant EBITDA on the exercise date. Given 10 % 

higher relevant EBITDA on the imputed exercise date of the put option rights, a € 280 thousand 

higher liability would arise as at 30 September 2022. Given 10 % lower relevant EBITDA on the 

imputed exercise date of the put option rights, a € 279 thousand lower liability would arise as at 

30 September 2022. Accordingly, the change was reported in profit or loss in the statement of 

comprehensive income.

Furthermore, the respective interest rate exerts an influence on the fair value recognized 

on the balance sheet. Given a one percentage point lower relevant interest rate for the put op-

tion rights, a € 46 thousand higher liability would arise as at 30 September 2022. Given a one 

percentage point higher relevant interest rate for the put option rights, a € 39 thousand lower 

liability would arise as at 30 September 2022. Accordingly, the change was reported in profit or 

loss in the statement of comprehensive income.

The exercise date forms a further significant influencing factor. Due to the expected EBIT-

DA growth and rising EBITDA multiples, the measurement of the liability is based on the exer-

cise of the option rights in the next possible period (1 January to 31 March 2025), and the liabil-

ity is reported under non-current financial liabilities. If, for example, the option holders were to 

exercise their options as of the last possible period (1 January to 31 March 2027), the liability 

would be € 1,224 thousand higher, which would already entail a cash outflow in the 2026/27  

financial year.

Due to a put option arrangement with non-controlling interests in a UK subsidiary which 

was acquired in the FY 2017/18 year, a valuation risks arises at the relevant exchange rate for 

translation into euros.

Here, the respective exchange rate exerts an influence on the fair value recognized on the 

consolidated balance sheet. Given a 5 % stronger (weaker) pound sterling in relation to the euro, 

the liability would be € 255 thousand higher (lower). Accordingly, the change was carried  

directly to equity under other comprehensive income.

A detailed listing of opportunities and risks is also presented in the Group management 

report of BRAIN Biotech AG.

VII. OTHER INFORMATION

Auditor’s fees

The fees paid to or accrued for the auditors of BRAIN Group engaged for the financial year 

in question consist of the following items:

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Audit services 214 262

of which relating to the previous year 0 59

Other services 0 0

214 262

Related party disclosures

The Management Board and the Supervisory Board of BRAIN Biotech AG form the key man-

agement bodies of BRAIN Group.

The company’s Management Board consisted of the following members in the financial year 

under review:

 Adriaan Moelker, Bad Homburg, CEO (Management Board Chairman)

Master of Business Administration (MBA)

Lukas Linnig, Frankfurt am Main, CFO (until 30 September 2022)

Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA)

The Management Board members are entitled to represent the company either jointly or 

individually with a company o�icer. If only one Management Board Member has been appoint-

ed, this Management Board member is entitled to represent the company alone.

For the 2021/22 financial year, the Management Board was granted total compensation 

of € 1,378 thousand, as calculated based on the German Commercial Code (HGB). The corre-

sponding figure for the previous year stood at € 1,575 thousand.

Management Board compensation, in accordance with IAS 24, in the year under review 

amounted to:

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Fixed compensation11 680 655

Performance-related remuneration12 465 280

Share-based compensation 193 127

1,338 1,062

Pension provisions of € 1,153 thousand (previous year: € 2,271 thousand) have been 

formed for former Management Board members.
11 Including contribution to pension plan in 

the amount of € 105 thousand (previous year: 

€ 105 thousand).

12 Payments due short-term.
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The Management Board members are members of the following supervisory boards or 

comparable supervisory bodies:

Adriaan Moelker, Bad Homburg, CEO (Management Board Chairman)

BRAIN UK II Ltd., Cardi�, UK (Director)

BRAIN UK Ltd., Cardi�, UK (Director)

Biocatalysts Ltd., Cardi�, UK (Director)

SolasCure Ltd., Cambridge, UK (Director)

Biosun Biochemicals Inc., Tampa, FL, USA (Board member)

Lukas Linnig, Frankfurt am Main, CFO (until 30 September 2022)

BRAIN UK II Ltd., Cardi�, UK (Director)

BRAIN UK Ltd., Cardi�, UK (Director)

Biocatalysts Ltd., Cardi�, UK (Director)

BRAIN US LLC, Rockville, MD, USA (Director)

Biosun Biochemicals Inc., Tampa, FL, USA (Board member)

The Management Board directly holds 23,000 shares as at the reporting date.

The company’s Supervisory Board included the following members in the financial year 

under review:

Dr. Georg Kellinghusen, Kreuth-Oberhof (Chair) 

Mediator Consultant

 Dr. Anna C. Eichhorn, Frankfurt am Main (Deputy Chair)

CEO, humatrix AG, Pfungstadt

Prof. Dr. Bernhard Hauer, Fußgönheim (until 31 May 2022)

University Professor

Dr. Michael Majerus, Ottobrunn

Consultant

Stephen Catling, Cambridge, UK 

Managing Director, SJ Catling Ltd., Cambridge, UK

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Wiltrud Tre�enfeldt, Oberrieden, CH

Independent consultant

The Audit Committee of the company’s Supervisory Board included the following members in 

the financial year under review:

Dr. Michael Majerus, Ottobrunn (Chair)

Consultant

Dr. Georg Kellinghusen, Kreuth-Oberhof

Mediator Consultant

Stephen Catling, Cambridge, UK

Managing Director, SJ Catling Ltd., Cambridge, UK

The Personnel Committee of the company’s Supervisory Board included the following mem-

bers in the financial year under review::

Dr. Georg Kellinghusen, Kreuth-Oberhof (Chair)

Mediator Consultant

Dr. Michael Majerus, Ottobrunn 

Consultant

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Wiltrud Tre�enfeldt, Switzerland

Independent consultant

The Nomination Committee of the company’s Supervisory Board included the following 

members in the financial year under review:

Dr. Anna C. Eichhorn, Frankfurt am Main(Deputy Chair) 

CEO, humatrix AG, Pfungstadt

Dr. Georg Kellinghusen, Kreuth-Oberhof

Mediator Consultant

Prof. Dr. Bernhard Hauer, Fußgönheim (until 31 May 2022)

University Professor

Dr. Michael Majerus, Ottobrunn (from 1 June 2022)

Consultant

The Supervisory Board members are members of the following supervisory boards or 

comparable supervisory bodies:

Dr. Georg Kellinghusen, Kreuth-Oberhof (Chair)

Advyce GmbH, Munich (Advisory Board member)

Deutsche Bank AG, Frankfurt am Main (Regional Advisory Board member, Bavaria)

Simplifa GmbH, Berlin (Advisory Board member)

Dr. Anna C. Eichhorn, Frankfurt am Main (Deputy Chair)

Frankfurt Biotechnology Innovation Center, Frankfurt am Main 

(Supervisory Board member)

Dr. Michael Majerus, Ottobrunn 

None

Prof. Dr. Bernhard Hauer, Fußgönheim (until 31 May 2022)

None
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Stephen Catling, Cambridge, UK

Cambridge Community Foundation, Cambridge UK (Chairman of the Board of Trustees)

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Wiltrud Tre�enfeldt, Switzerland

ProBioGen AG, Berlin (Supervisory Board member)

The compensation of the Supervisory Board in the financial year under review was as follows:

€ thousand 2021/22 2020/21

Fixed compensation* 153 156

of which allowance for special functions 45 45

Attendance fees* 106 101

Total compensation 259 256

* Payments due short-term.

The Supervisory Board indirectly holds 20,000 shares in the company as at the reporting date.

Further information is presented in the compensation report.

Other relationships with related parties

In the 2021/22 and 2020/21 financial years, the following supplies or purchases of goods 

and services occurred between the members of the governing bodies (Management and Su-

pervisory board members) and their related parties and associated companies of BRAIN 

Group and entities with significant influence over BRAIN Biotech AG.

Enzymicals AG is an associated company pursuant to IAS 28.2 and is therefore catego-

rized as a related party pursuant to IAS 24.9. As of the reporting date, BRAIN Biotech AG was 

owed € 72 thousand (previous year: € 102 thousand) of loan and interest receivables by  

Enzymicals AG. The interest income for this 6.0 % loan amounted to € 4 thousand in the 2021/22  

financial year (previous year: € 6 thousand). 

A license agreement was concluded with SolasCure Ltd. in the 2017/18 financial year as 

part of the investment, for which BRAIN Biotech AG was paid with shares in the company 

equivalent to an amount of € 3,919 thousand. These have been deferred and will be recognized 

as revenue until September 2024 in the amount of the other shareholders’ interests, as BRAIN 

Biotech AG will be closely involved in the approval process until then and will render further 

services. Unrealized results of intra-group transactions are eliminated in the consolidated fi-

nancial statements as part of consolidation, resulting in the recognition in the current financial 

statements of an amount of € 472 thousand (previous year: € 760 thousand). In connection with 

the license, a service agreement was also concluded with an anticipated total volume of around 

€ 5.3 million. In the 2021/22 financial year, revenue was generated with the company in the con-

text of the transaction described above in the amount of € 1,047 thousand (previous year: 

€ 905 thousand). 

A loan facility of € 7.0 million exists with MP-Beteiligungs-GmbH, Kaiserslautern, a compa-

ny with a shareholding of more than 25 %. The agreement has a term until 30 June 2025. The 

loan bears interest at a rate of 3.5 %. As of the balance sheet date, the company had not utilized 

this option. In the 2021/22 financial year, the interest cost amounted to € 28 thousand (previous 

year: € 32 thousand). Interest liabilities amounted to € 7 thousand as at the balance sheet date 

(previous year: € 11 thousand).

No receivables were due from directors of BRAIN Biotech AG or individuals related to 

these directors as of 30 September 2022. As at the 30 September 2022 reporting date, the 

following outstanding balances existed in relation to the aforementioned parties, which are 

reported under other liabilities, and aforementioned compensation elements:

 · Supervisory Board compensation: € 257 thousand (previous year: € 254 thousand), 

 · Management Board compensation: € 465 thousand (previous year: € 280 thousand),

 · Deferrals for outstanding vacation (Management Board): € 30 thousand (previous year: 

€ 45 thousand).

No other obligations exist in relation to the key management personnel of BRAIN Biotech AG.

Contingencies and other financial commitments

As in the previous year, as of the 30 September 2022 balance sheet date no obligations 

exist from contracts entered into for third-party work in the area of research and development 

contracts.

As was the case at the end of the previous financial year, as at 30 September 2022 no ob-

ligations exist arising from investment projects that have been commenced.

Contingent purchase price obligations exist for intangible assets that depend on the 

achievement of specific future revenue using these intangible assets up to a maximum amount 

of € 160 thousand (previous year: € 160 thousand).

The Management Board is not aware of other facts or circumstances that could lead to 

material additional financial commitments. 

Employees

The number of employees reports the following changes:

2021/22 2020/21

Total employees, of whom 309 288

Salaried employees 284 264

Industrial employees 24 25

BRAIN Group also employs scholarships/grant holders (1, previous year: 3), temporary 

employees (12, previous year: 12) and trainees (6, previous year: 8).

Statement of conformity to the German Corporate Governance Code

The statement of conformity to the German Corporate Governance Code as required by 

Section 161 of the German Stock Corporation Act (AktG) was issued by the Management and 

Supervisory boards and published on the company’s website.
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Events after the reporting date

On 1 October 2022, Michael Schneiders assumed the position of Chief Financial O�icer 

at BRAIN Biotech AG. In September 2022, the company had announced that CFO Lukas  

Linnig would step down from the Management Board with e�ect as of 30 September 2022. At 

the same time, the company had announced that Michael Schneiders had been appointed to 

the Management Board with e�ect from 1 October 2022 and had been appointed as the future 

Chief Financial O�icer (CFO).

No further significant events or developments of material importance to the company’s fi-

nancial position and performance have occurred since the 30 September 2022 balance sheet 

date.

Zwingenberg, 21 December 2022

Adriaan Moelker    Michael Schneiders

Chief Executive O�icer    Chief Financial O�icer 
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Responsibility statement

We hereby declare that, to the best of our knowledge, the consolidated financial state-

ments convey a true and fair view of the Group’s financial position and performance in accor-

dance with applicable accounting principles, the progress of business including the business 

results and the Group’s position are presented in the Group management report so as to con-

vey a true and fair view, and the significant opportunities and risks pertaining to the Group’s 

prospective development are described.

Group management report — Responsibility statement



In our opinion, the following issues were most important in 

our audit:

 · Impairment of goodwill

 · Changes in the scope of consolidation

We have structured our presentation of these key audit matters 

as follows:

1. Facts and problem definition

2. Audit procedures and findings

3. Reference to further information

In the following we present the key audit matters:

Impairment of goodwill

1.  In the consolidated financial statements of BRAIN Biotech 

AG, a total of kEUR 6,606 (previous year: kEUR 4,725) of good-

will is reported under the balance sheet item “intangible assets 

and goodwill”. Goodwill therefore represents a significant com-

ponent of total assets. 

In the context of the preparation of the consolidated financial 

statements, the impairment testing of goodwill is of major im-

portance. The legal representatives carry out an annual impair-

ment test based on a valuation model using the discounted 

cash flow method. This model is based on data from corporate 

planning for the future development of the company, which are 

influenced by general market and economic developments. In 

addition, the value of goodwill depends to a large extent on the 

discount rates and growth rates applied. These factors are sub-

ject to the decision of the legal representatives and therefore 

subject to discretion. Due to the existing scope of discretion, 

there is a risk that changes will have a material impact on 

goodwill. Therefore, this fact is of particular importance in the 

context of our audit.

2.  As part of our audit, we obtained an understanding of the 

evaluation process for goodwill. Particularly, we reproduced 

the valuation models used with regard to the correct calcula-

tions and checked that the valuation models meet the basic 

requirements of the relevant valuation standards. Further-

more, we have checked the underlying valuation parameters 

by comparing them with market data. 

In addition, we understood the assumptions of the legal repre-

sentatives regarding the future developments of the compa-

nies based on planning and compared them with general 

market expectations.

Furthermore, we have methodically and mathematically as-

sessed the company’s sensitivity analyses to be able to as-

sess a possible impairment risk of goodwill in the event of 

changes in key assumptions. We consider the evaluation pro-

cess and the assumptions and parameters used therein to be 

an appropriate and su�icient basis for the impairment test of 

the goodwill recognised in the balance sheet.

3.  Regarding the accounting and valuation principles ap-

plied, we refer to the disclosures in the notes under section 

“Impairment test”. 

Changes in the scope of consolidation

1.  In the financial year 2021/2022, there were changes in the 

Group’s consolidation scope because of the acquisition of  

Weriol Group B. V., Nieuwkuijk/Netherlands, e�ective Feb-

ruary 1, 2022, and thew sale of L.A. Schmitt Chem. Kosm. 

Fabrik GmbH, Ludwigsstadt, Germany, e�ective September 

30, 2022.

In connection with the acquisition of Weriol Group B. V., the 

purchase price allocation is of major importance. The  

purchase price allocation allocates the purchase price paid 

to the acquired assets and liabilities. The purchase price  

allocation is based on corporate planning data on the future 

development of the company. This process therefore has a 

material impact on the value of assets to be recognised and 

is subject to significant estimation uncertainties.

Because of the sale of L.A. Schmitt Chem. Kosm. Fabrik 

GmbH a deconsolidation of this company was to be per-

formed in the consolidated financial statements. To correct-

ly present the deconsolidation gain, the date of deconsoli-

dation must be determined correctly. 

2.  As part of our audit, we obtained an understanding of the 

processes for identifying the consolidation scope. In particular, 

it was critically discussed with the legal representatives at 

which time control of Weriol Group B. V. was acquired and at 

which time no decisive influence on L.A. Schmitt Chem. Kosm. 

Fabrik GmbH was exercised. We have therefore checked 

whether the legal representatives have correctly identified the 

date for the first-time consolidation of Weriol Group B. V. and 

the date for the deconsolidation of L.A. Schmitt Chem. Kosm. 

Fabrik GmbH.

In addition, regarding Weriol Group B. V., we checked 

whether the first-time consolidation was correctly reflected 

in the consolidated financial statements. To this end, we crit-

ically assessed the company’s purchase price allocation, in 

particular, and checked the plausibility of the assumptions 

and parameters used. 

Regarding the sale of L.A. Schmitt Chem. Kosm. Fabrik 

GmbH, we checked whether the deconsolidation process 

was presented correctly. 

Independent auditor’s report

To BRAIN Biotech AG, Zwingenberg, Germany

Report on the audit of the consolidated finan-
cial statements and of the group management 
report

Audit Opinions

We have audited the consolidated financial statements of 

BRAIN Biotech AG and its subsidiaries (the Group), which 

comprise the consolidated statement of financial position as at 

September 30, 2022, and the consolidated statement of com-

prehensive income, consolidated statement of changes in eq-

uity and consolidated statement of cash flows for the financial 

year from October 1, 2021 to September 30, 2022, and notes to 

the consolidated financial statements, including a summary of 

significant accounting policies. In addition, we have audited 

the group management report of BRAIN Biotech AG for the 

financial year from October 1, 2021 to September 30, 2022. In 

accordance with German legal requirements, we have not au-

dited the content of the internet site for the published Group 

declaration on corporate governance, which forms part of the 

Group management report, as stated in Section VIII "Corpo-

rate Governance Statement pursuant to § 289f and § 315d of 

the German Commercial Code”.

In our opinion, on the basis of the knowledge obtained in the 

audit:

 · the accompanying consolidated financial statements comply, 

in all material respects, with the IFRSs as adopted by the EU, 

and the additional requirements of German commercial law 

pursuant to § 315e (1) HGB [Handelsgesetzbuch: German 

Commercial Code] and, in compliance with these require-

ments, give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, and 

financial position of the Group as at September 30, 2022, and 

of its financial performance for the financial year from  

October 1, 2021 to September 30, 2022, and 

 · the accompanying group management report as a whole 

provides an appropriate view of the Group’s position. In all 

material respects, this group management report is con-

sistent with the consolidated financial statements, com-

plies with German legal requirements and appropriately 

presents the opportunities and risks of future development. 

Our audit opinion on the group management report does 

not cover the content of the above Group declaration on 

corporate governance.

Pursuant to § 322 (3) sentence 1 HGB, we declare that our 

audit has not led to any reservations relating to the legal 

compliance of the consolidated financial statements and of 

the group management report.

Basis for the Audit Opinions

We conducted our audit of the consolidated financial state-

ments and of the group management report in accordance with 

§ 317 HGB and the EU Audit Regulation (No. 537/2014, referred 

to subsequently as “EU Audit Regulation”) and in compliance 

with German Generally Accepted Standards for Financial State-

ment Audits promulgated by the Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer 

[Institute of Public Auditors in Germany] (IDW). Our responsibil-

ities under those requirements and principles are further de-

scribed in the “Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Con-

solidated Financial Statements and of the Group Management 

Report” section of our auditor’s report. We are independent of 

the group entities in accordance with the requirements of Euro-

pean law and German commercial and professional law, and we 

have fulfilled our other German professional responsibilities in 

accordance with these requirements. In addition, in accordance 

with Article 10 (2) point (f) of the EU Audit Regulation, we de-

clare that we have not provided non-audit services prohibited 

under Article 5 (1) of the EU Audit Regulation. We believe that 

the audit evidence we have obtained is su�icient and appropri-

ate to provide a basis for our audit opinions on the consolidated 

financial statements and on the group management report.

Key Audit Matters in the Audit of the Consolidated 

Financial Statement 

Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional 

judgment, were of most significance in our audit of the con-

solidated financial statements for the financial year from Oc-

tober 1, 2021 to September 30, 2022. These matters were ad-

dressed in the context of our audit of the consolidated 

financial statements as a whole, and in forming our audit 

opinion thereon, we do not provide a separate audit opinion 

on these matters. 
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Audits promulgated by the Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer (IDW) 

will always detect a material misstatement. Misstatements can 

arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individ-

ually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to 

influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis 

of these consolidated financial statements and this group 

management report.

We exercise professional judgment and maintain professional 

skepticism throughout the audit. We also

 · Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement  

of the consolidated financial statements and of the group 

management report, whether due to fraud or error, design 

and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, 

and obtain audit evidence that is su�icient and appropri-

ate to provide a basis for our audit opinions. The risk of not 

detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is 

higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may 

involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepre-

sentations, or the override of internal control.

 · Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to 

the audit of the consolidated financial statements and of 

arrangements and measures (systems) relevant to the 

audit of the group management report in order to design 

audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstanc-

es, but not for the purpose of expressing an audit opinion 

on the e�ectiveness of these systems. 

 · Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used 

by the executive directors and the reasonableness of 

estimates made by the executive directors and related 

disclosures.

 · Conclude on the appropriateness of the executive 

directors’ use of the going concern basis of accounting 

and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a 

material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions 

that may cast significant doubt on the Group’s ability  

to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a 

material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw 

attention in the auditor’s report to the related disclosures 

in the consolidated financial statements and in the group 

management report or, if such disclosures are inadequate, 

to modify our respective audit opinions. Our conclusions 

are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of 

our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions 

may cause the Group to cease to be able to continue as a 

going concern. 

 · Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content 

of the consolidated financial statements, including the 

disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial 

statements present the underlying transactions  

and events in a manner that the consolidated financial 

statements give a true and fair view of the assets, 

liabilities, financial position and financial performance of 

the Group in compliance with IFRSs as adopted by the 

EU and the additional requirements of German commer-

cial law pursuant to § 315e (1) HGB. 

 · Obtain su�icient appropriate audit evidence regarding 

the financial information of the entities or business 

activities within the Group to express audit opinions on 

the consolidated financial statements and on the group 

management report. We are responsible for the direction, 

supervision and performance of the group audit. We 

remain solely responsible for our audit opinions. 

 · Evaluate the consistency of the group management 

report with the consolidated financial statements, its 

conformity with German law, and the view of the Group’s 

position it provides.

 · Perform audit procedures on the prospective information 

presented by the executive directors in the group manage-

ment report. On the basis of su�icient appropriate audit 

evidence we evaluate, in particular, the significant assump-

tions used by the executive directors as a basis for the 

prospective information, and evaluate the proper derivation 

of the prospective information from these assumptions. We 

do not express a separate audit opinion on the prospective 

information and on the assumptions used as a basis. There 

is a substantial unavoidable risk that future events will di�er 

materially from the prospective information. 

We communicate with those charged with governance re-

garding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing 

of the audit and significant audit findings, including any sig-

nificant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during 

our audit. 

We also provide those charged with governance with a state-

ment that we have complied with the relevant independence 

requirements and communicate with them all relationships 

and other matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on 

our independence, and the related safeguards.

From the matters communicated with those charged with 

governance, we determine those matters that were of most 

significance in the audit of the consolidated financial state-

ments of the current period and are therefore the key audit 

matters. We describe these matters in our auditor’s report 

unless law or regulation precludes public disclosure about 

the matter.

3.  For the changes in the scope of consolidation we refer to 

the information in the notes under the section “Changes to 

the consolidation scope“.

Other Information

The Supervisory Board is responsible for the Report of the 

Supervisory Board. Apart from that, the legal representatives 

are responsible for the other information.

The other information comprises the corporate governance 

statement mentioned above. In addition, the other information 

comprises the following sections intended for the annual  

report, the version of which we obtained prior to the issuance 

of the audit opinion:

 · Key figures and BRAIN Biotech at a glance,

 · Company management,

 · Company,

 · Responsibility statement of legal representatives,

 · Further information.

Our audit opinions on the consolidated financial statements 

and the group management report do not cover the other in-

formation and, accordingly, we do not express an opinion or 

any other form of audit conclusion thereon.

In connection with our audit, we have a responsibility to read 

the above other information and to assess whether the other 

information

 · have material discrepancies with the consolidated financial 

statements, the audited Group Management Report 

information or our knowledge acquired during the audit, or

 · otherwise appear materially misstated.

Responsibilities of the Executive Directors and the 

Supervisory Board for the Consolidated Financial 

Statements and the Group Management Report

The executive directors are responsible for the preparation of 

the consolidated financial statements that comply, in all mate-

rial respects, with IFRSs as adopted by the EU and the addi-

tional requirements of German commercial law pursuant to 

§ 315e (1) HGB and that the consolidated financial statements, 

in compliance with these requirements, give a true and fair 

view of the assets, liabilities, financial position, and financial 

performance of the Group. In addition the executive directors 

are responsible for such internal control as they have deter-

mined necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated fi-

nancial statements that are free from material misstatement, 

whether due to fraud or error. 

In preparing the consolidated financial statements, the  

executive directors are responsible for assessing the 

Group’s ability to continue as a going concern. They also 

have the responsibility for disclosing, as applicable, matters 

related to going concern. In addition, they are responsible for 

financial reporting based on the going concern basis of ac-

counting unless there is an intention to liquidate the Group 

or to cease operations, or there is no realistic alternative but 

to do so.

Furthermore, the executive directors are responsible for the 

preparation of the group management report that, as a whole, 

provides an appropriate view of the Group’s position and is, in 

all material respects, consistent with the consolidated finan-

cial statements, complies with German legal requirements, 

and appropriately presents the opportunities and risks of  

future development. In addition, the executive directors are 

responsible for such arrangements and measures (systems) 

as they have considered necessary to enable the preparation 

of a group management report that is in accordance with the 

applicable German legal requirements, and to be able to pro-

vide su�icient appropriate evidence for the assertions in the 

group management report. 

The supervisory board is responsible for overseeing the 

Group’s financial reporting process for the preparation of the 

consolidated financial statements and of the group manage-

ment report.

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the  

Consolidated Financial Statements and of the Group 

Management Report 

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about 

whether the consolidated financial statements as a whole are 

free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or er-

ror, and whether the group management report as a whole 

provides an appropriate view of the Group’s position and, in 

all material respects, is consistent with the consolidated fi-

nancial statements and the knowledge obtained in the audit, 

complies with the German legal requirements and appropri-

ately presents the opportunities and risks of future develop-

ment, as well as to issue an auditor’s report that includes our 

audit opinions on the consolidated financial statements and 

on the group management report.

Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a 

guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with § 317 

HGB and the EU Audit Regulation and in compliance with Ger-

man Generally Accepted Standards for Financial Statement 
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OTHER LEGAL AND REGULATORY  
REQUIREMENTS

Report on the audit of the electronic reproductions of 

the consolidated financial statements and the group 

management report prepared for the purposes of 

disclosure pursuant to § 317 (3a) HGB

Audit opinion

 

In accordance with § 317 (3a) of the German Commercial 

Code (HGB), we have performed a reasonable assurance au-

dit to determine whether the data contained in the provided 

file KA-KLB-2022-09-30.zip(SHA2563ae8fb9fbbab0c3587d 

6111d3048681a7a4393039eb57883f0d6868902cf0254) and 

prepared for the purpose of publication of the consolidated 

financial statements and the group management report 

(hereinafter referred to as the “ESEF-documents”) comply in 

all material respects with the electronic reporting format 

(“ESEF format”) pursuant to § 328 (1) HGB. In accordance 

with German legal requirements, this audit covers only the 

conversion of the information contained in the consolidated 

financial statements and the group management report into 

the ESEF format and therefore does not extend to the infor-

mation contained in these reproductions or to any other in-

formation contained in the aforementioned file.

In our opinion, the reproductions of the consolidated financial 

statements and the group management report contained in 

the provided file referred to above and prepared for disclo-

sure purposes comply, in all material respects, with the re-

quirements of § 328 (1) HGB for the electronic reporting for-

mat. We do not express any opinion on the information 

contained in these reproductions or on the other information 

contained in the above-mentioned file beyond this opinion 

and our opinions on the accompanying consolidated finan-

cial statements and the accompanying group management 

report for the financial year from October 1, 2021 to Septem-

ber 30, 2022 contained in the preceding “Report on the audit 

of the consolidated financial statements and group manage-

ment report”.

Basis for the audit opinion

 

We conducted our audit of the reproductions of the consolidat-

ed financial statements and the group management report con-

tained in the above-mentioned provided file in accordance with 

§ 317 (3a) of the German Commercial Code (HGB) and the IDW 

Auditing Standard: Audit of Electronic Reproductions of Finan-

cial Statements and Management Reports Prepared for  

Disclosure Purposes in Accordance with § 317 (3a) HGB (IDW 

PS 410 (10.2021)). Our responsibility thereafter is further  

described in the section “Auditor’s Responsibility for the Audit 

of the ESEF Documents”. Our auditing practice has complied 

with the quality assurance system requirements of the IDW 

Quality Assurance Standard: Requirements for Quality Assur-

ance in the Auditing Practice (IDW QS 1).

Responsibility of the legal representatives and the super-

visory board for the ESEF documents

The legal representatives of the Company are responsible for 

the preparation of the ESEF documents with the electronic  

reproductions of the consolidated financial statements and the 

group management report in accordance with § 328 (1) sen-

tence 4 no. 1 HGB and for the markup of the consolidated  

financial statements in accordance with § 328 (1) sentence 4 

no. 2 HGB.

Furthermore, the legal representatives are responsible for the 

internal controls they have considered necessary to enable 

the preparation of the ESEF documents that are free from 

material non-compliance, whether due to fraud or error, with 

the electronic reporting format requirements of § 328 (1) HGB.

The supervisory board is responsible for overseeing the 

preparation of the ESEF documents as part of the financial 

reporting process.

Auditor’s responsibility for the audit of the ESEF documents

Our objective is to obtain reasonable assurance about 

whether the ESEF documents are free from material 

non-compliance, whether due to fraud or error, with the re-

quirements of § 328 (1) HGB. We exercise professional judg-

ment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the 

audit. We also 

 · Identify and assess the risks of material non-compliance 

with the requirements of § 328 (1) HGB, whether due to 

fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures 

responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that 

is su�icient and appropriate to provide a basis for our 

audit opinion.

 · Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to 

the audit of the ESEF documents in order to design audit 

procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, 

but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the 

e�ectiveness of these controls.

 · Evaluate the technical validity of the ESEF documenta-

tion, i.e., whether the provided file containing the ESEF 

documents meets the requirements of the Delegated 

Regulation (EU) 2019/815, as applicable at the reporting 

date, regarding the technical specification for that file.

 · We assess whether the ESEF documents allow for a 

content identical XHTML reproduction of the audited 

consolidated financial statements and the audited group 

management report.

 · Assess whether the markup of the ESEF documents with 

inline XBRL technology (iXBRL) in accordance with 

Articles 4 and 6 of the Delegated Regulation (EU) 

2019/815 as applicable at the reporting date enables an 

adequate and complete machine-readable XBRL copy of 

the XHTML reproduction.

Further Information pursuant to Article 10 of the EU 

Audit Regulation

We were elected as group auditor by the annual general meet-

ing on March 9, 2022. We were engaged by the supervisory 

board on April 25, 2022. We will act as auditors of the consoli-

dated financial statements of BRAIN Biotech AG for the first 

time in the financial year 2021/2022.

We declare that the audit opinions expressed in this auditor’s 

report are consistent with the additional report to the audit 

committee pursuant to Article 11 of the EU Audit Regulation 

(long-form audit report).

Other Facts – use of the audit report

Our audit report must always be read in conjunction with the 

audited consolidated financial statements and the audited 

group management report as well as the audited ESEF docu-

ments. The consolidated financial statements and group man-

agement report converted into ESEF format – including the 

versions to be published in the Federal Gazette – are merely 

electronic reproductions of the audited consolidated financial 

statements and the audited group management report and do 

not replace them. In particular, the ESEF report and our audit 

opinion contained therein can only be used in conjunction with 

the audited ESEF documents provided in electronic form.

GERMAN PUBLIC AUDITOR RESPONSIBLE 
FOR THE ENGAGEMENT

The German Public Auditor responsible for the engagement 

is Andreas Weissinger. 

Frankfurt am Main, December 21, 2022

Baker Tilly GmbH & Co. KG

Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

(Düsseldorf )

Roos Weissinger

Wirtschaftsprüfer Wirtschaftsprüfer

[German Public Auditor] [German Public Auditor]
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